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An Aerospace Nation

Aerospace is deeply connected to US identity—its power and place in the world. Progress in aerospace opened doors to new methods of travel, economic prosperity, and the means to shelter and defend the nation. However, the rapid development of aerospace power was not something left to chance. Such an achievement was a national priority—one that called together all aspects of American society. Military experts worked closely with civilian engineers to refine requirements; academics contributed to designs, while machinists worked with designers. This kind of collaboration formed the United States as an aerospace nation, and aerospace industries remain critical to the US economy, the American people, and the American way of life. Now is the time to consider a short historical view of the impact aerospace has had on the United States and also to warn about the costs of neglect. More importantly, the nation must have a new vision for the future of aerospace.

The Rise of the Aerospace Nation

During the middle of the twentieth century, the US aerospace industry grew tremendously, resulting in the United States emerging from World War II with the world’s most advanced commercial infrastructure and preeminent economy and as the world’s only nuclear super power.¹ This industry created the foundation upon which the US economy rests and continued to ingest heavy investment for several decades—while providing a major source of American power.² In addition to doubling human productivity, becoming an aerospace nation was a critical pillar of economic growth for the United States.³ Doing so allowed the United States to reap dividends in defending the nation’s interests. Capabilities developed by advances in aerospace enabled reduced defense spending as a result of our technological asymmetric advantage. These “offset” reductions in defense spending allowed for development elsewhere in the US economy.

The authors would like to recognize the efforts and ideas of Lt Gen Glenn Spears, retired; Maj Gen Bill Chambers, retired; Maj Gen Waldo Freeman, retired; Col Ronald Banks; Col Douglas Demaio; Col Clint Hinote; Col Tony Meeks; Col Kyle Robinson; Dr. Everett Dolman; Mr. Harry Foster; Mr. Steve Hagel; and Mr. James Mock for their contributions to this article.
The first offset resulted from rapid advancement in the key areas of propulsion, aerodynamics, flight controls, avionics, and human factors that were achieved in the 1950s and beyond. America, as an aerospace nation, served as the essential integrator for these technologies. The aerospace community united for the “first offset strategy” of integrating nuclear warheads on bombs and missiles, which enabled Pres. Dwight Eisenhower’s “New Look” strategy—cutting the defense budget by 40 percent between 1952 and 1956. The United States relied on its aerospace superiority to offset Soviet military might without sacrificing the security of our nation or commitments to allies and partners.  

The second offset resulted from technological investments in sensing; precision navigation and timing; intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance; and stealth technologies. Again, US supremacy in the aerospace arena enabled smaller numbers of weapons to be used to hit and destroy key military targets. These investments enabled lower procurement numbers of advanced platforms, saved billions of dollars, and kept the United States ahead of the rest of the world as an aerospace nation.  

The payback to the economy and to the taxpayers from these aerospace investments remains significant. Today, this industry—from private aircraft manufacturers, to general aviation, to commercial space—produces $118.5 billion in export sales for the United States, results in approximately $370 billion in domestic aerospace purchases, and employs or supports more than 1.849 million people, whose spending employs 2.51 million more. The aerospace industry is the fifth-largest contributor to the gross domestic product (GDP) of the United States, behind only health care, chemicals, the food industry, and information technology. Of these five, only the food industry also produces a positive export balance for the United States, making the aerospace industry a key component of balancing US foreign trade. It contributes to America’s ability to “respond to threats such as terrorism, environmental disasters, and pandemics.”  

In addition, there are new technologies and businesses that emerge as a result of aerospace investments. Each year, NASA publishes a book called Spinoff that highlights its return on investment, often estimated to be several dollars of impact for every dollar spent. Small samples of the job-creating technologies that have emerged from these investments include the following:
• Filtration systems that have brought cheaper and more accessible drinking water to millions throughout the world

• Bioreactors that sparked creation of a new multimillion dollar line of healthy organic juices

• Insulating aerogels that create more durable outerwear from the materials that keep our astronauts insulated from the extremes of space (these same gels are also now being used in building materials improving energy conservation)

• New coatings that increase solar collector efficiency

• Antigravity treadmills developed to train astronauts that are now being used to rehabilitate patients with serious arm and leg injuries.

There are numerous industries that boost our economy and improve our quality of life that emerged from US aerospace investments. Despite these successes, America cannot take this source of technological innovation for granted.

The Cost of Neglect

The story of America’s rise to become an airfaring nation is a proud one, but the gains won by hard work are quickly being lost. The status of nation-states can rise and fall quickly. For example, in 1900, Great Britain was the richest nation in the world. Boasting the planet’s most powerful military, Britain was the center of world commerce, information, and finance. Its education system was second to none, and its currency was the world’s benchmark. In the early part of the twentieth century, the British Empire covered one-fifth of the world’s territory and included a quarter of the world’s population. Yet four decades after the declaration of the Aerial League of the British Empire, that prominence crumbled and the era in which Britannia ruled the seas gave way to “the American Century.”

A similar shift is now under way in the United States. A former chief executive officer (CEO) of American Airlines lamented, “[We are] now laggards in every category.” Once we were visionaries, and integrated aerospace was a core cultural, industrial, intellectual, and even aspirational tenet of American power. Now, America has atrophied from its natural curiosity and the frontier of discovery.
Today, the average citizen’s experiences with aerospace are no longer inspirational; they are mundane and tired. In 2014 none of the top 25 airlines were American.14 A far cry from the ambition of Pres. Harry Truman and Gen Jimmy Doolittle, our airports also lag. As of March 2015, the United States had no airports in the world’s top 25, and 19 nations had superior airport infrastructure to the top-rated American airport in Cincinnati. Our newest airport, Denver International, the multibillion dollar five-year construction project that concluded with a malfunctioning luggage system, came in second in the United States and 37th place in the world.15 Meanwhile, nations such as China build new aviation facilities more quickly and to a higher standard than we do. China is planning to spend the equivalent of $250 billion building their aerospace industries of the future and is the site of over two-thirds of the airports now under construction around the world.16 Beijing International, completed in half the time of Denver,17 is one of the world’s top-10 airports and handles seven times the passengers of Denver International.18 In some Chinese cities, the airport developers are being advised by a leading American proponent of the airport-centered city, or “aerotropolis.”19

Thus, it is no surprise so many in America seek their dreams and employment outside the aerospace sector.20 Tech savvy Millennials gravitate to Silicon Valley not Palmdale, California, or Dayton, Ohio. Aviation innovation in America seems on laissez faire—neglect autopilot, disconnected from national goals and policy that nurtured it and America to greatness. While 600 million people watched Apollo 11 landing on the moon, only 11,000 watched SpaceShipOne win the $10 million Ansari XPRIZE.

**Loss of Competitiveness in Aerospace**

In the critical area of space, the United States is losing market share. It fell from being the dominant space power with 31 new satellite orders—more than 54 percent of the world’s total in 2008—to only 32 percent of global orders in 2013 and only 11 new satellite orders in 2014. This represents a 22-percent loss in world share in only five years.21 The situation is no better in airplane manufacturing. US competitiveness, which is already eroding compared to European competition, appears about to erode further—damaging a major component of
the US economy. Total employment in the aircraft portion of the aerospace industry has declined almost 20 percent from a peak of 741,100 in 1998 to only 606,000 today.\textsuperscript{22} Airbus consistently challenges Boeing as the world’s principal airline platform, while China—able to undercut both American and European wage structures—has just entered the market.\textsuperscript{23} Without bold leadership and deliberate revitalization, US market share is likely to decline further. The new Chinese manufacturer, Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China (Comac), has already won 400 orders for its C919 airliner, an aircraft in the same large commercial class as the Airbus A320 and Boeing 737. This number is roughly equivalent to an entire year’s large aircraft order share of Boeing or Airbus in recent years.\textsuperscript{24}

America’s leadership in the high-technology sector is also faltering and, if not corrected, will put downward pressure on our economy. Of the 50 advanced industries, aerospace is one of only nine that are contributing to reduced trade deficits. It is also the largest of these industries in its contribution to the US balance of trade. Yet, in high-tech jobs, America is declining. The share of advanced technology jobs in the United States lags behind the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Germany, Hungary, Sweden, Finland, Italy, Denmark, and Austria. Further, with one of the steepest rates of decline in these sectors in the developed world, the United States is poised to fall behind France, the Netherlands, Norway, and Belgium over the next several years.\textsuperscript{25}

A lack of people educated in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) in the workforce is part of the US problem. In 2013 a Price Waterhouse Cooper survey of CEOs found that 54 percent of aerospace companies view the lack of available skills as the most significant threat to company growth. Other nations are graduating more engineers and hard-science professionals than the United States. An estimate by the US Department of Commerce predicts that by 2018 “the U.S. will have more than 1.2 million unfilled STEM jobs because there will not be enough qualified workers to fill them.”\textsuperscript{26} Reviving the aerospace nation begins with recapturing the magic and mystique of the first decades of aerospace innovation for our youth. If the United States fails to motivate the new generation to become part of something more and if it fails to attract the technicians and engineers to make a difference in its high technology industries, the US decline relative to other
states will continue, causing the American Century to give way to the Asian Millennium.  

Being an aerospace nation has paid vast dividends to the US economy in the past, and it can again. Beyond creating more than 4 million jobs tied to aerospace, investments in these industries help create a better life for Americans. In 2014 NASA estimated technology it originally paid for and developed saved 449,850 lives (equivalent to the entire population of Atlanta), created nearly 19,000 jobs (the approximate seating capacity of Madison Square Garden), generated $5.2 billion in revenue for commercial companies (or more revenue than for all concerts held in North America), and reduced the costs of living for Americans by $18.6 billion (more than the total revenue for the global airline industry).

Investments in these enterprises reap great rewards, and American investment in aerospace has never failed to pay off. The aerospace investments made in 2010 returned $37.8 billion in tax revenue to the US treasury in that year alone. Most of these investments will continue to pay additional dividends in the years that follow or generate spinoff companies that will pay future dividends to the taxpayer as these nascent businesses and industries grow. While precise estimates vary based on specific study methodology and the timeframe analyzed, the dollars invested by the government in the aerospace industry have created large numbers of private-sector jobs and spinoffs, with a return to the treasury that is well over one dollar of tax revenue for each dollar spent, making the aerospace industry one of the few places where increased government spending actually makes money for the taxpayer. Thus, being an advanced aerospace nation will help balance the federal budget and extend the benefits of prosperity to a new generation. What the United States needs now is a vision of where aerospace could take it and a strategy to get there.

A Vision for the Future

The United States can reinvigorate its aerospace industry into a globally admired enterprise that again becomes the engine for innovation, business development, and commerce for the nation. However, this will require the combined efforts of all its citizens: engineers, industry, academia, and the military. While we have a model on which this was
done under the stress of nuclear and space competition in the 1950s, a broader model is needed now.\textsuperscript{31}

In 1946, to help the aerospace industry grow, President Truman issued Executive Order 9781, establishing the Air Coordinating Committee, with the mission to “examine aviation problems and development affecting more than one participating agency; develop and recommend integrated policies to be carried out and actions to be taken.”\textsuperscript{32} Through interdepartmental cooperation between the Departments of State, War, Navy, Commerce; the Post Office; and the Civil Aeronautics Board, the United States created the airspace structure that became the model for the world and created a vision for space activities that would enable that nation to compete in the space race. Today, with a broader range of challenges before us, a similar but broader construct is needed.

Therefore, the United States must establish a National Aerospace Co-ordination Council. This council would be responsible for providing the interagency coordination required to implement the National Aerospace Strategy. Responsible directly to the president, the council should—at a minimum—be comprised of representatives from NASA, the Federal Aviation Administration, the White House Office of Science and Technology, and the Departments of Education, Commerce, Energy, Homeland Security, and Defense to coordinate and implement the steps governing the reinvigoration of our STEM education and aerospace infrastructure enterprises. This council should also be infused with—or regularly consult—the captains of the aerospace industry. Its central role will be to enable a path forward whereupon innovation, commerce, logistics, and new scientific breakthroughs can be accelerated using all forms of aerospace technology, including robotics, drones, information technologies, energy research, and aerospace design.

Establish a New Air and Space Structure

Like its predecessor, this council will, as one of its deliverables, define an airspace utilization plan for the twenty-first century. This plan needs to accommodate large fleets of unmanned vehicles that may deliver goods and services transiting the national airspace, potentially in close proximity to aerodromes, while operating autonomously and outside the line of sight of any human director. This construct needs to accommodate logistics paradigms, such as drone delivery of goods and services to one’s doorstep—as well as transit from the existing airspace structure
to and from space.\textsuperscript{33} Once developed, this system should be promulgated to the International Civil Aviation Organization for international implementation.

**Double Down on Far-Term Investments**

This council will be empowered to coordinate research efforts into aerospace technologies to coordinate the movement of aerospace advancement across the spectrum. Investments by the Department of Education and Department of Defense laboratory system, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration can be leveraged cooperatively to move forward new aerospace structural concepts, including the blended-wing body and new engine designs like the Air Force’s Adaptive Versatile Engine Technology (ADVENT) program or NASA’s Environmentally Responsible Aviation project. With industrial representation, these breakthroughs can be shared with the captains of US industry, enabling these leaders to market breakthrough technologies that will enhance their market share of emerging and new business opportunities. Within this investment portfolio, the council will ensure basic science and technology research with an eye toward the future. At present, these investments represent a very small fraction of the research enterprise; thus, increasing these investments carries little cost. Nonetheless, seed money for technologies such as extraction of minerals from celestial bodies, diversion of asteroids from Earth orbit or collision, and efficient power collection and storage in space are among the spacefaring capabilities that should serve as a guide for longer-term investment.

**Begin a New Series of Innovation Prizes**

New technologies will be required across the aerospace spectrum, ranging from the control of unattended drone delivery of goods and services to establishing new capabilities in space. To this end, the government—alongside the private sector—should incentivize the collective engineering intelligence of the nation by creating a series of “X-Prizes” for breakthroughs in key technologies. Among those that may need emphasis are precise navigation and timing and applied autonomy technologies. The council will work to ensure these competitions are aimed at and designed to develop and implement the national aerospace utili-
zation promise outlined above and to enable the exploration of space as described below.

**Increase Tolerance for Risk and Adventure**

The United States needs a renewed commitment to innovation and to risk. Research involving science and technological risk is critical to advancing the aerospace industry and creating new spinoff technologies and businesses that create jobs for America. Research involving little or no risk pays little or no dividends, and if we are not occasionally failing in attempts to push the science-and-technology envelope, that means we are not trying.  

As Pres. John F. Kennedy said in 1962, “We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard, because that goal will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills.” As President Kennedy articulated, the nation needs lofty goals. Therefore, the council will, as it directs the research and development spending, deliberately vector some of this funding to projects that may fail—and may even do so spectacularly. However, such failures teach us how to get the hard science right the next time. Thus, failing early, often, and sometimes even loudly needs to be an accepted cost of engaging in leading-edge research.

**Create a New National Aerospace Infrastructure Plan**

The council will explore national aerospace infrastructure needs, including airspace, routing, and terminal facilities for both air and space travel. Development of innovative facility design to ensure proper passenger and commercial shipment security while providing world-class experiences for passengers will be a major priority. To instill a sense of wonder in aerospace, flying by the general public must again be a wondrous experience. The council should give consideration to leasing or sharing arrangements with existing government aerospace infrastructure, including the space-launch facilities in Florida and California. Arrangements that enable commercial exploration and experimentation in and through the aerospace domain should be a priority. Integration of privately developed air and space ports into the national aerospace infrastructure should also be undertaken.
Prioritize National Science Activity

The council will be charged with enhancing STEM education across the United States. Partnering with our best engineering institutions and with industry, the council will coordinate joint private/public-funded scholarship opportunities to create an incentivized pathway for 1.5 million secondary students to obtain STEM degrees. Those who take these scholarships would study in defined degree areas and then pay back their scholarship by working either for the government agencies and/or the private companies that funded their education, thereby addressing the STEM shortage. This coordination would allow for targeted recruiting by government and industry of desired skill sets, diversity, and the technological breadth that would optimally move the aerospace sector forward. This initiative would more than pay for itself. The advanced industries that have grown out of our STEM investments to date will add $2.7 trillion to the US GDP—or about 17 percent of the total this year.

Prioritize Space Development and Set Ambitious Goals

The council will take for action the consensus recommendation of NASA’s 2015 Pioneering Space National Summit. The joint statement of the approximate 100 attendees was that “the long term goal of the human spaceflight and exploration program of the United States is to expand permanent human presence beyond low-Earth orbit in a way that will enable human settlement and a thriving space economy. This will be best achieved through public-private partnerships and international collaboration.” While not fully implementable in the next 20 years, the council will lead a public-private partnership to begin to solve the key challenges in space. America needs to be the first nation to establish a propellant depot in space, the first to conduct space refueling, the first to mine the moon or harvest asteroids, and the first to construct a permanent settlement in space.

Invest in Promising Technologies

Lastly, the council will leverage the best scientific and strategic minds across the government enterprise to explore whether a new synergistic use of emerging technologies may enable new strategies to defend the homeland across the interwoven dimensions of land, sea, air, space, and
cyberspace, while projecting power around the globe. Investments in power, propulsion, and sensors have historically paid dividends. New technology vectors such as autonomy, swarming, directed energy, independent precision navigation, and timing are all showing rapid advances toward potential breakthroughs. Specifically, the council will pursue a portfolio development approach to explore whether the ability to network myriad small systems with larger systems into a seamless but massed force could enable the military to conduct operations in ways never before envisioned. A true third offset will be more than about airplanes or new computers. It will depend on people and require the United States to maintain its aerospace technology leadership over all competitors—a lead we are not guaranteed to maintain. It requires the United States to again bring engineers, academics, business leaders, and government together as an aerospace nation.

Conclusion

The widespread benefits of aviation did not just happen. They were the result of deliberate strategy by both civilian and military thinkers who understood the far-reaching value of aviation in a time when American leadership was shaping the institutions of the world and the industrial policy at home. Over the next 20 years the United States will open the door to the markets of the 3 billion people in the developing world. It will develop a method of coordination of lower airspace infrastructure in a manner that enables safe and efficient transportation of materials by drone or other robotic devices from any place to anywhere. The country will reinvent its domestic aerospace infrastructure such that it leads, not lags, the world. It will create new engine designs based on programs such as the ADVENT and Environmentally Responsible Aviation research efforts that will improve fuel efficiency—potentially making the United States the engine supplier of choice for the world—while reducing costs of travel for passengers and logistics alike. It will create new blended-wing body aircraft that will be more aerodynamic and more efficient, enabling airlines and logistics to be conducted more efficiently with designs that no other country can match. The nation will invigorate light-aircraft manufacturing to become the chief suppliers of small aircraft for emerging air service routes in areas such as the awakening countries of Asia and Africa. It will set sights on rekindling
spacefaring interests to expand not only exploration but also exploitation of resources that exist in space. The country will enable commercial interests to begin ventures that explore and profit from the vast mineral and power resources that lie on the moon and within earth orbit, while developing systems that can mitigate the risk from asteroid strikes. The United States will do all these things while ensuring the fiscal security of the nation and maintaining our commitments to the American people and allies.

The world is again at a place where US leadership can make a difference. It is again at a place where aerospace vehicles can change the world for the better and where the nation’s grand strategy is an aerospace strategy. The recipe for success has not changed: first, have a vision for shaping the aerospace domain, and second, invest in preeminence in aerospace transportation. The future of the United States as an aerospace nation hangs in the balance. We are best as an aerospace nation when our brightest minds, our most innovative industries, and our most critical governmental agencies work together. The future economic prosperity and national security depend on the choices we make now. The steps outlined above form the initial vector to put America back on a trajectory that will lead us higher and farther and extend the blessings of liberty and prosperity to ourselves and our progeny.

John P. Geis II, PhD
Lt Col Peter A. Garretson, USAF

Director of Research, Air Force Research Institute
Professor, Air Command and Staff College

Notes

1. The US economy grew by 50 percent in the 1940s alone, from $200 billion in 1940 to roughly $300 billion in 1950. However, US dominance as the world’s only nuclear power was short-lived. Christopher Conte and Albert R. Karr, An Outline of the U.S. Economy (Washington, DC: US Department of State, 2001), http://usa.usembassy.de/etexts/oecon/chap3.htm.

2. Alexander J. Field, The Great Leap Forward: 1930s Depression and U.S. Economic Growth (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2011), 1–9. Field argues that the transformational period of transportation, to include land and air, resulted in the highest period of total factor productivity growth in American history from 1928 to 1950. He credits the transportation network, to include aviation, with this dynamic—in what he calls “The Most Technologically Productive Decade of the Century.” In the interest of precision, Field argues that the demilitarization of the United States and the failure to invest in aviation technology during
the 1930s was counterproductive in terms of economic growth until 1941, by which time military research and development were again a significant aspect of economic development and human productivity growth.
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was the first to use the term *American Century*. See his article, “The American Century,” *Life Magazine* 10, no. 7 (17 February 1941): 61–65.


14. The Skytrax World Airline Awards are the result of surveys from 19 million travelers from around the world. The airline industry recognizes this annual award as a “benchmark of Airline Passenger Satisfaction levels.” See “Top 100 Airlines,” *World Airline Awards* (web site), 2015, http://www.worldairlineawards.com/Awards/world_airline_rating.html. The top-rated US airlines were Virgin Atlantic, which came in 47th place in the world; Delta, which was 50th; and United, which was 53rd.


38. Ibid. Previous studies have indicated that the outcome of such an initiative could be the creation of a set of innovation hubs, as industry selects schools to specialize in their requirements and then fund scholarships to these locations to produce their future workforce.
39. Muro, Rothwell, Andes, Fikri, and Kulkarni, America’s Advanced Industries, 1–3. These researchers count among the advanced technology industries all those in which research and development exceeds $450 per employee; foremost among these industries is aerospace products and parts.

40. Ibid., 3–5. In addition, the value added to the economy of those who are employed in advanced technologies is over $210,000 per person—more than any other economic sector.


44. While not an exhaustive list, companies such as Cessna, Piper, and Gulfstream are among those whose aircraft size may be optimum for small, nascent emerging markets. In the area of utility aircraft, companies such as Air Tractor may be a key supplier of utility and agricultural aircraft to these same parts of the world.

America’s Machiavelli Problem
Restoring Prudent Leadership in US Strategy

Damon Coletta and Paul Carrese

Abstract

The end of Pres. Barack Obama’s first term coincided with the five hundredth anniversary of The Prince (1513) by Niccolò Machiavelli. Some analysts combined these milestones and praised the president’s foreign policy performance as heeding Machiavelli’s classic advice: the president, impressively, adapted lessons of The Prince in crafting a realistic and prudent first-term grand strategy. Avoiding major war or new commitments, he never agonized over legal or moral niceties when focused violence was necessary, as in the operation to eliminate Osama bin Laden. In the second term, however, the president’s highly cautious strain of defensive realism fared poorly—a verdict upheld by commentary from his former lieutenants. This unwelcome turn of fortune calls into question whether strategy pundits and scholars correctly interpreted Obama’s overcorrection, much less Machiavelli’s imprimatur, during the first term. Contrary to the administration’s recent justifications for “common sense” risk avoidance, Machiavelli’s sophisticated notions of realism and statesmanship demand a strategy that more astutely blends daring and caution, including the articulation of an ambitious public purpose for US power. A genuinely prudent strategy, according to Machiavelli, accepts some near-term military risk to do good—and do well—in the long run.

Damon Coletta is a professor of political science at the USAFA. He coedited American Defense Policy, 8th edition (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005) and Space and Defense Policy (New York: Routledge, 2009). Additionally, he is editor of Space & Defense Journal, at the Eisenhower Center for Space and Defense Studies, USAFA.

Paul Carrese is a professor of political science at the USAFA. His most recent book is Democracy in Moderation: Montesquieu, Tocqueville, and Sustainable Liberalism (New York: Cambridge University Press, forthcoming March 2016). He is also coeditor of American Grand Strategy: War, Justice, and Peace in American Political Thought (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, expected 2017). His essays on American grand strategy have appeared in Orbis and The American Interest.
In strategic studies it is said that generals tend to fight the last war, and scholars, too, tend to grasp meaningful patterns and overarching solutions only as problems pass into history. So it was with Michael Ignatieff’s 2013 article “Machiavelli Was Right,” which favorably compared President Obama’s first-term foreign policy with classic ruthlessness, given presidential readiness to violate the sovereignty of nominal allies in prosecuting Islamic terrorists.¹ Scholars who praised Obama’s early policies, as the right strategic balance between using power and evading quagmire wars into which his predecessor dragged America, now share Ignatieff’s fate of offering too tidy a solution to the previous problem of international hyperactivity and overextension. Pres. George W. Bush’s critics, who became President Obama’s defenders, crowded underneath a very big tent of “strategic realism,” but the larger pattern of Obama’s tenure clearly is one of committed restraint, not Machiavellian power politics.³  

Machiavelli’s place in history as a leading political thinker has been used to justify the current strategy of American retrenchment. But, a more balanced appreciation of Machiavelli would actually help American statesmen recognize the costs inherent in this policy. A Machiavellian perspective would judge that President Bush was imprudent in implementing his ambition for American power, but we have been wrong to assume it therefore endorses a reaction of having too little ambition. Ignatieff drew a deceptive conclusion from a favorable comparison of Obama in his first term and Machiavelli: success in the turbulent post–9/11 world required American statesmen to learn they “should not care” about how the use of force related to liberal ideals. Force was an instrument with material not moral consequences, and it therefore should be used to dispatch irreconcilable enemies like Osama bin Laden as cheaply and efficiently as possible. This validation, though, was not the correct reading of Machiavelli. Moreover, it paved the way for ill-conceived, less-effective strategic withdrawal.  

President Obama’s seeming string of first-term successes, along with praise for his toughness, faded as America and its chief executive encountered severe turbulence shortly after “Machiavelli Was Right” appeared. Machiavelli ultimately is correct about many things amid the geostrategic reality of America’s constrained resources; however, the reasons,
contra Ignatieff and crucial for candidates and citizens to consider before a new commander in chief takes the helm in 2017, have more to do with seeing the danger of the American prince not caring enough to venture for strategic gains.4 After its recent lurching from one extreme to another, it is possible to find a sober middle course for American foreign policy. However, this will require recovery of principles that find a genuine balance between serving our ideals and employing the power needed to safeguard them.5 Notwithstanding the administration’s protestations of strategic realism, Machiavelli strongly opposed simple formulas to avoid war; rather, his cases and lessons inform the prudent judgment needed in given circumstances. His counsel is not so alien to America’s tradition of accepting and coping with the moral burdens and material costs of wielding power in a dangerous world. Today, Americans must consult Machiavelli with care. As the United States enters the next presidential campaign and public debate begins over the strategic direction of American foreign policy, the country should transcend its present discourse on Machiavelli. The Prince, in other words, should not be oversimplified to exonerate either crusading belligerence or Panglossian minimalism in American strategy. Machiavelli instead ought to enlighten our strategic debates, helping us account for—rather than shade—the calculated risks democratic leaders must take to secure the national interest.

To show how this classic work relates to recent American strategy—especially to understand how the United States has lost strategic balance by overcorrecting from massive ambition to retrenchment—we place foreign policy in the context of grand-strategic thinking. We follow several recent works in defining grand strategy as the overarching conception that guides a rigorous calibration of ends and means that serve a state’s view of international affairs and its place in the global order. Policy responses to individual crises are shaped and subsequently interpreted through a broader conception of global order conceived by grand strategy. When policies fail, this suggests problems at the root level of grand strategy—the deeper or higher orientation of policy.6 Results now rattling world opinion and policy gambles premised upon war-avoidance seem just as likely to produce disappointing results and indicate a need to revisit our fundamental understanding of grand strategic principles.
Consulting Machiavelli to Diagnose America

America’s miscomprehension of Machiavelli’s advice in *The Prince* is of greatest concern to political leaders and their counselors, but it also matters to “we the people,” who, under the Constitution, must hold leaders accountable. The commander in chief’s extraordinary powers notwithstanding, in national security affairs and in other aspects of national life, Americans get the leadership they deserve. As a diplomat and organizer of militia for the Florentine Republic at the turn of the sixteenth century, Machiavelli recognized this pattern. In fact, he faced dilemmas of grand strategy surprisingly similar to those confronting America’s Founders a few centuries later. Machiavelli sought a new kind of prince who could unite the principalities and republics of a divided (and conquered) Italy. A Machiavellian grand-strategic perspective advises a balance of hard power and diplomacy and is wary of overreliance on one versus the other. Likewise, American statesmen, led by George Washington, sought to galvanize elite and public opinion to unite querulous petty states into a *novus ordo seclorum*, “new order for the ages.” There was much idealism—a sense of moral truth—motivating America’s Founders, but they also adopted Machiavelli’s hard insights and his regard for experienced judgment. They consulted the Florentine in direct study and also through the Enlightenment writers who had moderated Machiavelli’s new doctrine of executive power. The American presidency is one product of this moderating of Machiavellism: a single prince, as commander in chief and master strategist, but tamed by a legislative branch sharing the war power, a Senate sharing many foreign affairs powers, and a requirement to be elected to a fixed term (not to mention threat of impeachment).7

America’s robust sense of its exceptionalism always has included a blend of realism and idealism.8 This mostly has served it well, supplying motivation for individuals to pledge their lives, fortunes, and sacred honor for the good of the republic. The sense that America stood for universal ideals—but also for the right to defend both its interests and ideals—fixed legitimizing purpose to US power as it expanded and eventually dominated. Still, American exceptionalism also encouraged statesmen to ban Machiavelli from its national narrative and traditions. We tend to refer to Machiavelli mostly as the Renaissance popes did—a teacher of evil—and neither we nor they have fully understood the disgraced bureaucrat.9 His advice, to be “devious and ruthless rather than
honorable and fair,” would undermine our claims to exceptionalism, defile the foreign policy legacies of presidents like Washington, Abraham Lincoln, and Franklin Roosevelt, and condemn future American leaders to be no better than the self-serving European princes in Machiavelli’s time. Realist international relations theory that influenced American strategists in the twentieth century hid its debt to Machiavelli and instead emphasized roots in Thucydides and Hobbes, borrowing liberally from rationalist cost-benefit analyses developed by contemporary economists.

Unfortunately, as the theologian Reinhold Niebuhr admonished after World War II, American exceptionalism can too easily metastasize into a reflexive confidence that moral superiority underwrites military superiority—the happy fallacy that right makes might. In denigrating Machiavelli, even as they conceded after five hundred years that he is “too smart to ignore,” America’s political class failed to comprehend how much his advice to the new modern breed of rulers could help their republic in a difficult time, perhaps just one or two false steps from hegemonic collapse.

Counselors to President Obama understandably emphasized the rhetorical appeal of Machiavelli’s astuteness and flexibility on moral norms for a strategy of rebalancing or retrenchment. American exceptionalism as the world-enforcer of liberal ideals, under this customary interpretation of The Prince, is a stupid extravagance. A president must instead appear to be good to the voting masses at home and allies abroad but never shrink from violence or betrayal of ideals when necessary to secure the state. These points are well taken qua conventional Machiavellism, but we suggest this is a misreading of Machiavelli’s text and is, moreover, not what America needs to hear amid our post–Cold War confusion—regardless of what many elites and voters might prefer to hear.

Prodigal Grand Strategy of Restraint

President Obama’s first term seemed to strike a balance between liberal ideals and the realistic need to use force in some circumstances. In his strategic rhetoric, he tempered invocations of international law and denunciations of his predecessor’s unilateralism to reveal a Machiavellian side: both fox and lion. The new commander in chief’s Nobel Peace Prize acceptance speech, delivered less than a year after his inauguration,
began “by acknowledging the hard truth,” describing force as sometimes both necessary and morally justifiable.\(^{12}\) He reinforced this message by retaining the thoroughly realist Robert Gates as secretary of defense, authorizing the troop surge in Afghanistan, dramatically extending drone warfare in the US Central Command’s area of operation, and expanding strikes by special forces—including the raid on Osama bin Laden in Pakistan.

Even with significant Democratic losses during the 2010 midterm elections, foreign policy remained a successful arena for the president. Some achievements were diplomatic, including Senate ratification of a New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty to reduce nuclear weapons, the seemingly productive reset with Russia, the shepherding passage of a new Strategic Concept for the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) after Afghanistan, and the nuclear negotiations with Iran (accompanied, in apparent Machiavellian *sang-froid*, with diffidence about the 2009 Green Movement and Iran’s brutal suppression of it). Meanwhile, drone warfare decimated al-Qaeda leadership in Pakistan and the Arabian Peninsula. In late 2013 Ignatieff could write that Obama’s success derived from a Machiavellian capacity not to overthink the human cost or moral implications of using force—or of refusing to intervene (as in Iran or Syria). The candidate of “Hope and Change” had internalized Leslie Gelb’s interpretation of *The Prince*: “Power is power. It is neither hard nor soft nor smart nor dumb.”\(^{13}\) Only the people who allow politics at home to cloud their common sense abroad can be dumb.

However, by 2014 many of Obama’s victories turned to ashes. Relations with Russia fell to Cold War levels, not least given the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Libya fell into anarchy after America’s partial engagement then immediate military disengagement. The progress salvaged in Iraq disintegrated after America’s complete military withdrawal. Equivocation in Syria, Central Europe (pulling our missile defense sites from Poland and the Czech Republic), Ukraine, and Egypt encouraged enemies and discouraged friends. Finally, the promise of a new era of free trade in the Pacific yielded to deadlock and acrimony—not least, regarding China.\(^{14}\) Friends and adversaries alike perceived the proposed American “rebalancing” to Asia as really just a pivot away from the Middle East, because when coupled with cuts in defense spending and global military posture, America’s presence in Asia was at best static in the face of Chinese territorial provocations and at worst a relative decline. Amid
many conventional commentaries on these reverses or doldrums, with Obama supporters arguing that they paled in comparison to avoiding the costs of another war, retired US diplomat Roger Harrison sought a diagnosis of deeper causes through an imagined dialogue between Machiavelli and Obama. “Your mistake, if you will excuse my frankness,” said his Machiavelli, “was to judge your former success as a function of virtuous leadership rather than the gift of fortune.” This warning against complacency, or reliance upon simple doctrines, captured the complexity and wry sophistication of Machiavelli better than Ignatieff’s shopworn teacher-of-evil meme.

In his first term, Obama sometimes was a ruthless prince and generally was a fortunate one. Bin Laden and his Pakistani hosts became careless. Old autocrats vanished with the Arab Spring, and others—particularly Syria’s Bashar Assad—seemed fated to follow. Russia apparently acquiesced (grudgingly) to the EU and NATO push eastward and saw common ground in keeping nuclear weapons out of Iranian hands. All this was fragile to the point of being a hypnotic mirage. The Obama administration nonetheless deemed it the result of just the right mixture of violence, prudence, and foresight. Senator Obama’s campaign denunciations of overreliance on force and American exceptionalism seemed vindicated, while inexhaustible strategic patience and flexibility were the new virtues. In fact, the new president was just as wedded as his predecessor to the infallibility of strategic dogma and now, in quite un-Machiavellian fashion, failed to see Nemesis, the classical spirit who lies in wait for self-satisfied statesmen.

Machiavelli knew that evil deeds or cunning diplomacy by themselves cannot grant a prince immunity from ill fortune or the turbulence of human affairs. The real measure of a prince, at the precarious summit of power, is his ability to overcome fortune with a blend of calculation, strength, cunning, and decisiveness that he called princely virtù. An executive must strive to rule fortune rather than be ruled by it. Nowadays, Obama’s critics accuse him of having no strategy at all, merely reacting to unanticipated events rather than dictating the pace of change. Indeed both friends and enemies, at home and abroad, sense this as not the wisdom of strategic patience but incapacity. The result, as Machiavelli predicts, has been a run of foreign policy disasters—and, with the Iran deal, further retrenchment from forceful leadership and forward presence in supporting the liberal global order, even while disclaiming any such intent. In domestic terms,
the president’s negotiating approach (to sideline Congress and accept weak final terms) further polarized relations with Congress; internationally, the high price included his cautious stance toward the strategic and human disaster in Syria—now spilling into Europe—and an emboldened Iran and Russia as geopolitical actors.\textsuperscript{17}

Machiavelli offers hints as to why such things will happen: the habitually cautious prince learns, as does the habitually impetuous one, that “if the times and affairs change, he is ruined because he does not change his mode of proceeding.”\textsuperscript{18} This is especially the case when one’s ways seem to have been successful, for example during the first terms of George W. Bush and Obama. Beyond this are sins to which rulers seem heir. \textit{The Prince} especially advises care in selecting counselors: a ruler should choose “wise men in his state . . . to speak the truth to him . . . [and] ask them about everything.”\textsuperscript{19} Obama seemed to heed this at first, with the appointments of Robert Gates, Hillary Clinton, and David Petraeus among others. Memoirs of that period tell us that debate among these advisors often was heated, just what a prudent executive should desire.\textsuperscript{20} At the inauguration of his second term, however, the president chose to refurbish his foreign policy team, appointing insiders whom he liked, trusted, and, not incidentally, dominated as their chief patron. Are these the “flatterers” whom Machiavelli describes as a “plague” to any prince?\textsuperscript{21}

However, the deeper issue for American leadership is that much conventional advice on power, the summing up or refinement of Machiavelli’s wisdom, has been flawed. Despite profuse analysis for the quincentenary of \textit{The Prince}, a subtler reading of Machiavelli still is needed, coupled with cautions about how American statesmen can consult his works.

\textbf{Interpreting Machiavelli: A Teacher of Prudence}

\textit{The Prince} does employ shocking irreverence. By assaulting readers with story after story of historical deception, betrayal, and murder as elements of a new princely \textit{virtù}, Machiavelli seemingly wanted to bludgeon potential converts into accepting the necessity of evil, or “dirty hands,” to secure the state. Yet, in distilling Machiavelli to such an essence, the experts bypass complexities not easily captured for a presidential memo. The allure of his iconoclasm, his confident astuteness, leads us to overlook enduring tensions in his counsels.
Contrary to partisan attacks on President Obama’s deliberative (critics say halting) foreign policy, it is unlikely that after six years in office the commander in chief lost all determination or unlearned his competence. Rather than forget the lessons of Machiavelli, it is more likely the young president, with little foreign policy experience when he entered office, never learned them well enough. For that, we should not blame the student alone but also his several teachers, broadly construed—the policy advisers (consiglieri) and scholars who have interpreted Machiavelli for the age of the Pax Americana. It is not so much that Carnes Lord, Leslie Gelb, and most recently Michael Ignatieff are dead wrong in what they wrote. It is that more needs to be said because such counsel infantilizes American princes by glossing over their most demanding strategic dilemmas—those pitting US interests against our ideals. The conventional advice resolutely adheres to one side of a profound debate about what Machiavelli really meant in his primer for a new, distinctly modern brand of political leader.

Two Contemporary Schools on Machiavelli

The predominant view has roots in Friedrich Meinecke’s post–World War I study, Machiavellism, but was revised by Leo Strauss’s Thoughts on Machiavelli (1958) and the essays by Harvey Mansfield that it inspired (Machiavelli’s Virtue [1996]). For these scholars and for most readers, Machiavelli’s brutal experience in the service of Florence—as it declined militarily and politically from destructive competition among Italian city-states, a wave of imperial intrigue from France, and the repressive protection of the Medici family—spurred him to unprecedented boldness. Mansfield sees Machiavelli’s greatness in his aim to be Prince of princes, conquering future rulers and subjecting them to modern orders in the only way open to him: inventing a radical but attractive philosophy. The universal struggle to found the best regime on earth now would have a fair chance of succeeding once Machiavelli, with nothing left to lose, hazarded the master stroke. Reason would free politics “from the superintendence of Christianity.” Still, the astute prince would not do evil uniformly, in a doctrinaire way, for this would provoke blowback and be ineffective; rather, in his subtle teaching, “it is necessary to a prince . . . to learn to be able not to be good, and to use this and not use it according to necessity.”

[ 26 ]
In the introduction to his translation of *The Prince*, Mansfield conceded the strong temptation to avert one’s eyes from the stark truth and to reach for excuses to downplay Machiavelli’s blasphemy, but, he insisted, *The Prince* ultimately was more interesting and significant if we encountered its spirit of *realpolitik*—a politics without God. This is just one of several themes in Mansfield’s account of Machiavelli’s intent and legacy, but it has enthralled a new breed of counselors who would tap Machiavelli to enshrine a certain prototype of American statesmen. Lord, Gelb, Ignatieff, and many others in relevant periodicals of the American foreign policy establishment must keep Machiavelli interesting for their soft, blinkered, largely Christian audience whose instinct moves them to go about politics without blemishing either the nation’s founding values—freedom, equality, and justice through the rule of law—or the commandments of God. In this strategic realism influenced by the Straussian interpretation, what is interesting about Machiavelli is his ruthless, fearless iconoclasm in speaking truth about power to Power. These Machiavellian counselors to America would upend our customs and courtesies of diplomacy, slap us across the face, wrench us away from hopeful reverie, and batter us with shocking, brutal, yet enticingly risk-free requirements for maintaining our position in global affairs.

However, a major problem with this use of Strauss’s and Mansfield’s stark renderings of Machiavelli is that Americans cannot live long in a nihilistic, code-red condition the teacher-of-evil recommends. To pick on the current Machiavellianists once again, American princes are most unlikely to look upon the Constitution as mere parchment; they will not evaluate costs and benefits of US military intervention according to commonsense criteria if said criteria ignore indignities to human liberty or political equality. They might learn, as Ignatieff suggested, to not care about morality in the use of power in a moment of weakness but eventually will unlearn this lesson, returning to themselves and addressing their conscience.

At the risk of excusing Machiavelli but with the intended reward of kindling American interest in his lessons for grand strategy, we consider the thinking of Maurizio Viroli (*Redeeming the Prince* [2014]).\(^\text{26}\) Viroli’s rejoinder to Mansfield’s stark witness about Machiavelli’s new prince is just as shocking but far more appealing for an American audience. Ingeniously, Viroli drew on the same passages from *The Prince* and co-opted Mansfield’s language but still argued a diametrically opposed case. Viroli
wagered that seducing heads of state away from Church morality and evangelizing them with a new covenant—no-nonsense rules for exercising power over men—implied neither revenge for a discarded secretary of Florence nor even the ambition to be Prince among princes. Machiavelli did not merely wish to convert future rulers to his philosophy; for Viroli, *The Prince* only made sense if Machiavelli sought to redeem them. To redeem is to save, to bring someone back from disgrace or certain death, so they may live (and strategize) again within sight of God. Rather than destroy religion, Viroli sees Machiavelli surveying its practical limits in this world but still invoking it to rescue Italy from the cataclysm brewing among anachronistic empires, the corrupt Catholic Church, and the vulnerable system of republican states in the sixteenth century. It was the independence and prosperity of those free states that most concerned Machiavelli in his final chapter, the “Exhortation to Seize Italy and to Free Her from the Barbarians.” Machiavelli’s closing argument is seen as the key to the entire book and his new philosophy: Italian states, well-ruled and at peace with one another, could, “with God’s help,” bring about justice through “good political order.”

If Viroli is correct that there is a viable Christian republican reading of Machiavelli, then, suddenly, Machiavelli’s whisper to the new breed of princes is both relevant and tantalizing to each generation of free American citizens who superintend their president. The closing exhortation to unite the miserable, disoriented republics of Italy under one flag becomes, however unlikely it might seem, a hymnal for the God-fearing Founders who dared to transform the United States from thirteen miserable, jealous republics. As John Jay paraphrased Shakespeare in “Federalist Paper, No. 3,” in *The Federalist* “I sincerely wish that it may be as clearly foreseen by every good citizen, that whenever the dissolution of the union arrives, America will have reason to exclaim in the words of the Poet, ‘Farewell: A long farewell to all my greatness.’” For the American Founders as for Viroli’s Machiavelli, the humiliation of Italy’s protorepublics by European great powers after the fifteenth century is an object lesson. There will ever be inadequate justice, insufficient freedom, and too little hope of happiness without virtuous statesmanship. This professional quality must look to immediate survival and, beyond, to the dignity of the greater republic. Machiavelli would grasp that America’s enormous strength is founded on the enthusiasm of its people, and the foundation is ruined once people come to understand their
America's Machiavelli Problem

government, which derives its authority from consent of the governed, is merely carrying out the devil's work. Even if our prince, laboring under the Constitution and identifying with American political culture, responded to Machiavellian seduction—abandoning archaic sentimental- ity about the arc of history to embrace modern, scientific management of affairs—could any president (or adviser) long defend such an alien cost-benefit calculus amid domestic skirmishes and inevitable setbacks abroad without engaging his heart, that is, without ever being able to love this philosophy?31

Yet, how can Americans hold onto their ideals at the same time they sanction forceful, sometimes ruthless, policies around the world under the obligation to answer threats from other states? Of course, Samuel Huntington and other students of politics tackled similar questions in the decades after World War II, when the United States donned responsibilities and claimed the license of a world power.32 In the aftermath of 9/11, as network-based actors rose alongside conventional adversaries of the United States, the controversy between pursuit of transcendent ideals and material interests flared once again.33

Without defining justice for sixteenth-century Europe, much less for today's United Nations, Machiavelli does provide partial guidance from across the centuries. Perhaps because of our newer technology and subsequent experience we doubt this could be so; however, we would do better to doubt our sense of progress or superiority. The extreme violence endorsed in The Prince indicates that for Machiavelli no moral code can stand unscathed against forces of necessity or threats to state survival. Still, Machiavelli clearly condemned cruelties “badly used.” If the butchery grew with time, out of proportion to its utility for subjects under the prince's sway, then there was no “remedy for their state with God (nor) with men” [emphasis added].34 Such passages remind readers that whether Machiavelli thinks God is actually present, he knows the possibility exists in the minds of most citizens. All peoples grant that, for necessity of civil order on earth we must at some point accept the authority of one prince or another. Nonetheless the moral judgment of society does matter for preservation of the state—and for the prince. Therefore, rulers must hazard this judgment by entering into evils—but only when necessary. Moreover, the people are a crucial judge of what truly constitutes necessity versus inexcusable extremes. Thus, Machiavelli took pains to instruct statesmen on an economy of violence or, as
Markus Fischer argued, on how to comprehend and employ their well-ordered license.35

**Opening the American Mind:**
**Whose End Justifies the Means?**

Fischer’s prudential, calculating Machiavelli enriches our understanding of the most famous passages in *The Prince*, thereby connecting this classic work closely, and more fruitfully, to American foreign policy traditions. In chapter 18, “In What Mode Faith Should Be Kept by Princes,” there are seminal lines often translated in the popular imagination as “the end justifies the means.”36 Even as sophisticated a reviewer as Ignatieff seemed to reduce this subtle chapter to a sentiment: Do what you want to achieve your end; particularly in the hostile atmosphere of national security competition, if he who cares about morality or the end of history pauses to reconsider, and he who hesitates is lost, then a chief of state must learn not to care. We respond that the phrasing of the original Italian text invites a subtler interpretation.37

When these (in)famous lines appear, in the final paragraph of that chapter, Machiavelli is explaining why subjects or citizens will not hold the prince to account once he breaks faith by deviating from accepted moral norms. In the actions of men, Machiavelli wrote, where there is no authoritative tribunal to try whether certain behavior is criminal, “one looks to the end.”38 This is a fair rendering of *si guarda al fine*, but it is worth noting that Machiavelli’s choice of the verb *guardare* also has connotations of watch, protect, and account for. Citizens, benighted though they may be, feel themselves entitled to protection and defense provided by the state—as Machiavelli notes. Their desire for security influences their verdict, perhaps more self-interested than moral, on a prince’s transgressions. Such would certainly include, for Machiavelli, prudent transgressions against dogmatic, politically popular formulations of strategic realism.

These implications of *guardare* are consistent with Fischer’s moderate interpretive approach. Given the prince’s duty and interest to maintain the state, the ruled population will naturally grant some license to their leader—their enforcer of order and champion of national reputation—so he may make exceptions to right action in their mind for *the welfare of the state* without thereby soiling his appearance, his personal reputation.
for goodness, or his moral authority in the eyes of the many. As Fischer implies, this permissiveness, or room for maneuver, is not unlimited. It requires skill to be used properly and is, therefore, well-ordered license.

Machiavelli is addressing a new prince’s understandable concern about losing public approval and risking contempt from the governed. Si guarda al fine, “the end is looked to,” urges the reader to inquire as to whose end and who is doing the guarding. In the actions of all men, and most of all of princes (who act in the name of the state), the end is watched over. Yes, but whose end? For centuries, most Americans have assumed this must mean the prince’s desire. Mad George III, for example, as portrayed in the Declaration of Independence, usurped the colonists’ natural rights and thus was indicted by Americans—basically, for turning Machiavellian.

Machiavelli, though, wrote about acquiring and maintaining valuable territory, not losing it in colonial rebellion. Did the king lose for following Machiavelli? Intriguingly, for the alternate interpretation—“the end is looked to”—there is no need to be specific about whose desire comes first. The unity, security, and glory of the state are, after all, in the interest of everyone in the population, which comprises (as Machiavelli explicitly states in this crucial paragraph of chapter 18) the common citizen (molti), the elite (pochi), and the head (principe). In his grammar as well as his logic, it seems, Machiavelli sought to master centrifugal forces threatening to dismember any state, even more a republic, which must labor under the challenge of e pluribus unum. Who, then, attends the end if it is the security and greatness, or reputation, of the state? This “end,” of course, is guarded by all classes, though by different modes of reasoning according to their capacity, as Machiavelli reported. So let a prince bring a people inhabiting their territory, their home and hearth, under his will and thereby maintain the integrity and dignity of the state, and the means will always be judged honorable, and each one (ciascuno), each citizen, regardless of whether they belong to the many or the few, will give praise.

Taken in context of the logic of necessity and an economy of violence, unsavory methods to save the union will not be held against the prince. These same actions, though, should they leave the state less secure—or morally contemptible given inexcusable violence—may ruin him. Machiavelli’s counsel on acquiring and maintaining the state alerts us that well-ordered license leaves princes a daunting challenge: how to pursue
interest and some sort of justice at once. This is hardly a counsel for prudence as mere strategic caution, as risk-averse and parsimonious use of power in a dangerous world—especially for a state, like America, animated not only by glory but by concerns for justice at home and abroad.

**Time to Adapt and Modify *The Prince***

The predilection in US broader strategic culture to caricature Machiavelli and discount his relevance for a liberal republic has contributed to a recent string of policy failures. Both allies and adversaries now perceive US relative decline since the troubled interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq and the way each was handled across two presidential administrations. The global financial crisis triggered by the United States in 2008 also has damaged the standing of the American model. The rise and fall of President Obama’s foreign policy and a steep decline in public opinion supporting the administration’s framework (built across two *National Security Strategy* documents published in 2010 and 2015) prompted a torrent of criticism, including from the president’s own lieutenants.\(^3^9\) The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) on Iran’s nuclear program, premised upon a war-avoidance strategy and American retrenchment, could appear to ratify perceptions (and reality) of American decline since it concedes precisely what, for decades, bipartisan policy has sought to deny: a credible Iranian nuclear weapon capability.\(^4^0\) However, neither Obama nor Bush before him deserve all the blame for America’s fitful performance in the past two decades, especially when they received inadequate or narrow-minded strategic advice.

President Obama’s recent articulation of grand strategy—in remarks to the press and in the administration’s 2015 *National Security Strategy*—echoes the old-line realists.\(^4^1\) The United States does and will continue to do everything within its power to win engagements in defense of its values. However, when there is nothing on the table worth fighting for in Syria, Iraq, Ukraine, Libya, Yemen, or the South China Sea, or in accommodating Iran, despite it being the world’s leading state sponsor of terror, then non-intervention and imperturbable caution regarding other powers is the order of the day. The president once summarized this in a polite version: “Don’t do stupid stuff.”\(^4^2\) This maxim supposedly solves several problems. It follows Gelb’s advice to see costs as they are rather than as politicians wish, and it echoes Ignatieff’s advice that
regardless of moral duties and international legal norms, if a military engagement might bring disaster—in Afghanistan, Iraq, Iran, Libya, Syria, Mali, Ukraine, or East Asia—then it would be stupid to try. It is better not to care. When the United States learns not to care so much, moral and legal principles and the verdict of history are not burdensome. They do not hamper clandestine operations like those used to hunt down and kill bin Laden; at the same time, brush fire conflicts never demand sacrifice. Indeed, risky escalation and costly fighting for a cause are someone else’s problem. No matter how badly world affairs trend today, no matter the rise of illiberal and autocratic powers, even terrorist powers, at least we leave behind the era of the preceding prince when America did do stupid things and incurred steep costs as a direct result.

Nonetheless, a strategic formula so tidy and politically expedient for the second term was bound to distort rather than channel Machiavelli. The policy mining of The Prince and convenient refinements of the realist brief elide fundamental controversies about Machiavelli’s philosophy that scandalized Renaissance Italy and early modern Europe. These controversies simmer underneath the world headlines blaring about globalization or the US pivot to Asia. American statesmen and their counselors should remember that scholars are divided on strategic realism. Was Machiavelli a teacher of evil or a tough-minded redeemer for Italy—and, by extension, all republics? Was he anticipating twentieth-century nihilism, or did he long for a return to republican liberty? Many read the deceptively accessible arguments of The Prince as part of their strategic education, but few discern a seminal philosopher with deep and challenging guidance for American grand strategy.

**Strategic Realism and American Prudence**

As we enter another presidential campaign season, we caution American princes and their counselors. In an era of doctrinal conflict for international relations theory, with armed trenches dividing realists, liberal internationalists, and constructivists—and similarly doctrinaire polarization among camps of Republicans versus Democrats and interventionists versus isolationists—we can profitably consider that Machiavelli counseled not rigid extremism but rather intellectual moderation about power and politics.
Seeing Machiavelli’s moderation does not mean we pardon his immoderate stance toward sacred honor, religion, or ethics. Unless our leaders (elected politicians and their counselors) would change America’s character, the United States cannot blithely descend, under the guise of strategic realism, to astute immorality—even if it means US leaders will accept greater risk to themselves and their country’s fortunes than Machiavelli would. The extra burden growing out of the Founders’ constitutionalism requires that the prince must debate or test his policies and his grand strategy with Congress, and this comports with Machiavelli’s counsel for balance. The salutary moderation we take from Machiavelli means embracing the competing principles and tradeoffs rulers face. Circumstances are fluid, and the course of hazards always shifts. Formulaic advice from one academic school or another, though easiest for a prince to imbibe and counselors to offer, is suspect—for Machiavelli and for us five centuries on.

Yes, Machiavelli prized astuteness in grand strategy but never to a cautious extreme. Today’s strategic realism jeopardizes the security and reputation of the American state just as extravagant use of force did before it. Republican princes as much as others must lead through virtù—a prudent faculty for consolidating state power while coping with the whims of Fortuna. An effective prince, in other words, cannot be predominantly man or beast, and when beast, the prince must don the attributes of both fox and lion. Dilemmas of the world—and an American executive in the twenty-first century must think globally—always demand adept balances. The mostly-overlooked tensions in Machiavelli’s thought thus counsel skepticism about formulas that eliminate the need to place bets as a leader to take bold stands for enlightened interest or principle rather than wait for fortune (or adversaries) to decide. Even the most powerful rulers cannot stand pat at each individual crisis, imagining that, somehow inert, it must begin and end in total isolation from future bargaining. American presidents, too, must seize the initiative and accept risk to advance or protect interests, power, and ideals. Machiavelli scoffed at temporizing to avoid problems. Had Machiavelli heard of such policies or strategies as strategic restraint and offshore balancing, or alternately preemptive war and domino theory, he would have recognized how a prince obeisant to public fears could follow any one of them to perdition. He would be particularly dismayed, then, that his argument in The Prince is twisted to compound the hidden but real dan-
gers of guileless strategic withdrawal. Machiavelli counseled it is better to be feared than loved, but it is best to be both (chapter 17), which in democratic politics will require of the elected leader a healthy amount of dash. Today, as in international politics before, Fortuna ultimately favors the bold. For the president’s second term and beyond, this requires a man or woman of laws who is sly like a fox yet knows when to keep opponents at bay by acting the lion.

Machiavelli’s complex balancing of roles required a defense of evil, thus moral agnosticism, which admitted an economy of violence and impious acts. If such dirty deeds are either shunned or indulged it would mean the ruin of a prince’s political capital, the long-term foundation of his authority. Machiavelli’s clear-eyed analysis of power and interest led progeny in Europe and America to formulate many refinements and subvarieties of amoral realism. Our moderate reading of Machiavelli challenges the facile and too common realist approach. Just as not all virtù is common sense (e.g., it is not so easy to know when to be bold), not all prudence fits neatly within doctrines. Prudent leadership in democracy demands artifice through a summoning of intellect in addition to armed force and superior will; in its Machiavellian form it recommends, as Fischer termed it, well-ordered license. The necessary ratio of fox to lion, of being loved or feared, is never clear in advance. That said, Americans must take Machiavelli in moderation, blending a human element with these base realities of global affairs, to be not just the eagle but to defend right as an eternal, transcendent objective: novus ordo seclorum in the Founders’ Latin phrase. Because this precludes a foreign policy of evil actions for sheer advantage, America must invest in extended deterrence, pay for global capability, and cultivate a willingness to accept risk in order to preserve alliances with other republics.

In response to spreading crises through multiple regions of the world, President Obama insisted that the astute baseball manager prefers “small ball” to recklessly swinging for the fences. There is in such strategic discourse and in the president’s National Security Strategy a hint of post facto rationalization, of tunnel vision masquerading as prudence. Formulaic risk aversion actually discourages frank assessment of a fluid and interconnected security environment. Again, Machiavelli is apropos to resisting overcorrections in grand strategy: “It is found that one never seeks to avoid one inconvenience without running into another; but prudence
consists in knowing how to recognize the qualities of inconveniences, and in picking the less bad as good.”47

Admittedly, any administration can easily dismiss critics in the gallery. Observers have the luxury and, in the United States, the freedom to chastise the executive for inaction in Syria, Afghanistan, Ukraine, Iraq, Yemen, or elsewhere, not knowing what consequences action would have wrought. Still, even the president’s friends at home and abroad increasingly warn of disturbing trends in the words and deeds of his second term, and these criticisms have registered in the polls on foreign policy performance. Regardless of whether specific concessions in each instance were cheaper than fighting, the global series of diplomatic set-backs framed by the president’s determination to avoid another American war instantiates for friend and foe the impression of an American executive overwhelmed, unable to anticipate threats, losing initiative and command. This mounting preoccupation in public as well as elite opinion, beyond any one tactical decision, exposes drift and confusion in US foreign policy.

It is hopeful, in a sense, that there is growing consensus that the tenor of current US foreign policy is extremely risk averse or immoderate. Again, contrary to conventional interpretations of realism, The Prince’s counsel for nuance and a daring blend of offense with defense affirms rather than assuages such concerns. Negotiations, symbolic deeds, or partial sanctions will cost more and produce less diplomatic leverage day-after-day, compared to policies that force others to rebalance their strategic conceptions and strategic guidance that allows for calibrated risk of military operations abroad.48 As events spiral out of control, the president’s options will narrow and the price of war avoidance at each crisis will grow. He will impress no one at home or abroad with lawyerly presentations about what the United States did not do or sundry hypotheticals the country managed to sidestep thus, we can expect the enduring, churning pattern of world politics to swamp American exceptionalism. Lack of a viable candidate in our time to replace America as the leading crafter of international order buttresses Machiavelli’s counsel against doctrinaire risk avoidance.

Any American executive who would lead the world must defend his previous ideas and avoid stupid mistakes, of course, but he also “needs to have a spirit disposed to change as the winds of fortune and variations of things command him.”49 As American fortunes in the world have
changed, the American executive has not adapted strategic realism, and
the energy of the office has waned. Despite omens of violent change,
threatening to destroy institutional structures of the American-led in-
ternational order, the United States currently lacks the strategy and,
Machiavelli might add, the spirit to restore its national security tradition
of prudence in the presence of evil—of balancing power, legitimacy, and
risk according to a principle of enlightened self-interest.

Conclusion: Toward Enlightened Self-Interest

Machiavelli’s counsel for post–Cold War America might ultimately
be that embracing strategic realism—if it means refusing good works,
avoiding all risks, and never being good in order to keep from doing
stupid things—effectively hands over perfect intelligence and initiative
to a state’s adversaries. There is no dignity, no successful diplomacy, nor
ultimate security in such a cautious, hollow grand strategy. Acting effect-
ively in a world of competing sovereign states at times involves hypoc-
risy, betrayal of ironclad commitments to principle, and taking enemies
by surprise. Machiavelli pointed out that citizens who are worthy of
securing will accept evils orchestrated by the prince if such evils are tied
to the well-being of the state, but it does nevertheless fall to the prince
to correctly anticipate when flexibility in tactics really is necessary. If the
prince gets the balance wrong, shifting his stance too late or too early, he
and the state will pay dearly.

If the United States hopes to realize its professed aim to lead and sus-
tain a liberal global order, it can ill afford such strategic mistakes, and
a fuller appreciation of Machiavelli would be particularly useful. While
American strategy must continually temper his perspective, the United
States would do well to heed Machiavelli’s advice on gamesmanship and
his disdain for rigid prescriptions either to act the gladiator at all events
or to frame every crisis as a war hazard—a brush fire amid dry tinder to
be extinguished or avoided at whatever price.50

Rather than instructing us to neglect moral constraints, act dishonor-
ably, and become evil—a policy that would devour America’s constitu-
tional limits on government and eventually the state itself in a fever of
nihilism—The Prince can be read to urge republican statesmen to think
carefully about moral suasion and measure it accurately against competing
dangers of violence, submission, or penury for the state. The commotion of
The Prince’s 500th anniversary has receded, but those considering prospects for a Second American Century after 2017 have yet to properly recognize Machiavelli’s deeper contribution. A prudent reading of Machiavelli, one that empathizes with princes rather than dehumanizing them or subordinating them to abstract theories of realism or idealism, would highlight the difficult judgments princes can expect rather than denying such burdens. Our view offers a more fruitful path for future American strategists and a more sober yet exceptionalist context for US foreign policy debates. In Machiavelli’s republics as well as our own, a clear picture of enduring dilemmas tied to republican stewardship ultimately benefits the ideals and interests of the electorate, whose relationship with their chief executive is crucial to the state’s power and influence. A more discerning basis for strategy would prevent our elites and the broader electorate from falling for the policy extremes of recent decades—in which we lurched from demanding a perfect defense to expecting too little of the presidency and America.

Consensus held in the last century that America would sacrifice to defend a cosmopolitan civilization as the best way to secure its interests while strengthening ideals of law and right as limits upon power, war, and ruthlessness. Now, we should recover strategic balance: calculating enough to survive the snares and monstrous threats of international politics, and cognizant of the tragic history of hubris in international affairs (our own included), yet retaining a larger purpose in the world to prudently guard the principle of liberty and justice for all. Enlightened self-interest honors principles of right and peaceful global order, now, as the best path to maintain our material strength and security for liberty over the long run. In the turbulence of the post–Cold War era, coupled with increasing polarization and partisanship about foreign policy at home, we have lost our strategic compass for prudential balance, careening half-panicked from hyperactivity to the even less Machiavellian paralysis of small ball. A genuine dose of Machiavellian virtù tempered by American enlightened self-interest would help our next chief executive, as steward of the Republic, to lift US strategy without overinflating American commitment around the world. Riskier though it may be in the near term, Machiavelli would heartily approve if the next US strategy actively engaged fortune while pressing the commitment to a better Rome.
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Deterrence Stability in the Cyber Age

Edward Geist

Abstract

Technical and operational realities make it prohibitively difficult to adapt a Cold War paradigm of “deterrence stability” to the new domain of cyber warfare. Information quality problems are likely to forestall the development of a cyber equivalent of the strategic exchange models that assessed deterrence stability during the Cold War. Since cyberspace is not firmly connected to geographic space the way other domains are, modeling is extremely difficult, muddling the neat conceptual distinctions between “counterforce” (military) and “countervalue” (civilian) targets. These obstacles seriously complicate US planning for a credible cyber “assured response” and present substantial challenges to potential adversaries contemplating cyber attacks against US interests. To create a maximally effective deterrent against cyber threats, the United States should seek to maximize the challenges for possible opponents by creating a cyber “strategy of technology,” emphasizing resilience, denial, and offensive capabilities.

* * * * *

On 19 March 2015, Adm Michael S. Rogers, head of US Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM), declared in testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee that the United States needs to field offensive cyber capabilities. Complaining that the White House has not yet delegated authority to USCYBERCOM to deploy offensive tools, Rogers expressed his concern that “in the end, a purely defensive, reactive strategy will be both late to need and incredibly resource-intense,” drawing the conclusion that “we need to think about: how do we increase our capacity on the offensive side to get to that point of deterrence?” The admiral’s message found a ready audience among the committee members. Concurring that “I just think it’s critical to develop an offen-
sive cyber-capability,” Sen. Angus King (I-ME) went so far as to invoke Stanley Kubrick’s classic 1964 film *Doctor Strangelove*. “If you build the doomsday machine, you’ve got to tell people you have it. Otherwise the purpose is thwarted.”

Should the “delicate balance of terror,” as RAND strategist Albert Wohlstetter termed the Cold War nuclear standoff, be imported into the cyber domain? While the conceptual simplicity of “mutual assured destruction” seems intuitive, Wohlstetter’s famous 1958 essay of that title offers a timeless warning to those who would presume that deterrence is either easy or straightforward. “Perhaps the first step in dispelling the nearly universal optimism about the stability of deterrence,” he cautioned, “would be to recognize the difficulties in analyzing the uncertainties and interactions between our own wide range of choices and the moves open to the Soviets.” Far from being a desirable end goal per se, in his view strategic deterrence was an unpalatable necessity. While deterrence constituted “a keystone of a defense policy,” Wohlstetter implored, “it is only a part, not the whole,” and he concluded that “we have talked too much of a strategic threat as a substitute for many things it cannot replace.”

In the wake of Wohlstetter’s article, US defense analysts deployed a suite of increasingly sophisticated tools for gauging the delicate balance of terror. These models of how a nuclear exchange between the superpowers might play out in turn became a cornerstone of the field of deterrence stability. By fielding nuclear forces capable of mounting a devastating retaliation even in the aftermath of a well-planned preemptive strike, both the United States and the Soviet Union (USSR) would be deterred from risking nuclear war.

Can this Cold War paradigm of deterrence stability be adapted to the new domain of cyber warfare? However attractive this prospect might appear, technical and operational realities make it prohibitively difficult. In particular, information quality problems are likely to forestall the development of a cyber equivalent of the strategic exchange models that undergirded assessments of deterrence stability between the Cold War superpowers. The fact that cyberspace is not firmly connected to geographic space the way other domains are makes such models extremely difficult to construct and muddles neat conceptual distinctions between “counterforce” (military) and “countervalue” (civilian) targets. While these obstacles seriously complicate US planning for a credible cyber
“assured response,” they also present substantial challenges to potential adversaries contemplating cyber attacks against US interests. Without the ability to model the effects of cyber attacks, proper US policies and capabilities would likely dissuade rational actors from mounting assaults that might fail to have the intended effect while eliciting a devastating retaliatory response from the United States. Therefore, to create a maximally effective deterrent against cyber threats, the United States should seek to maximize these challenges for possible opponents.

Accomplishing this goal will require a comprehensive cyber “strategy of technology,” emphasizing the goals of resilience (minimizing the probable damage from a successful attack), denial (minimizing the probability an attack will succeed), and offensive capabilities. Such an approach—robust enough to confront the most sophisticated state-level adversaries—would also be more effective than a deterrence strategy against nonstate actors that might not be dissuaded by rational strategic calculations. While ideally this framework would cover both US government entities and civilian property, its high upfront cost would likely limit initial federal investment to systems critical for executing US military operations and protecting essential civilian infrastructure. However, private industry should be encouraged to employ similar techniques to increase resilience of its own assets. In contrast to the Cold War, when the nature of strategic nuclear weapons made “deterrence by denial” an impossible dream, in cyberspace the United States can present potential adversaries with a highly obfuscated and constantly evolving attack surface, dissuading adversaries by undermining their faith in prospects of success.

**Operations Research and the Cyber Domain**

“Operations analysis” first emerged as a distinct field during the Second World War in response to new technologies that posed the same kind of unprecedented concerns for the military as emerging cyber capabilities do today. According to RAND analyst E. S. Quade, “the major impetus for this activity was provided by the introduction of new weapons systems based on, and requiring for their operation, technical know-how foreign to past military experience.” Originally directed largely at tactical questions such as how to best employ or disrupt novel technologies such as radar, in the postwar years operations analysis evolved into “systems analysis” as researchers began to evaluate longer-term weapons
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Development projects with much higher degrees of uncertainty. During the 1950s weapons system analysts, particularly at the RAND Corporation, began expanding their purview to investigate sweeping questions of strategy and national defense policy.³

Nuclear weapons presented merely the most novel hurdle to defense analysts during the early Cold War. They confronted a furiously evolving technological landscape in which entire new fields, such as digital computing, quickly transitioned from laboratory experiments to critical components of military hardware. The initial temptation to dismiss the technical competence of communist adversaries, furthermore, swiftly proved naïve. Confident predictions that the USSR would require at least a decade, if not more, to field its own nuclear weapon were dashed by the first Soviet atomic test in 1949. In 1953 the USSR tested a rudimentary deliverable thermonuclear weapon, arguably beating the United States on this front by several months. Aggressive Soviet pursuit of ballistic missile technology paid off spectacularly a few years later, when the USSR used the R-7 intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) to launch Sputnik in October 1957. While Soviet propagandists crowed that their artificial moon proved the regime was making good on the Bolshevik promise to “bring fairy tales to life,” many Americans panicked in response to a widespread perception that the United States was losing its technical edge—and possibly the Cold War along with it.⁴

Defense analysts at RAND and elsewhere weaponized America’s intellectual potential to counter the communist threat. They deployed—or, in many cases, conceived—the latest mathematical and technological innovations to make the problems of superpower conflict tractable. In addition to adapting tools originally conceived for economics and industrial management to questions of war and defense, systems analysts applied novel methods such as Monte Carlo simulations, linear programming, and primitive digital computers to “think about the unthinkable,” as futurist Herman Kahn termed it.⁵

These intellectual currents coalesced into a new art known as “modeling” or “model-building,” which in turn has served ever since as a foundation—often implicit—for much of strategic thought. Concepts such as assured destruction hinged on the assumption that one could model the course of a nuclear exchange accurately enough to predict that a sufficiently large retaliatory force would, in fact, survive a well-planned preemptive strike. Figures from across the strategic spectrum deployed
models to justify their particular answer to the ever-controversial question of “how much is enough?” In time, an entire discipline of “deterrence stability” grew up around analyses of this type.

The concept of *deterrence stability* emerged out of the debate during the late 1950s and early 1960s about the merits of “mutual” or “minimal” deterrence. In contrast to the Eisenhower administration’s declared policy of “Massive Retaliation,” which held that the United States needed to maintain absolute strategic superiority over the USSR to make its deterrent threats credible, the proponents of mutual or minimal deterrence argued that a finite force would dissuade Soviet aggression so long as it was survivable. While eschewing demands for an arms buildup on the scale of the 1950s, the minimal deterrence framework did not provide a clear answer to just how large such a retaliatory force needed to be to deter the Kremlin effectively. In 1960 Daniel Ellsberg at RAND wrote an influential piece titled “The Crude Analysis of Strategic Choices” that offered an explicit formalization of Wohlstetter’s concept of deterrence. By estimating the “payoffs” for US and Soviet “strike first” and “strike second” strategies, Ellsberg’s model aimed to help elucidate which policy choices would discourage the USSR from attempting a first strike. “The precise effects of a change in military ‘posture,’ policy, or plans upon these [utility estimates] are, of course, hard to determine, uncertain, and subject to controversy,” he noted, but “nevertheless, rough estimates are often made, and these are, in fact, the basis for most policy recommendations as to choices among military alternatives.”

Ellsberg’s model provided the foundation for the analysis of strategic postures in terms of deterrence stability, and the tantalizing prospect of identifying what would be sufficient to deter the Kremlin soon found approval among policy makers. In 1971, Pres. Richard Nixon declared that “our policy remains . . . to maintain strategic sufficiency,” which he defined as “the maintenance of forces adequate to prevent us and our allies from being coerced.” Furthermore, “stability . . . also means numbers, characteristics, and deployments of our forces which the Soviet Union cannot reasonably interpret as being intended to threaten a disarming attack.” However, estimating just what it would take to achieve these goals proved to be fraught with difficulty, and in the 1970s and 1980s an immense amount of ink was spilled about how deterrence stability should be analyzed, modeled, and estimated. Despite widespread consensus about the overall assumptions of the deterrence stability frame-
work, which could encompass a spectrum of strategic philosophies from minimal deterrence to war fighting, vociferous debate ensued about how to model the superpower nuclear balance and determine how many weapons would deter Soviet coercion without appearing threatening.8

Attempts to gauge the nuclear balance of terror between the superpowers employed a wide array of methodologies, but the assumed characteristics of nuclear weapons and delivery systems provided some common points of reference. In particular, nearly all of the models analyzed the problems of delivery system performance and target survivability in spatial terms. Furthermore, reconnaissance satellite photos and other intelligence data made it possible to estimate the number and probable characteristics of enemy bombers and missiles. While vociferous debates erupted between defense analysts in the United States over questions such as the exact yields of Soviet ICBM warheads and their accuracy, uncertainties for these values were well within an order of magnitude, and many of them made little impact on model outputs anyhow. From the metric of “equivalent megatonnage,” which linearized the total destructiveness of superpower nuclear arsenals on the basis of the total area their warheads could theoretically expose to a certain blast overpressure, to the more sophisticated “counterforce potential” that incorporated accuracy to estimate an arsenal’s total ability to hold hardened targets such as ICBM silos at risk, to full strategic exchange models that aimed to estimate how many weapons would be available to retaliate after a preemptive strike, analysts generally assumed that nuclear war could be reduced to measures of radii and area.

This commonality aside, models of strategic nuclear forces assumed a dazzling array of forms, but one in particular, the “sufficiency model,” played an outsized role in public discussions of deterrence stability. As John A. Battilega and Judith K. Grange wrote in 1978, “strategic nuclear forces have given birth to a special class of models used to roughly assess the absolute and relative sufficiency of the U.S. strategic nuclear force posture, and, conversely, to assess the significance of foreign nuclear force postures.” Typically falling “into the category of static or quasi-dynamic measures of effectiveness,” the “primary use” of such models was “to provide a vehicle for the discussion of such concepts as strategic parity, deterrence, and stability.” According to the authors, “the role of such models has evolved uniquely in connection with nuclear forces.” Factors including “the definition of U.S. strategic deterrence objectives
in ways which required relative comparisons with foreign adversaries, . . . the requirement to popularly debate, but in a semi-technical language, the major U.S. nuclear weapons programs, . . . [and] the requirement to think through major U.S. deterrence, strategy, and force-sizing options in a way which could be understood but which did not refer to historical experience with nuclear warfare” drove this evolution. Troublingly, this ubiquity sometimes led to these models being employed for purposes for which they were not necessarily suited: “these models are sometimes used as primary or secondary measures of effectiveness in force planning or force interaction,” the authors noted, “but it should be remembered that the reason for this use stems from their historical evolution as sufficiency models.”

Useful as the concepts of deterrence stability and strategic sufficiency were in the policy debates of the late Cold War, by the 1990s their limitations became more and more apparent. Increasingly elaborate derivatives of Ellsberg’s initial framework exacerbated a shortcoming Ellsberg admitted in 1961: the need to assign values to variables without any real-world justification for doing so. Furthermore, deterrence stability and strategic sufficiency proved difficult to translate into the multipolar post–Cold War geopolitical landscape. In South Asia, the emergence of India and Pakistan as new nuclear powers offers a particularly pressing real-world countercase to elegant mathematical models of strategic stability. Unlike the Cold War superpowers, which both feared a pre-emptive nuclear strike, New Delhi and Islamabad both envision that nuclear use would grow out of an all-too-conceivable conventional confrontation along the countries’ contested border. The additional presence of China, a long-established nuclear power, further complicates the regional strategic picture. The multiplicity of actors, along with the diversity of possible scenarios, makes it extremely challenging to model deterrence stability in this part of the world. The limitations of such modeling approaches in the nuclear domain suggest that we should hesitate before importing them into emerging arenas, such as cyber warfare.

**Modeling Cyber: Wrong but Useful**

For better or for worse, we cannot construct sufficiency models to estimate deterrence stability in the cyber domain precisely because cyberspace differs so much from the conventional domains. Cyberspace is not measured in inches and miles, nor can the effectiveness of cyber
weapons be reduced to a simple measure of destructive radius. Neither cyber weapons nor their potential targets have the sort of predictable evolution that nuclear weapons did during the Cold War. Qualitatively, new weapons such as ICBMs only appeared after years of warning and usually took at least a few years beyond that to become truly operational. Furthermore, although delivery systems became more accurate and hardened targets grew marginally more survivable, the effects of nuclear weapons remained constant, even if scientific understanding of them continued a fitful evolution. By contrast, a radical new cyber weapon with never-before-seen effects could appear overnight, or a timely patch or upgrade might render a well-designed cyber attack impotent. The disconnect between cyberspace and physical space also makes it difficult to distinguish between counterforce and countervalue targets or to restrict collateral damage. As the Stuxnet case dramatically demonstrated, it can be difficult to construct a powerful cyber weapon without running the risk it will affect systems other than its intended targets. In light of such uncertainties, it is very hard indeed to imagine a cyber equivalent to the Cold War models that estimated the superpowers’ relative nuclear might.

This is not to say that comprehensive models of cyberwar are impossible to build. Such models can and should be created, but the qualitative characteristics of cyberspace and the uncertainties involved render them unable to provide the kind of confident predictions essential to make assessments of strategic stability. As the eminent British statistician George E. P. Box famously put it, “essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.” What are the challenges of modeling cyber conflict, and to what purposes can such models reasonably be put?

Unfortunately, models of cyber war require a vastly higher level of sophistication than Cold War nuclear strategic models to be useful. Most models of nuclear conflict, such as the Arsenal Exchange Model, estimate the effects of attack on the basis of intersecting probability distributions in a two- or three-dimensional space. Using the circular coverage function, estimates of delivery vehicle accuracy and target hardness can readily produce a probability estimate that the target will be destroyed. This calculation could be carried out using a slide rule, and in the early years of the Cold War, it usually was. Models used for estimating strategic stability generally neglected the temporal element altogether. By contrast, the effects of cyber attacks can only be modeled through the use
of dependency graphs. Computers and networks are targeted for cyber attack specifically because they are (or are perceived to be) connected to some type of resource or activity that the attacker hopes to interrupt, manipulate, or disrupt. Mathematically, such systems can be treated as directed graphs with edges representing the influence of different parts of the network upon each other. Since these influences can only travel forward in time, the system should be treated as a directed acyclic graph in which each node in the network is represented by a different node in the graph for each moment in the system’s evolution. Furthermore, each of these nodes is likely to react differently depending on its internal state. Clearly, this is not the sort of problem one can readily solve with a slide rule!14

Thankfully, there exists a variety of computational approaches that can be applied to create models of system response to cyber attacks. So long as the system is not too large, it should be possible to use object-oriented programming to simulate the dependency graphs explicitly. In fact, the first object-oriented programming language, Simula, was invented in the 1960s for simulation purposes. An object-oriented cyber-attack model could be as finely detailed as its builders cared to make it and as extensive as available computing resources would allow. This could facilitate the use of such models to investigate possible interactions between cyber, kinetic, and nuclear attacks. Despite these attractions, an object-oriented approach is liable to require tremendous amounts of analyst manpower to construct, and it is not the only possible way to model cyber war. Finite element analysis, for instance, might be adapted to model certain kinds of cyber attacks.15

In addition to their relative complexity, models of cyber war are likely to be extremely sensitive to the information used to construct them. The structure of the dependency graph and the reaction of its nodes to particular stimuli depending on their state are likely to result in huge qualitative differences in the output results. In contrast to a nuclear attack, where one would hardly expect a single nuclear burst to destroy dozens of discrete targets simultaneously, in the cyber domain a well-placed attack on a vulnerable node might cause the prompt failure of all its dependencies. However, both the dependencies of any particular node—as well as its vulnerabilities—may be extremely difficult to ascertain in advance. Without good-quality intelligence about both of these factors, models of cyber attack cannot have predictive value.
What purpose, then, can such models serve? The above qualities make cyber models potentially useful for operations planning for theater campaigns but of dubious utility for creating broader political-military policy strategies. In the operational realm, models of cyber attack could be useful for research purposes even when constructed on a purely notional basis. For instance, such models could be created specifically to explore the possible dynamics of multidomain operations combining cyber with nuclear or kinetic operations. By offering a concrete framework in which to investigate various hypotheses about how such interactions could play out, these simulations could provide invaluable insights—even if they could not predict the success of any particular operation. These lessons could then be applied to reduce the cyber vulnerabilities of the United States and its strategic partners. With the benefit of sufficient information about target systems, such models could also be employed for operational planning, although the considerable amount of effort needed to construct the model and the potentially limited shelf life of the reconnaissance data are apt to make this extremely challenging.

However, for strategic assessment, models of cyber attack are dubious at best and liable to be downright harmful. The analytic categories that made models useful for studying nuclear deterrence stability translate poorly into the cyber domain. If there is a cyber analog of assured destruction, policy makers can never count on it due to the immense uncertainties that would be attendant on the construction of a cyber strategic model. Furthermore, the data collection necessary to implement such a model would itself be fraught with peril, as it would require making a comprehensive assessment of all US cyber vulnerabilities. Should such an assessment, or even a fraction of it, fall into the hands of an adversary, the damage to US security would be astronomical.

The Implausibility and Undesirability of Cyber Assured Destruction

The intrinsic uncertainties of planning cyber offensives have not dissuaded some observers from insisting that in cyberspace, the timeworn maxim “the best defense is a good offense” applies more than ever. “Although the United States must demonstrate that it has in its toolkit the requisite items for use against hostile parties when necessary, there has not been a clear cut public demonstration of cyber dominance to...
date of which the US has definitively taken and actively sought ownership,” complained Frank J. Cilluffo, Sharon L. Cardash, and George C. Salmoiraghi in a 2012 article. “Against this background, should the United States consider engaging in the digital equivalent of an above-ground nuclear test?” This drastic measure, the authors asserted, “is not to be dismissed out of hand, . . . [as] if conducted with care (commensurate to the enormity of the exercise) [it] may be instrumental to deterring hostile actors.”

The widespread inclination to conceptualize cybersecurity problems in a framework analogous to that developed to characterize the superpowers’ nuclear stalemate is all the more unaccountable given that Cold War nuclear strategists hardly considered apocalyptic possibilities as something to be welcomed. US and Soviet scientists alike expended herculean efforts attempting to craft viable defenses against nuclear attack, only to stumble in face of insurmountable technical obstacles. Deterrence constituted an unpalatable necessity that American and Soviet leaders found themselves compelled to embrace.

Does cyber attack share the characteristics that made deterrence the least-negative option in the nuclear domain? Some official assessments have asserted as much. In 2012 the Defense Science Board (DSB) concluded “the cyber threat is serious, with potential consequences similar in some ways to the nuclear threat of the Cold War.” Characterizing an “existential cyber attack” as “capable of causing sufficient wide-scale damage for the government potentially to lose control of the country,” the DSB asserted that this might be accomplished by adversaries who “can invest large amounts of money (billions) and time (years) to actually create vulnerabilities in systems, including systems that are otherwise strongly protected.” While thankfully such “capabilities are today limited to just a few countries such as the United States, China, and Russia,” the DSB asserted that “since it will be impossible to fully defend our systems against [such] threats, deterrence must be an element of an overall risk reduction strategy.”

However, accounts no less authoritative have discounted the probability of existential cyber attacks. Director of National Intelligence James R. Clapper reported to the Senate Armed Services Committee on 26 February 2015 that while “cyber threats to US national and economic security are increasing in frequency, scale, sophistication, and severity of impact . . . the likelihood of a catastrophic attack from any particular
actor is remote at this time.” In Clapper’s assessment, “Rather than a ‘Cyber Armageddon’ scenario that debilitates the entire US infrastructure, we envision something different.” Instead of a digital apocalypse engineered by Russia or China, Clapper foresaw “an ongoing series of low-to-moderate level cyber attacks from a variety of sources over time, which will impose cumulative costs on US economic competitiveness and national security.” With no Armageddon in prospect, does it really make sense to seek a cyber assured-destruction capability?

In any case, the would-be instigators of an existential cyber attack would find themselves stymied by the modeling challenges thus outlined. A cyber assault capable of causing the government to lose control over part of the country would almost certainly require mounting sophisticated attacks against multiple systems simultaneously, quite possibly in coordination with kinetic actions against critical targets. However, given the difficulty of assembling reliable intelligence essential to plan such an attack, much less model its likely dynamics, how would an adversary have sufficient confidence of its chances of success? Thus, only an extremely desperate or foolhardy opponent would be likely to take such a course of action—precisely the kind of less-than-rational actor who might not be deterred in any case. It is therefore hardly surprising that Paul K. Davis, one of the United States’ most-experienced model builders, opined in a RAND working paper that “deterrence by itself is a fragile basis for strategic thinking.” In his view, “hoping for deterrence with today’s reality would be like grasping for straws. Deterrent measures should definitely be part of strategy, but the focus should be elsewhere.”

**A Cyber Strategy of Technology**

If deterrence based upon assured destruction cannot serve as the centerpiece of US cyber strategy, what can? Fortunately, the same fundamental challenges that complicate our efforts to model the effectiveness of offensive cyber operations also bedevil our probable opponents. With foresight, the United States can craft a strategy that aims to forestall cyber attack by exacerbating these difficulties as much as possible for would-be attackers. Through a combination of increasing the resilience of US systems and undertaking measures intended to obstruct and confuse enemy intelligence-gathering efforts, the United States can dissuade
both state and nonstate adversaries from attempting the most audacious cyber attacks by denying them confidence in their likely success.

In 1970 Stefan T. Possony and J. E. Pournelle expressed the concern that the USSR, unlike the United States, pursued a “technological strategy” that might deliver them victory in the superpower rivalry without firing a shot. Despite Soviet economic and technical inferiority, the ability to focus a greater share of its more limited resources on military research and development, as well as simply steal technologies from the West when convenient, might allow the Kremlin to field superior forces—particularly if the United States allowed itself to become complacent. Defining “technological warfare” as “the direct and purposeful application of the national technological base and of specific advances generated by that base to attain strategic and tactical objectives,” Possony and Pournelle declared that “genuine Technological War aims at reducing the use of firepower in all forms to a minimum.”20 Emphasizing that “like all wars, the Technological War requires a deliberate strategy,” they suggested that the aim of such a strategy ought to be “to make the enemy counter each move that you make, and to dance to your tune.”21

The United States should adopt such a “strategy of technology” to address the cyber threats of the twenty-first century. This strategy should comprise three basic strands. The first of these, resilience, aims to protect critical US infrastructure by increasing its ability to withstand enemy action. The second, dissuasion by denial, aims to complicate planning for attacks on US cyber assets by increasing the difficulty of intelligence collection and analysis for potential adversaries. The third component consists of a comprehensive offensive cyber capability—not as a standalone deterrent; however, because if opponents take steps similar to those outlined above, this deterrent will have serious credibility problems. Instead, the offensive cyber capability will serve two purposes. First, the United States must possess a firm grasp of the “state of the art” in offensive cyber techniques so as to identify essential measures for the resilience and denial missions. Second, the offensive capability needs to complement US defense planning for conventional, space, and nuclear operations.

To improve the resilience of its own and civilian cyber systems, the Department of Defense (DOD) should partner with private industry in a long-term effort to reduce the vulnerabilities exploited by cyber attacks. While eliminating all vulnerabilities is an unattainable goal, US security would benefit from potential adversaries possessing a less
plentiful choice of attack vectors. There is good reason to believe that the barriers to secure software and hardware are primarily institutional and cultural in origin rather than technical. Many older codebases were developed in an era when present-day security challenges were totally inconceivable, and traditional software engineering practices deemphasized security concerns in favor of controlling costs and meeting deadlines. While the DOD began funding research into methods to prove the correctness of programs starting in the 1960s, these made almost no impact on the way either the US defense sector or private industry developed their systems, in part because such research took many decades to bear fruit. Researchers initially hoped to develop techniques that could be applied to software written in existing programming languages, only to find that proving the correctness of even the most trivial program in a language such as FORTRAN was forbiddingly difficult. Provably correct programs, it turned out, would require a paradigmatically different approach to programming and hardware engineering. Academic researchers began developing such techniques in the 1970s, but these remained impractical for many decades as both theory and implementation slowly improved. Furthermore, there was little demand for secure systems and software until relatively recently. While the DOD sought them out for certain applications, the private sector saw little need to pay the extra expense for features that appeared totally superfluous. With a captive defense market and the ubiquitous cost-control problems, there was little incentive to either produce secure systems and software at an affordable price point or to develop the human capital and technology needed for doing so. Fortunately, there is good reason to believe that there is a way to surmount these obstacles.

Recognizing that present-day approaches will not be adequate to meet the future needs of the US military, in 2012 the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) embarked on a program to pioneer the creation of secure combinations of hardware and software on the basis of formal methods such as theorem-proving. Dubbed “High-Assurance Cyber-Military Systems,” this project aims “to create technology for the construction of high-assurance cyber-physical systems, where high assurance is defined to mean functionally correct and satisfying appropriate safety and security properties.” As a demonstration, the DARPA developed a remote-controlled drone quadcopter so secure that its “red
team” of hackers could not discover any vulnerabilities in it even after
the opportunity to study the complete source code for a period of six
weeks.23 This feat suggests that secure software and hardware are not
just a pipe dream, but it requires a development process very alien to
usual practices. Widespread adoption of such technology, even just for
defense purposes, will require the establishment of a whole new culture
of system development, including training large numbers of program-
mers and engineers in radically different ways of thinking. This transi-
tion would be difficult and expensive, but it may prove the only way to
protect US assets from increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks.

Private industry is also devoting increasing attention to the possibility
of employing formal methods to limit its cyber vulnerabilities. Facing
increasingly steep liabilities from cyber attacks against commercial in-
terests, in recent years the technology industry has invested ever-greater
resources in qualitatively improved software engineering techniques that
greatly reduce the incidence of such vulnerabilities. For instance, the
Mozilla Foundation has been aggressively developing Rust, a systems
programming language that aims to liberate coders from the manual
memory management that so often introduces serious security holes
into software.24 Another promising approach is the use of functional
programming languages such as Haskell, which aim to enable the cre-
ation of nontrivial programs with provably correct behavior by forcing
software to be written in accordance with strict mathematical formal-
isms. While radically different from the imperative programming style
familiar to most programmers, this type of functional programming has
attracted growing attention from security researchers because it prom-
ises to enable the creation of software with a radically reduced number of
security vulnerabilities.25 Although the Department of Homeland Secu-
ry has ongoing programs to encourage more secure software engineer-
ing practices, the DOD—thanks to its extensive purchasing power—
can help accelerate the development and adoption of these technologies
and the replacement of vulnerability-ridden legacy code.26

Although more challenging to alleviate, hardware vulnerabilities often
result from similar legacy issues and engineering oversights. US civilian
cyber infrastructure grew organically out of technologies that were origi-
nally engineered prior to the emergence of the kind of security threats
that are all too common today. Decades later, this heritage provides ad-
versaries with a wide array of hardware exploits to compromise US sys-
tems. A transition to fundamentally more secure technologies would be both lengthy and highly disruptive, possibly requiring a fundamental re-conceptualization of the internet’s technical underpinnings but might in the long term prove necessary to protect US interests. As a consequence, the DOD should subsidize efforts to develop qualitatively more secure network hardware for its own use and encourage similar efforts by the private sector with the goal of protecting civilian systems that support military operations, and ultimately, the United States as a whole.

To deny potential adversaries easy access to critical systems, the United States can shroud accurate knowledge about known or suspected vulnerabilities in a fog of disinformation and noise. Although not practical in all cases, there is little reason why systems of particular concern, such as military command and control and civilian power grids, could not create a vast number of decoys that ape their signature in cyberspace. If particularly well-engineered, these systems will appear similar enough to the real thing to fool would-be cyber attackers that they have penetrated their target—while feeding these adversaries carefully prepared disinformation intended to either deceive them about real vulnerabilities or to encourage them to commit mistakes revealing their identity and intentions. Confronted by a large number of such decoys, hackers would be hard-pressed to discern reality from willful falsehood, greatly increasing the difficulty of conducting the technical reconnaissance that makes complex cyberattacks possible. The United States can make this strategy even more effective by undertaking technical measures increasing the rate at which the “real” attack surface changes. While attempting to obscure all systems in this fashion would be far too expensive and crowd out legitimate network traffic, the defense community might be able to forge a productive partnership with private industry to craft the requisite technology base, as that sector also has select assets to protect.

Finally, given the increasing use of information technology by potential adversaries, the United States should develop offensive cyber capabilities to complement military operations in other domains and to identify and ameliorate US vulnerabilities. In a future conflict, the ability to compromise enemy assets by exploiting cyber vulnerabilities could make victory less costly in terms of both blood and treasure. Furthermore, without a state-of-the-art cyber offensive capability comparable to that possessed by potential adversaries, red teaming against our own systems will be of unacceptably low quality. However, while the
United States should cultivate offensive cyber capabilities, it would be a mistake to develop these around the goal of deterrence, given that the qualitative nature of the cyber domain poses forbidding obstacles to escalation control. Without reliable models to assess the relative strength of different states’ offensive cyber capabilities, or estimate the effects of cyber attacks, the concept of deterrence stability makes little sense in cyberspace.
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A Homeland Security Net Assessment Needed Now!

Erik J. Dahl

Abstract

The concept of net assessment has long been considered an important tool for American national security strategists, and the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment is widely regarded as a key influence in security planning. However, despite calls by experts for the development of a similar net assessment office in the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), only a few tentative efforts have been made to use the concepts and methodologies of net assessment for the problem of ensuring American homeland security. This article argues that a homeland security net assessment is even more necessary today, since debates over the state of the nation’s security involve discussions not only about the seriousness of the threat but also the legitimacy of the intelligence and other efforts employed to combat that threat. It proposes a new model for a homeland security net assessment process that should be undertaken by DHS and suggests that such an assessment would expand the discussion of homeland security threats beyond terrorism and would encourage greater focus on civil liberties and disaster preparedness.

The concept of net assessment has long been considered an important tool for American national-security strategists, but this tool is largely unavailable in the effort to analyze threats and strategies in the areas of homeland security and homeland defense. The Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment (ONA) is famous within the American national-security
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establishment for its influence in security planning, but many critical homeland security threats are outside its scope. Additionally, there is no equivalent net assessment office within the DHS. Despite calls by experts for the development of such a capability within the DHS, only a few tentative efforts have been made to use the concepts and methodologies of net assessment for ensuring US homeland security. A comprehensive homeland security net assessment must involve more than a detailed understanding of external threats. Traditionally, national-security net assessments focus on two key factors: the enemy and one’s own forces. To develop a homeland security net assessment, it is more critical to understand our own actions and capabilities, because those actions are focused within America’s borders. In the areas of homeland security and defense, more than in traditional national security, governmental actions are likely to have a direct effect on the American people and society. For this reason, a homeland security net assessment must focus not only on the threat but also on our own capabilities to counter that threat.

Debates over the state of the nation’s security involve discussions not only about the seriousness of threats from terrorism and other sources but also consideration of the legitimacy of the intelligence and other counterterrorism capabilities being employed to combat those threats. Of particular interest is the effect domestic intelligence programs have on civil liberties and domestic society. Other studies have examined the potential organizational structure of a DHS office of net assessment, so that is not the focus here. Instead, the article proposes a framework for thinking about the task of a homeland security net assessment and suggests a new model for the process that should be undertaken by the DHS in assessing the key threats to the US homeland, which are terrorism, cyber, and natural hazards like disasters and infectious disease. It begins by reviewing the concept of net assessment and how it has been used in the US Department of Defense (DOD). Next it examines proposals for the DHS to establish an office of net assessment following the DOD model and then posits how the process of net assessment should be modified for the problem of homeland security, using a new model that could be adopted by the DHS. The final section offers preliminary suggestions and implications from such a homeland security net assessment process.
What Is Net Assessment?

The concept of net assessment arose during the Cold War, when the United States realized that traditional tools and systems for analyzing national-security challenges did not include any place or procedure for carefully integrating assessments of the enemy threat with an understanding of one’s own capabilities. Intelligence agencies and officials typically refrained from analyzing “blue force” capabilities, while operational planners, who did understand US capabilities, could not be sure they were privy to the best (and often most-highly classified) intelligence information on the enemy against whom they were planning. Additionally, there was no institutional advocate for taking a long-term, strategic-level approach to national-security problems; within the intelligence community and the policy establishment, current problems and issues invariably prevented senior analysts and decision makers from being able to think about long-term goals and threats.

Net assessment is closely identified with Andrew Marshall, the founder and, until recently, director of the DOD’s ONA. Marshall and his office became famous among strategic thinkers, and several think tanks and analysts have adopted the net-assessment idea. A few scholars have suggested that net assessments should become more widely used today, but the concept remains relatively little known outside defense circles.

Early in his tenure, Marshall wrote that national assessments “are intended to provide insight for policymakers at the highest levels by discovering and illuminating the nature of major national security problems.” The key element of a net assessment is a comparison of two sides in interaction with one another. In the words of Eliot Cohen, “Net assessment is the appraisal of military balances.” It might strike an observer as self-evident that strategists and military planners should be taking into account assessments of both sides of a situation. After all, Sun Tzu famously advised that a general must “know the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles you will never be in peril.” But in fact, this is only rarely done. As the authors of a Carnegie Endowment net assessment put it, “only a net assessment requires the analyst to have an understanding of the capabilities of friendly forces. Although obtaining an understanding of friendly forces sounds easy—especially for government analysts—it can be anything but.”

Although the net-assessment approach has been used most notably by the Pentagon, it does not focus only on military factors. The DOD
defines net assessment as “the comparative analysis of military, technological, political, economic, and other factors governing the relative military capability of nations. Its purpose is to identify problems and opportunities that deserve the attention of senior defense officials.”

Most advocates of net assessment see it as a broad-based, interdisciplinary approach, taking into account not only military matters but also economic, political, technological, and social factors.

Net assessments involve both quantitative and qualitative analysis. Even in assessments of the military balance between two countries, which might lend themselves to a largely quantitative analysis, advocates prefer to avoid a strictly numbers-based approach. Cohen, for example, argued during the Cold War that it was important “to get beyond mere ‘bean counting’” and understand how each side operated its forces. The focus is on the long term, identifying long-term trends and looking beyond the typical US government perspective that is often shaped by the length of a presidential administration.

As Aaron Friedberg notes, “Trends are important because the past will always shape, even if it does not completely determine, the future.” Paul Bracken writes, “One of the greatest contributions of net assessment is that it calls for consciously thinking about the time span of the competition you are in.” In fact, this long-term view may be one reason why the Pentagon’s ONA has been seen as successful. It can be hard to criticize assessments about a future that is decades away.

Another key aspect of the Pentagon’s net-assessment approach—and another likely reason why it has been supported through so many administrations—is that it does not produce specific policy recommendations. As one critic has put it, “It could be the case that Marshall’s approach has survived precisely because it is so oracular and nebulous.” Marshall himself writes that net assessment should “aim at providing diagnosis of problems and opportunities, rather than recommended actions. The focus on diagnosis rather than solutions is especially significant.” He explained in an interview that the need to provide policy prescriptions can “corrupt the analysis,” because it will tend to blur objectivity. He said, “People psychologically favor certain policies and then distort the analysis. In order to get [an] even handed, objective approach you [need] to . . . constrain it to the diagnosis problem.”

It is often said that the Pentagon’s ONA has encouraged pessimistic thinking and worst-case scenarios. During the late years of the Cold
War, for example, Cohen argued that a net-assessment approach helped to demonstrate the weakness in the analysis of some authors and scholars who he called optimists, who believed that the conventional military balance in Europe at the time favored the North Atlantic Treaty Organization rather than the Warsaw Pact. More recently, one critic has called the ONA “a full-time office of threat inflation,” and some have charged that Marshall and the ONA tend to exaggerate threats—in particular concerning China, which has been the subject of a great deal of ONA-sponsored work in recent years. Marshall acknowledged in an interview that “We tend to look at not very happy futures.”

Recently the occasion of Marshall’s retirement and the publication of a highly favorable book about him by two former colleagues have generated a small flurry of articles assessing his legacy. Supporters, such as Andrew Krepinevich and Barry Watts, laud him as “an intellectual giant comparable to such nuclear strategists as Bernard Brodie, Herman Kahn, Henry Kissinger, James Schlesinger, and Albert Wohlstetter.” He has been praised for being one of the first to understand the importance of what became known as the “revolution in military affairs” and for warning about the rise of China long before the current administration’s pivot to Asia. Critics, on the other hand, argue he was far from all-knowing—having missed the increasing threat of terrorism prior to the 9/11 attacks. Critics also contend that, because most of the products of the ONA are classified, it is difficult to objectively assess the value of its work.

The debate over Andrew Marshall’s legacy will undoubtedly continue. However, the continuing value of the net-assessment approach seems clear, especially in areas of homeland security and defense, where it is especially important to match our understanding of external threats with a clear-eyed assessment of our own internal capabilities.

The DHS and Net Assessment

There is no central office or organization in the US government responsible for producing net assessments focusing on homeland security issues. The National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) is chartered with having the primary responsibility within the US government for conducting net assessments of terrorist threats. However, its work appears to be mostly classified. Therefore, it is not known whether it con-
ducts regular net assessments, and if it does, whether those assessments are useful to policy makers. Some elements of the DHS, such as the Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO), do appear to conduct net assessments. That office has as one of its functions the mission of performing red team and net assessments. However, many observers have argued that the DHS should make greater use of net assessments and should establish a net assessment office similar to the Pentagon’s ONA.

In 2007, for example, the Homeland Security Advisory Council issued a report calling on the DHS to “establish an Office of Net Assessment (ONA) within the Department to provide the Secretary with comprehensive analysis of future threats and U.S. capabilities to meet those threats.” That same year a report by the Heritage Foundation argued that the DHS should form a small, nonpartisan office of net assessment that would be able to focus on long-term challenges and help address the complaint by the 9/11 Commission and others that the nation suffered from a “lack of imagination.” A strong advocate of establishing a net-assessment capability within the DHS has been Frank J. Cilluffo, the associate vice president and director of the Center for Cyber and Homeland Security at The George Washington University. Cilluffo argues that the DHS responds to most threats reactively and has only a limited capability for assessing future threats:

The ONA would fill the much-needed role of brain trust, while remaining unfettered by the “crisis du jour” or the day-to-day demands flowing from intelligence needs and operations. The ever-shifting and unpredictable security environment facing the United States requires the constant questioning of assumptions, the asking of what-ifs, and the thinking of the unthinkable, all in order to identify game changers. The ONA should take a comprehensive, multi-disciplinary approach to its analysis, looking at the full range of factors which will alter and shape the security environment of the future, including social, political, technological, economic, demographic, and other trends.

One particular area in which a net assessment has been called for is bioterrorism. In 2004 the Bush administration published Homeland Security Presidential Directive 10, *Biodefense for the 21st Century*, which called for “a periodic senior-level policy net assessment that evaluates progress in implementing this policy, identifies continuing gaps or vulnerabilities in our biodefense posture, and makes recommendations for re-balancing and refining investments among the pillars of overall defense policy.” Such a net assessment was reportedly conducted, but it has not been publicly released.
Patrick Forrest and Alex Hilliker argue that because homeland threats and challenges such as public safety, emergency management, and law enforcement are largely outside the scope of the DOD, the existing ONA in the Pentagon is insufficient to deal with such important matters. Instead, they argue, a new office of net assessment is needed within the DHS to provide long-term strategic assessments of future security threats—without being subject to the many reporting requirements that are placed on existing DHS offices such as the Office of Strategic Plans. They write that DHS leadership has suffered from a lack of data-driven, long-term threat assessments, and as a result billions of dollars have been spent on ineffective programs such as the Secure Border Initiative Network. Furthermore, they suggest that a relatively small, independent office reporting directly to the Secretary of Homeland Security be established, the focus of which “would be solely on producing assessments intended to increase the leadership’s situational awareness regarding future challenges to the homeland security enterprise.”

**A New Net-Assessment Model for Homeland Security**

In recent years national-security leaders have frequently argued that the threats facing America’s security today are more challenging than those seen in the past. Testifying before the Senate, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper stated, “Looking back over my now more than half a century in intelligence, I’ve not experienced a time when we’ve been beset by more crises and threats around the globe.” Gen Martin Dempsey, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, testified, “I will personally attest to the fact that it [the world] is more dangerous than it has ever been.” Some critics have charged that such dire warnings are exaggerations, and Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson has not taken quite such a pessimistic view. However, Johnson has also made it clear that the threat is serious: “The United States faces a constantly evolving threat environment. Thirteen years after the 9/11 attacks, threats to our nation have not subsided.”

What threats should be part of a homeland security net assessment? Clearly, one focus would be on the terrorist threat to the United States. Secretary Johnson has said, “The cornerstone of our mission at the Department of Homeland Security has been, and should continue to be, counterterrorism—that is, protecting the nation against terrorist at-
Tacks.” A focus on terrorism suggests that a homeland security net assessment should compare the threat from specific groups or actors, such as al-Qaeda or the Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), with the counterterrorism capabilities available to combat them. Although estimates of the terrorist threat are available in abundance, there appear to be few, if any, net assessments available that would compare the terrorist threat with US counterterrorism capabilities.

Even though terrorism might be considered “job one” for homeland security, it is neither the only threat nor the only mission for the homeland security enterprise. The 2014 Quadrennial Homeland Security Review found that terrorism is only one of several primary homeland security concerns: “The terrorist threat is increasingly decentralized and may be harder to detect. Cyber threats are growing and pose ever-greater concern to our critical infrastructure systems as they become increasingly interdependent. Natural hazards are becoming more costly to address, with increasingly variable consequences due in part to drivers such as climate change and interdependent and aging infrastructure.” These three categories of challenges—terrorism, cyber, and natural hazards—may provide a useful and more complete framework for understanding the threats that would be examined by a homeland security net assessment.

Few observers would be surprised by the inclusion of terrorism and cyber threats on this list, but some, especially those within the DOD, might wonder why natural hazards should be considered a key homeland security problem. After all, the mission of providing military support to civil authorities following a natural disaster or other emergency is typically considered a secondary one for military planners. However, for homeland security planners and practitioners, disasters and other types of natural hazards are a primary mission—and a mission that has been growing in recent years, following disasters such as Hurricane Katrina, super storm Sandy, and occurrences of other natural threats such as the outbreak of infectious disease. The Obama administration has acknowledged the link between natural hazards and national security. In the 2015 National Security Strategy the White House noted that ensuring national security means “reinforcing our homeland security to keep the American people safe from terrorist attacks and natural hazards while strengthening our national resilience.”
However, there is more to a net assessment than an examination of the threat. It must also provide decision makers with an understanding of our own capabilities, and this aspect is even more important in the area of homeland security than national security. Political scientist Rose McDermott has noted that the second part of Sun Tzu’s advice—the need to know oneself—is especially important in the field of homeland security: “Certainly for purposes of homeland security, recognizing our own gaps and failings is an important part of triumphing over our limitations.” The adversary may not be far away in a distant land but instead can be here in the middle of the homeland. The capabilities developed to counter homeland security threats will tend to involve and affect a broader range of American citizens than will the military, foreign policy, and intelligence capabilities that are used to counter foreign threats.

A homeland security net assessment, then, might examine the threats from terrorism, cyber, and natural hazards and the capabilities that have been developed to address each of these threats. But that, too, would not be enough. Because homeland security efforts are directly focused within US borders, they must also consider the effect of those efforts on the American people and society. If a national-security net assessment is the appraisal of military balances, as Cohen described it, then a homeland security net assessment should be the appraisal of other, equally important balances, such as the balance between security and liberty that is at the forefront of many discussions of homeland security. The requirement to understand the effects of our policies on the American people might be captured in the concept of legitimacy: are the capabilities our government has developed to keep us safe seen as legitimate in the eyes of the people they are designed to serve?

There is nothing new in arguing that domestic and public concerns are critical for understanding threats and strategies. Advocates of net assessment often cite Clausewitz approvingly, noting his argument that war is an extension of politics by other means—implying that both political and military issues must be involved in conducting a true net assessment. Even more appropriate for our purposes may be what Clausewitz referred to as the “remarkable trinity.” This trinity has often been translated as the people, the army, and the government; Clausewitz argued that war is the product of the interaction of these three forces, and a strategist can only understand war by understanding all three.
A similar homeland security trinity may be helpful in understanding the forces that must be understood to conduct a homeland security net assessment. This trinity involves the threats, capabilities, and legitimacy involved in homeland security. Thus, our proposed homeland security net assessment process would examine the threat to America’s security in three broad categories: terrorism, cyber, and natural hazards. And for each threat, the assessment would examine the nature of that threat, the capabilities to counter the threat, and whether those capabilities are seen by the American people as legitimate or are seen as risking civil liberties or other democratic values. The next section will undertake to sketch out what such a homeland security net assessment might reveal.

A Preliminary Homeland Security Net Assessment

Although the Pentagon’s ONA has often been seen as a source of pessimistic, worst-case thinking, a homeland security net assessment would be most useful for policy makers if it were seen as producing objective, fact-based reports on long-range trends and issues concerning the most important threats facing the nation. These assessments could fill a niche in between the pessimistic studies often produced by outside critics of whichever administration is in power and the considerably more optimistic reports typically issued from government agencies when they attempt to assess their own accomplishments. The following are some of the issues and problems a homeland security net assessment could help illuminate.

Terrorism

America’s current domestic intelligence structure encompasses a complex system that includes counterterrorism organizations led by the NCTC; other federal-level organizations and efforts, including those within the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the DHS, and the DOD; and state, local, and private-sector activities. Despite the development of these counterterrorism organizations and capabilities, many experts argue much more remains to be done, especially in terms of coordinating federal efforts with those of state, local, and private entities. A recent report by a panel of experienced practitioners and scholars argues that, “The United States still lacks a cohesive domestic counterterrorism strategy with the capacity for coordinated execution at all levels of government.” Even though
the threat from al-Qaeda has declined, the overall terrorist threat today remains high, with a broad range of groups and individuals continuing to pose significant threats to American lives at home and abroad. Some experts believe the terrorist threat is greater today than it was in the immediate post-9/11 period, but the growing consensus is that while the threat of another catastrophic attack appears reduced, there remains a continuing threat of smaller-scale plots and attacks from al-Qaeda affiliates and homegrown extremists.44

In its analysis of the terrorist threat facing the United States, a homeland security net assessment would need to take a broad, long-range view. It must also consider the impact of more recent events such as the death of Osama bin Laden, the upheaval of the Arab Spring, and the rise of ISIL.45 The last National Intelligence Estimate written (or at least made public) on the terrorist threat to the United States was in 2007, suggesting that a new assessment is overdue. Such an assessment might reflect the conventional view among terrorism experts that al-Qaeda has been weakened in recent years, largely as a result of the counterterrorism efforts that have been undertaken by the United States and its allies since 2001. A recent report by the Bipartisan Policy Center describes some of these improved capabilities:

For example, on 9/11, there were 16 people on the U.S. “no fly” list. Today, there are more than 40,000. In 2001, there were 32 Joint Terrorism Task Force “fusion centers,” where multiple law enforcement agencies work together to chase down leads and build terrorism cases. Now there are 103. A decade ago, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, National Counterterrorism Center, Transportation Security Administration, Northern Command, and Cyber Command didn’t exist. In 2014, all of these new post-9/11 institutions make it much harder for terrorists to operate in the United States.46

An assessment will also need to consider the rising threat from lone-wolf terrorists and other homegrown extremists. It could examine the quantitative data that is available on such threats. As Secretary Johnson has said, “This is the type of threat that may be hardest to detect. It involves independent actors potentially living in the United States, with easy access to items that, in the wrong hands, can become tools for mass violence.”47 The New America Foundation, for example, has found that homegrown jihadist extremists have killed 26 people since 9/11, while non-jihadist extremists have killed 39.48 However, the assessment would also have to wrestle with more difficult questions about how to measure and compare different kinds of threats facing the nation. For example,
during the same week in which the Boston Marathon bombings killed three people, a fertilizer plant exploded in West, Texas, killing 14. The Boston bombings received much more media attention, but a net assessment might consider whether the risks from industrial accidents or other kinds of disasters represent a greater homeland security threat than terrorism. An example of such a perspective can be found in the work of Brian Jenkins, who has noted that the level of terrorist violence in the United States during the past decade has been considerably less than that experienced during the 1970s, “when there were 50 to 60 terrorist bombings a year in the United States.” That statistic is likely to come as a surprise to most Americans, and one task for a net assessment would be to determine how significant such historical comparisons are for today.

One of the most important developments has been the establishment of a network of 78 state and local intelligence fusion centers, which typically receive DHS funding and support but are under local control. These fusion centers are not widely known, but they have had some notable successes in helping to prevent terrorist attacks and assisting law enforcement agencies in capturing criminals. They have also generated controversy. A Senate committee report found that fusion centers “often produced irrelevant, useless or inappropriate intelligence reporting to DHS, and many produced no intelligence reporting whatsoever.” A RAND study examined fusion centers and the FBI-led Joint Terrorism Task Forces and reported, “What we found was organized chaos: a federally subsidized, loosely coordinated system for sharing information that is collected according to varying local standards with insufficient quality control, accountability, or oversight.” However, other experts and studies have argued that state and local fusion centers are a vital part of the homeland security enterprise, and a net assessment would be useful in asking questions such as, is 78 the right number of these centers?

Some of the most important changes in counterterrorism capabilities have been improvements in domestic intelligence at the federal, state, and local levels. As Brian Jenkins notes, homeland security intelligence is likely to become even more important in the coming years: “Domestic intelligence collection is essential, especially as al Qaeda places more emphasis on inspiring local volunteers to take action.” Additionally, the intelligence gathered to detect such threats will almost inevitably need to sweep up information on American citizens who are not, themselves, threats. Gregory Treverton writes, “Today, it’s not enough to
know about them; intelligence can’t understand them without knowing a lot about ‘us.’” A homeland security net assessment might argue that in evaluating domestic intelligence programs, we should follow the same standard as the US Food and Drug Administration in determining whether drugs can be marketed: they need to be both safe and effective. This would mean that for counterterrorism intelligence programs to be judged legitimate and worthwhile, a program needs to be both effective in preventing terrorist attacks and sufficiently safe for civil liberties and personal freedoms.

Some of the most controversial American counterterrorism capabilities—such as the National Security Agency’s (NSA) bulk data-collection programs that were revealed by Edward Snowden—may not pass this test. Not only is the legitimacy of these programs in question but also there is considerable debate over whether they are effective in preventing terrorism. Intelligence community leaders have claimed these programs are necessary for national security, but two official studies, by the President’s Review Group and the Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board, argued that at least one program—the collection of American phone data—had not been useful. Outside researchers have also found that bulk collection of phone data has not prevented a single terrorist attack. The most effective domestic counterterrorism tools have been traditional law enforcement techniques such as the use of undercover officers and informants and close engagement with the local community to encourage tips from the public and from family members of those who might be at risk of radicalization.

Finally, a net assessment would closely examine the legitimacy of American counterterrorism capabilities. One of the most important—and most controversial—of these capabilities is the use of unmanned drone strikes. Many critics of American policy view these strikes—often resulting in civilian casualties, including recently two hostages held by al-Qaeda—as illegitimate. The rules governing drone use are not well understood by the public, and as the Bipartisan Policy Center writes, “The choices the United States makes regarding its use of drones for targeting killing operations and the rules that regulate such operations will shape the global environment in the coming decades.”
Cyber

Estimates of the threat from cyberterrorism range from the extremely dire to the moderately sanguine. Some scholars and computer-security experts argue that the nation faces the threat of a “cyber Pearl Harbor,” while others claim threats of cyberwar are little more than a myth. Former Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano warned that a “cyber 9/11” could happen “imminently.” On the other hand, a classified national intelligence assessment in 2013 concluded that cyber-espionage, most notably from China, represented a greater threat to the nation’s security than cyberterrorism. And in his latest testimony to Congress, Director Clapper said the likelihood of a catastrophic “Cyber Armageddon” is remote.

A net assessment could be especially useful in helping to advance the debate over the different kinds of cyber threats facing the nation. The Bipartisan Policy Center recently argued that a different approach is needed: “Overall, the cybersecurity debate has matured but does not yet sufficiently distinguish among the various threats. The next step must be a more nuanced approach to address this problem and a more careful use of terms—especially ‘cyber attack,’ ‘cyber war,’ and ‘cyberterrorism.’”

A net assessment, taking a long-term view and making use of available data on specific cyber threats, would likely conclude, as Colin Gray has written, “Despite the acute shortage of careful strategic thought on the subject, and notwithstanding the ‘Cybergeddon’ catastrophe scenarios that sell media products, it is clear enough today that the sky is not falling because of cyber peril.” It seems likely that a net assessment would adopt the relatively cautious approach taken by terrorism expert Martha Crenshaw, who notes that the most disruptive cyber attacks, such as the Stuxnet virus used against Iranian centrifuges, have been the work of sophisticated state actors—not terrorist groups or individuals.

Just as the debate over the cyber threat is relatively new and underdeveloped, the discussion of cyber capabilities is also at a fairly underdeveloped stage. The US military has established a Cyber Command (USCYBERCOM), as a four-star subunified command under the US Strategic Command, with the mission of directing DOD cyber operations and defending military information networks. The commander of USCYBERCOM also serves as director of the NSA, an intelligence organization that provides support to military and national customers, including USCYBERCOM. Some critics worry the United States may
be combining too much military and civilian authority into one organization. Peter Singer of the Brookings Institution said, “The mashing together of the NSA and Cyber Command has blurred the lines between a military command and a national spy agency.”69 Other critics argue more needs to be done, such as creating a US Cyber Force that would operate alongside the existing military services.70 Richard Clarke, who has been an outspoken advocate for concern about cyber threats, argues the United States needs to urgently develop greater cyber-defense capabilities: “If anything is clear, it is that we have a remarkably well-developed offensive capability, but no commensurately serious commitment to defense. There is neither a plan nor any capability to defend America’s civilian infrastructure, from banking to telecoms to aviation.”71

In recent years it seems as if just about everybody in the national security and intelligence communities has jumped on the cyber bandwagon, with other new cyber organizations including the Cyber Threat Intelligence Integration Center under the director of national intelligence, a new cyber directorate at the Central Intelligence Agency, and the National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center under the DHS. However, it is not clear if we have determined the proper “lanes in the road” for these different organizations. The history of the DHS suggests that once major organizational reforms have been made in government, it can be difficult to change course. The DHS often ranks low on surveys of federal government-employee satisfaction and is often criticized for being too big to manage effectively. Although it has undergone several reorganizations since it was first established, it is still largely as it was originally designed. The force of path dependence is strong in government organizations, and a homeland security net assessment would help us realize that the cybersecurity organizations we are establishing today are likely to be around for many years. It is important to think carefully from the beginning about how to deconflict responsibilities and avoid creating stovepipes.

Because cyber issues directly affect virtually all Americans, it is particularly important that a broad net assessment perspective, acknowledging the concerns of stakeholders beyond the traditional national security establishment, inform cyber strategies. The Pentagon understands that the problem of cybersecurity cannot be addressed by military personnel alone and is planning to create a “surge force” of
private-sector and National Guard cyber experts who could be called upon to help protect critical infrastructure sectors in case of a national cyber emergency. Eric Rosenbach, the assistant secretary of defense for homeland defense and global security, has said the DOD is committed to a whole-of-government approach to cybersecurity, including close coordination with other federal agencies, state and local governments, and the private sector. As Adm Michael Rogers, commander of USCYBERCOM and director of NSA, puts it, “Neither the U.S. government, the states, nor the private sector can defend their information systems on their own against the most powerful cyber forces. The public and private sectors need one another’s help.”

A net assessment of America’s cybersecurity would likely conclude that more work needs to be done to gauge the effect of increased cyber capabilities on civil liberties. As a National Research Council report noted, effective programs to deter viruses and other malware from Internet traffic may require the traffic to be inspected by a third party, which raises important privacy issues. Additionally, from a homeland security perspective, one of the weaker areas of public policy may be at the level of state and local authorities. It appears the most significant cyber capabilities exist either at the level of the federal government, where most policies originate, or in the private sector, where most research and development is conducted. Some significant state and local efforts are underway, but more must be done, and a homeland security net assessment could help suggest areas of focus below the federal level.

Natural Hazards

The disasters of Hurricane Katrina and super storm Sandy ensured that threats from natural hazards remain near the top of the list of homeland security concerns facing the nation. According to the Quadrennial Homeland Security Review, “Natural disasters, pandemics, and the trends associated with climate change continue to present a major area of homeland security risk.” The greatest natural-hazard risk, the review argues, is of a devastating pandemic, and the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa provides support for that view. However, the threat remains high from other kinds of natural disasters, including hurricanes, earthquakes, droughts, and floods, with the DHS noting the increasing risk as the nation’s infrastructure ages and as climate change may act as a “threat multiplier.”
A homeland security net assessment would weigh such threats against the capabilities that have been developed to prepare for and respond to them. The DHS argues that the nation’s capability to respond to natural hazards and disasters has improved significantly since Katrina: “Acting on the lessons of Hurricane Katrina, we have improved disaster planning with federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial governments, as well as nongovernmental organizations and the private sector; pre-positioned a greater number of resources; and strengthened the Nation’s ability to respond to disasters in a quick and robust fashion. Seven years after Katrina, the return on these investments showed in the strong, coordinated response to Hurricane Sandy.”

The US government has developed a sophisticated national preparedness system, including a *National Preparedness Goal* that sets out 31 core national capabilities and a *National Preparedness Report* that summarizes the progress made in achieving those core capabilities. Most experts agree the nation is better prepared for disasters than it has been in the past. However, an area where more work needs to be done, and where a net assessment could be particularly useful, is in determining how effective these preparedness capabilities really are. The Government Accountability Office found that, “DHS and FEMA [Federal Emergency Management Agency] have implemented a number of efforts with the goal of measuring preparedness by assessing capabilities and addressing related challenges, but success has been limited.”

A number of scholars and homeland security practitioners have warned in recent years about the danger of what Paul Stockton, former assistant secretary of defense for homeland defense and Americas’ security affairs, calls “catastrophes more severe than Hurricane Katrina.” Such disasters are sometimes called complex catastrophes, “black swans,” or “wicked problems,” and they appear to be increasing in frequency and seriousness. An example that is often cited of such a potential catastrophe is an earthquake along the New Madrid fault, near the town of New Madrid, Missouri. An estimated magnitude 7.7 earthquake struck that region in 1812, killing few people in what was then an underpopulated area but causing tremendous shocks that collapsed the banks of the Mississippi River and liquefied the ground. Experts estimate that 86,000 people could be killed if a similar earthquake hits that area today. FEMA conducted a National Level Exercise in 2011 focused on
the New Madrid threat, and a homeland security net assessment would be able to examine this type of high-impact but low-probability event.

Although it might not seem obvious that legitimacy is an important factor in ensuring homeland security against natural hazards, public acceptance of and support for government efforts may be more important in this area than any other. This is because local, public, and private-sector involvement is critically important in preparing for and responding to natural hazards and disasters. The DHS Strategic Plan argues that a “whole community approach” is necessary “to build the capacity of American society to be resilient in the face of disruptions, disasters, and other crises.” A homeland security net assessment would evaluate how successful the DHS has been in engaging the American public and other stakeholders in the effort to prepare for natural hazards and catastrophes.

Conclusion

This very preliminary review suggests that in the area of terrorism, there is currently a favorable—but tenuous—balance of threat and homeland security capabilities that has, thus far, succeeded in keeping America safer than most experts would have predicted after the 9/11 attacks. America’s global counterterrorism efforts and domestic law enforcement and intelligence systems appear to have been successful in increasing security within the United States, as demonstrated by numerous foiled terrorist plots and the lack of another major successful attack on American soil since 9/11.

However, these gains have come at the cost of increasing domestic surveillance and at the risk of infringing upon civil liberties. By its very nature, domestic and homeland security intelligence is intrusive and risks impinging on civil liberties. As then-Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff put it, “Intelligence, as you know, is not only about spies and satellites. Intelligence is about the thousands and thousands of routine, everyday observations and activities. Surveillances, interactions—each of which may be taken in isolation as not a particularly meaningful piece of information, but when fused together, gives us a sense of the patterns and the flow that really is at the core of what intelligence analysis is really about.”

These thousands of observations are largely about people and events in America and, in the years since 9/11, the United States has created a
domestic intelligence system to collect them. In some cases the people are terrorists or other types of criminals, and the intelligence collected has helped to prevent bad events from happening. However, in many cases these observations—this domestic intelligence—is about routine activities undertaken by ordinary Americans and others who do not intend to cause harm. A net assessment would examine whether these intelligence and counterterrorism capabilities are “safe and effective” and whether they are sufficiently legitimate or if they should be reexamined.

A net assessment would also be valuable in expanding the discussion of homeland security threats beyond terrorism. Looking at the balance among threat, capability, and legitimacy suggests more attention must be devoted to the impact of increased cyber capabilities on civil liberties and on the need for greater cyber-defense capabilities at the state and local levels. It also might highlight the need to develop better tools for measuring the nation’s preparedness efforts to deal with natural disasters and with the potentially greater threat of complex catastrophes. Additionally, whenever possible, the products of such net assessments should be made unclassified and widely available. This is the right thing to do, because Americans deserve to know as much as can reasonably be shared about the actions their government is taking. It is also the strategic thing to do, because homeland security efforts are most effective when they are supported and trusted by the people they serve.

A final important step would be to look farther into the future, as net-assessment analysts in the Pentagon did during the Cold War. Paul Bracken notes that thinkers using the concept of net assessment were able to identify the importance of Asia as an area of strategic concern and competition as early as the 1980s, despite the fact that the only immediate problem of Asian security at that time was Korea. The comparable question for today might revolve around what the rising threats and concerns for homeland security are not simply for the next few years but also for the next several decades.

In recent years we have seen a few, mostly tentative calls for the use of net assessment tools in determining and weighing the threats to America’s homeland security. However, as we continue to face an increasing variety of challenges in an era of decreasing budgets and government retrenchment, these tools may be more useful than ever. As a first step, the DHS should establish an office of net assessment and direct it to
conduct a broad-based study of the threats from terrorism, cyber, and natural hazards.
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Resiliency in Future Cyber Combat

Col William D. Bryant, USAF

_The winds may fell the massive oak, but bamboo, bent even to the ground, will spring upright after the passage of the storm._

—Japanese proverb

Abstract

Rigid cyberspace defenses are proving unable to meet advanced and modern cyberspace threats. As a result, there has been increasing focus and interest in cyber resiliency, but what will it take to be resilient in future cyber combat? We can glean some useful concepts from the ancient Japanese proverb about the resiliency of bamboo in a storm. In comparison with the massive oak, which relies on structural strength, three characteristics enable the bamboo’s greater resiliency. Bamboo has the ability to accept deformation without failure and a significantly reduced attack surface, and it dynamically reacts to the wind in a way that minimizes the impact of future gusts. Defenders of cyberspace should look to add similar characteristics to their cyberspace systems. First, cyberspace defenders should maximize the flexibility of their systems by deliberately building in “inefficient” excess capacity, planning for and expecting failure, and creating personnel flexibility through training and exercises. Second, defenders should reduce their attack surface by eliminating unnecessary capability in both hardware and software, resist users’ desire for continual rapid improvements in capability without adequate security testing, and segment their networks and systems into separate defended enclaves. Finally, cyber defenders should position themselves to dynamically respond to attacks through improved situational awareness, effective cyberspace command and control, and
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active defenses. Combining these approaches will enable the defenders of cyberspace systems to weather cyberspace attacks and spring upright after the passage of the storm.

✵ ✵ ✵ ✵ ✵

According to the ancient Japanese proverb, after the storm passes, the stronger oak lies on the ground while the weaker bamboo stands upright. The moral that resiliency is more important to success than strength applies to conflict in the cyberspace domain as well. It is important to clarify that the resilience being discussed here is in response to cyberspace attacks, not cyberspace espionage. Cyberspace attacks change friendly systems through manipulating data, causing hardware failures, or physically destroying objects controlled from cyberspace. If pure cyberspace espionage is done well, the defenders will have no idea anyone was ever in their systems: everything will still function. Resilience is not as useful in examining cyberspace espionage as it is in investigating cyberspace attack.

The Department of Homeland Security’s Risk Steering Committee has defined resiliency as the “ability to adapt to changing conditions and prepare for, withstand, and rapidly recover from disruption.”¹ As organization after organization and system after system is successfully attacked, there is a growing realization that a perfect perimeter defense is not possible, and even if it were, attackers are often within the walls as insider threats. In addition, while shifting to multiple layers of “defense in depth” improves security, each layer will still have flaws and vulnerabilities that a determined attacker can circumvent. Accordingly, cyberspace operators have increasingly looked to resilience as a promising way to improve overall security.²

While resilience is the key to success for cyberspace defenders, it is important that defenders not neglect traditional network defenses. In the US military, the tendency has been to pour a disproportionate amount of resources into offense while not focusing enough on defense. This is a mistake, and as noted by Martin Libicki, “In this medium, the best defense is not necessarily a good offense; it is usually a good defense.”³ Offense is widely seen as overwhelmingly powerful over defense, but that assumption ignores the historical record of cyberspace attacks to date. Modest defenses easily defeat unsophisticated attacks, and even nation-state–level attacks have had mixed success. Of the eight cases of nation-
state on nation-state cyberspace attacks with a reasonable amount of open-source data, only half can be qualified as a success.\textsuperscript{4} If the offense were truly so overwhelming, it should be able to achieve greater than a 50 percent success rate. When the high-level attacks are analyzed, it is apparent that in most cases the offenders did get past the defenses, but the defenders were able to react and negate the attacks in a week or two. Resilience is the key to an effective response.\textsuperscript{5}

Before developing the tenets of cyberspace resiliency, it is important to clarify what cyberspace is, as there is great confusion on this point. The US Joint Staff has defined cyberspace as “a global domain within the information environment consisting of the interdependent network of information technology infrastructures and resident data, including the Internet, telecommunications networks, computer systems, and embedded processors and controllers.”\textsuperscript{6}

One important point emerging from the definition is that while the Internet is part of cyberspace, it is not all of cyberspace. Any computer processor capable of communicating with a computer system is in some way part of cyberspace. A desktop computer, an avionics computer on an aircraft, an iPhone, an industrial controller, and the central processor on a modern car are all part of cyberspace, although only some of them are routinely connected to the Internet. Most modern military equipment is more complex than an M-4 carbine and has some form of processor, from a humble truck to an aircraft carrier, and is thus part of cyberspace. So what is required to be resilient within cyberspace?

Using the bamboo analogy, there are three elements of success against the storm that have application to resiliency in the cyberspace domain: flexibility, a reduced attack surface, and the ability to respond dynamically to attacks. First, the bamboo can accept deformation without failure. As noted by the proverb, the bamboo can be bent and spring back upright, while the oak can accept little deformation before failing catastrophically. Second, the bamboo presents far less attack surface to the attacking wind, as it has a streamlined shape with relatively few exposed leaves compared to the oak tree, which has a far larger and more complex structure. Finally, the bamboo adjusts to the wind, bending to minimize the effect of future wind gusts. Each of these three characteristics can be applied to the cyberspace domain as a way of understanding how practical cyberspace resilience can be achieved.
Flexibility

What does flexibility look like in cyberspace? Is flexibility even a meaningful concept when every device in cyberspace is actually running a complex rule-set that predetermines its actions in response to a given set of inputs? While the computers that make up cyberspace simply do what they are told, the flexibility in cyberspace comes from people telling machines what to do. People can also build in more capacity for flexibility by constructing their systems to operate in cyberspace with excess capability.

The typical business mind-set focuses on efficiency to generate as much profit as possible, while the military mind-set loves both efficiency and order, but both concepts are antithetical to flexibility in cyberspace. Efficiency means using 100 percent of available resources with no excess capability. Yet, if you are 100 percent efficient, the smallest perturbation can lead to catastrophic failure. The heart of resiliency is the ability to absorb perturbations and failures—whether natural or manmade—and continue functioning. Thus, a system built for resiliency will look very different than one built for efficiency.

Too much efficiency will hamper resiliency, and cyberspace defenders would do well to build less-efficient redundant systems if they want to achieve resiliency under attack. Cyberspace operators who want to build a resilient system must oppose several efficiency trends. In the perfectly efficient network, every device on the network will run the same operating system, utilize the same applications for specific tasks, have a minimum of subnetworks or enclaves all structured the same way, and even utilize the same hardware throughout for the same functions. While these concepts are efficient, they are not resilient.

An entire network that runs a single operating system is efficient and easy to administer and also just as easy to take down via a single vulnerability. A heterogeneous network made up of Windows 7, Windows 8, and Linux—with a few Apple machines thrown in for good measure—cannot be completely taken down by a single vulnerability. Military strategist Edward Luttwak noted that in the strategic realm with a thinking enemy “homogeneity can easily become a potential vulnerability.” Of course, there must be a balance between efficiency and resiliency; a system where every single device runs a unique operating system would be resilient in a sense but would be so difficult to administer it would likely be full of unpatched machines and unknown
vulnerabilities. Aristotle taught that virtue always lies on a continuum between two vices. The virtue of cyberspace resilience lies between rigid conformity to a single system that can be taken down with a single attack on one side and complete chaos within an unworkable mess of a network on the other. A reasonable middle ground for cyberspace operators is to select a handful of different, well-designed operating systems and then implement them throughout their networks. Thus, if three operating systems are used, two-thirds of the network should be available following any attack that uses a single vulnerability. Cyberspace operators should also find the right balance between too many and too few different types when it comes to applications and hardware, for very much the same reasons as discussed above for operating systems. Heterogeneous systems are a start, but the defender can also break those systems into separate enclaves to further increase resiliency.

Network segmentation into separate subnetworks that can function even if other networks around them fail is a key component of cyberspace resiliency. The current push toward ever-larger homogenous networks is good for efficiency but not for resiliency. Consider the changes the network on a typical military base has gone through. At first, every base was unique; information technology (IT) equipment was purchased locally, and every network ran different software and applications depending on what the local communications unit purchased. This structure was extremely inefficient, and the level of security achieved was highly variable and often quite low—partially because the different networks still had to be connected to each other, often in not very secure ways. The next step was to bring control of the networks up to a regional level, which took control of base networks largely out of the hands of local units. While this resulted in a more efficient network, it also meant a successful attack against the regional hub could bring down multiple bases at the same time, whereas before, each base would have to have been reconnoitered and attacked separately. Now, the Department of Defense (DOD) has mandated that the military services all utilize the same structure under the Joint Information Enterprise and the same network hubs in the form of Joint Regional Security Stacks. If every service is using the same equipment running the same software, one successful attack against a single vulnerability could conceivably take down the entire DOD network.
Returning to the “Wild Wild West” mind-set, where every local unit does whatever it wants, will not improve operational effectiveness. Instead, resiliency and a reasonable level of efficiency can be achieved by a deliberate diversification of networked systems. Homogeneity is good for ensuring patches and protocols are followed against known threats, while heterogeneity helps protect a system from unknown and unpredictable threats. System architects should buck the trend toward ever-larger and homogenous networks and deliberately build in heterogeneous enclaves based on a small number of carefully selected hardware and software configurations. It is important that network architects do not build systems with a single type of system performing a function across the network. For example, a segmented network of heterogeneous enclaves that all use the exact same hardware and software as a gateway will be less resilient than one that uses different types of gateways. Resiliency is best increased by parallel lanes of different systems, if a network relies on a single type of system at any level, there is still a single point of failure. As with operating systems, finding Aristotle’s “golden mean” of enough diversification to be resilient with enough efficiency to be manageable and low-cost is the key.

Even if a network is heterogeneous and cannot be completely taken down by a single vulnerability, cyberspace operators still need to expect and plan for failure. Planning for failure does not come naturally, especially in the military environment. Complexity theorist Antoine Bousquet has noted that the military often attempts to achieve “100% relevant content, 100% accuracy, and zero time delay” in the pursuit of a frictionless cybernetic war machine, but that goal is illusory. Instead, cyberspace operators should be “embracing uncertainty and designing a resilient and flexible military that is capable of adapting to the unforeseen and contingent.” Cyberspace operators need to move beyond the concern of how to best secure their systems against attack to focus on how to design their system to continue working after their defenses fail. This requires a significant mind-set shift for military cyberspace operators, including focusing on response capabilities such as emergency and incident response teams and plans. One of the best ways to accomplish this shift is through aggressive and thorough red teaming.

Well-resourced and extensive red teaming of cyberspace systems is a critical part of building cyberspace resiliency. A red team is a group of friendly attackers who attempt to attack systems to find their vulner-
abilities and weaknesses. They use the same techniques as real attackers and provide an invaluable service in not only finding vulnerabilities but also giving defenders practice in how to respond to attacks and keep their systems functioning. To get the maximum benefit out of red teaming, exercise referees need to allow red teams to breach defenses and actually do damage within the exercise system; stopping the exercise when the red team gets access does not yield as much benefit. Historically the DOD has underresourced red teams due to the persistent focus on offensive cyber capabilities. Red teams require the same people and resources needed for offensive cyberspace capabilities. However, offensive capabilities and red teams are not locked in a zero-sum resource game. Since the same attack techniques are used, red teaming can be excellent training for offensive cyberspace operators and can help overcome classification barriers.

Compartmentalization continues to be a major issue preventing defenders and attackers from learning from each other. According to former vice-chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen James Cartwright, “We make sure the recce teams don’t tell the defenders what they found, or the attacker, and the attackers go out and attack and don’t tell anybody they did. It’s a complete secret to everybody in the loop and it’s dysfunctional.” Compartmentalization and security are essential in protecting cyberspace weapons, but it is foolish for attackers to assume their enemies will not discover and utilize the clever techniques they develop. Attackers need to inform friendly defenders of their attack methods in appropriate ways that allow defenders to defend their systems, while not giving away the attack methods to adversaries. Once again, there is a balance required between disclosure and security, but it appears in the DOD the needle is too far toward security. More disclosure by attackers to defenders is needed for improved cyberspace resiliency. Red teaming and improved disclosure helps to develop resiliency in the people operating in cyberspace, but there are a number of other ways to build resiliency into cyberspace operators.

The highest payoff in building cyberspace resiliency lies in building resilient people. People, not machines, react. The machines will simply do what their instructions tell them to do, even if those instructions are complex and allow for some ability to respond to stimuli. Not only do cyberspace operators need to be resilient, improved resiliency and security needs to be built into system users as well.
Education that creates deeper understanding of the cyberspace environment will often yield a major payoff in unexpected ways and places. Training is valuable and can produce an immediate payoff; education takes longer but can provide more benefit in the long run. Because of the long-term and difficult-to-measure nature of the payoff, education often takes the first hit when an organization is under budgetary pressure. This is shortsighted and will reduce an organization’s abilities to understand the environment and to generate the cultural change needed to build an organization that can be resilient in the cyberspace domain. Education lays the foundation, but training provides the specific tools needed by people operating in cyberspace.

Users can be “hardened” via training, as they are currently the weakest spot in the armor of most cyberspace systems. Users are the bane of system administrators the world over, and many attacks rely on finding a user who can be tricked into compromise. Most users have only a rudimentary knowledge of computer security, so spending time and money training them can produce a significant payoff. Mandatory training programs are a start, but not all users will pay attention to training or be convinced that it is important to them. System administrators need to convince users there is a significant benefit to following good security practices, whether it is monetary rewards for best practices or reprimands for those who do not follow procedures.

Most organizations have a user training program in place; what is missing is accountability to make users take cyberspace security seriously. In a recent study, security testers left USB thumb drives on the ground in a parking lot outside of a federal office building. All federal employees receive regular training on the dangers of plugging in unknown USB devices, but 60 percent of these highly trained employees plugged them in anyway. The addition of an official looking logo on the drive increased the percentage of USB drives employees plugged in to 90 percent.14 How many of these employees were fired or even mildly reprimanded for their failure to follow procedures? Performance ratings and rewards need to be explicitly tied to following security practices, and there should be consequences for security failures that are regularly tested via a continuing testing program.

Users should be routinely tested and probed, and those who do not perform well should face escalating consequences. For example, cyberspace operators should routinely send out “phishing” style e-mails to users
of their systems based on actual real-world attacks. If a user is duped into clicking on the link, instead of unleashing a virus, the user should be directed to retake the organization’s computer security training. Subsequent failures should have increasingly unpleasant consequences, including eventual termination for employees who are incapable of following good security practices. A similar escalation ladder could be followed for users who continue to visit questionable sites or are caught deliberately circumventing security safeguards. Escalating consequences are for well-intentioned but security inept employees; insider threats are a different matter and should be dealt with according to organizational and legal rules. These types of changes will normally not be received well because they involve changing organizational culture and they will require support from top executives in the organization to be successful. For the military in particular, cyberspace resilience will also include a significant amount of resilience outside of cyberspace systems.

For most Western militaries, cyberspace systems are principally important because they enable effectiveness in the physical domains of combat. Thus, cyberspace resilience includes the ability of military forces to fight effectively even if their cyberspace systems are compromised or unavailable. Management scientist Martin Libicki has recently identified that networked militaries need to be careful not to focus on the network for its own sake through information assurance but must instead stay focused on the mission and mission assurance. This is deeply uncomfortable for a generation that has become accustomed to continual connection and reliability of cyberspace systems, since Western militaries have not yet fought a significant cyberspace adversary. However, there are a number of potential adversaries who have been very clear that they intend to fight hard in cyberspace in the case of a conflict, and Western militaries would be exceedingly foolish to assume the enemy will never have a “good day” and be able to disrupt many critical systems.

Much like with cyberspace operators and system users, resilience in regular military forces can best be built through realistic training and exercises. Currently, if there is cyberspace play in military exercises, exercise referees usually discount it so regular forces can receive “good training” and utilize all their systems. On the contrary, good training is when they do not have all their systems. Consider a single cyberspace enabled system, the Global Positioning System (GPS). What would a major exercise such as Red Flag look like if none of the participants were
allowed to use GPS? What about a land-based combat exercise at the National Training Center? How many young platoon leaders would be able to maneuver their forces quickly and expertly using only a compass and a map? What if their radios stopped working as well? Would forces continue to maneuver and operate in the absence of communication from headquarters? There are some hopeful signs that some leaders in the military are taking this threat seriously, and distributed control is one promising approach.\(^\text{17}\) But these ideas must be thoroughly tested and exercised on a regular basis if military forces are going to have any ability to operate in a cyberspace-denied environment. The flexibility created by these changes can be enhanced by also reducing a cyberspace system’s attack surface.

**Reducing Attack Surfaces**

Bamboo has far less surface area in its structure than the massive oak tree and thus presents a much smaller surface for the wind. In cyberspace, the surface area is normally referred to as the “attack surface.” The attack surface is made up of all the potential access points for an attack. Cyberspace operators should actively seek to make their attack surface as small as possible so the effect of each attack and the resultant recovery time are minimized. The fewer systems that must be recovered, the more quickly recovery can take place.

Every piece of software, every capability added to that software, and every communications pathway represents a potential avenue of enemy attack. Thus, the first thing cyberspace operators should do to reduce the attack surface they present to the enemy is eliminate nonessential features, as such features represent added risks.\(^\text{18}\) This is a mammoth task—one most cyberspace operators are not easily able to accomplish, as modern software is written to appeal to the largest number of customers with all the bells and whistles on by default. It can be nearly impossible, not only to determine what functionality is unneeded but also to disable it across the network to prevent it from being used as an attack vector. While swallowing the elephant all at once is not immediately achievable, concrete steps can be taken in both the software and hardware arenas.

An organization’s hardware attack surface can be reduced by disabling unnecessary ports and communications pathways where possible. The best method for disabling unnecessary communications pathways is
via physical means. If a computer’s wireless network or modem card is removed, there is complete certainty that card cannot be used as a clandestine back door into the organization’s network. The same can be said for unnecessary physical connections such as USB ports. It may be inelegant to cut the wire behind the port, or fill the port opening with hot glue, but it is effective. Software methods can be used as well, even if they are not as effective. Most devices can be easily disabled via the operating system, although cyberspace operators would do well to run periodic checks to ensure disabled ports have not been turned back on surreptitiously. While closing hardware-based vulnerabilities is a start, the majority of an organization’s attack surface lies in its software.

If an organization is serious about its cyberspace security, there should be an increased level of scrutiny of every piece of software on the organization’s networks. As with operating systems, there must be a balance between having too many and too few different applications to accomplish the same function. Having too many applications opens unnecessary avenues of attack, while having too few can hamper resiliency. For example, if an organization mandates the use of only one particular build of one Internet browser, it is difficult for the organization to react quickly if a vulnerability is discovered in that browser. If the same organization had two browsers on the network, all functionality could be quickly switched to the second browser while the first was patched. However, in many networks there are clearly far too many applications, not too few. It is reasonable to have a primary and a spare application for each function, but not reasonable to have 12 applications that do the same thing. Of course, a system administrator telling users they cannot utilize their favorite application is about as popular as the Internal Revenue Service auditor. The importance of reducing an organization’s attack surface presented via too many applications is not well understood. Users will often push back against security requirements if it means they cannot get the software they want as quickly as they want to get it.

There is a natural tension between the desire of users for continual connection with constant improvements and security requirements to restrict unnecessary communications pathways and comprehensively check all new software. Once again, balance is the key, and cyberspace operators must find the correct balance between competing requirements. That balance will be different for each organization and operational environment. The right balance for a small IT firm developing
iPhone applications is very different than the right balance for the National Security Agency (NSA). Once an organization has done all it can to reduce its software and hardware attack surfaces, it can take one more step.

The final step in reducing the attack surface shown to a cyberspace attacker is to hide as much of it as possible behind different segments of the network. In many respects, this is very similar to a “defense in depth,” where once the attackers get over one wall, they are faced with a whole new series of walls different than the first. These additional barriers can also provide more opportunities for the defender to detect the attack. There is some overlap with the previous discussion on flexibility, as segmentation can aid flexibility and also reduce an organization’s apparent attack surface. True, air gaps remain very difficult to maintain without some connection for maintenance or communication, but segmenting a network into different areas with strictly controlled communication links can reduce an organization’s attack surface. The amount of communication allowed into or out of the segments can be adjusted to account for the level of security required. The control system for a nuclear power plant should have very little and strictly controlled access to communication flows, whereas the segmented network for an operating division inside a corporation will normally have much freer communication links.

The key to reducing attack surfaces appropriately is finding the right balance between connectivity and security. However, the world is full of aggressive actors in cyberspace, and it is likely an attacker will find a vulnerable attack surface eventually. Then the flexibility an organization has built will be tested as it reacts to the storm and bends like the bamboo.

Reacting to Attack

When bamboo bends during a storm, it is in response to the pushing of the wind. The bamboo bends away from the wind, which reduces the amount of the bamboo’s surface the wind can push on, and the bamboo’s leaves and branches streamline, which reduces the force on the bamboo even more. If cyberspace operators are going to react to attacks in an analogous way, they must start by understanding what is going on around them in cyberspace.
Cyberspace situational awareness is normally essential for cyberspace operators to effectively react to an attack. Defenders must know they are under attack before they can react resiliently. If an attacker is simply trying to steal information or implant pathways for future attacks, he or she may work very hard to avoid detection. Resilient cyberspace defenders must find the enemy to affect a response, but to find the enemy, defenders first must know their own home terrain.

Cyberspace situational awareness starts with the cyberspace defender; cyberspace operators need to understand their own networks. This point at first may seem so obvious as to be hardly worth stating, but it may surprise people outside the IT industry that many large organizations—including the military services—do not have a complete picture of what their networks look like, exactly how and to what they are connected, or even what applications are running on their networks. Large amounts of money are being spent to attempt to solve this problem, but an immediate solution is not apparent. Automated tools do a good job finding what they know to look for, but unique systems and applications are often missed, as the automated tools do a poor job of finding and categorizing unknown software. Legacy networks can be riddled with “servers” that are actually desktop computers sitting under a desk somewhere that were configured years ago to do a specific task that may, or may not, still be required. Once a picture of your own network is built, the next step is to consider what the enemy may be trying to do to it.

Intelligence on cyberspace threats is extremely difficult to collect. Cyberspace weapons are easy to build in extreme secrecy, as the resources needed to create them can be easily hidden compared to the resources required to build a battleship or bomber. Intelligence agencies should pursue information on cyberspace capabilities and intentions, but much of their best work will likely not be via cyberspace but via other, more traditional methods, since people drive cyberspace. Moreover, people may yield better intelligence than computers and networks in this area. Consider for a moment the presumed difficulty a nation-state would have hacking into the NSA compared to how easy it apparently was for Edward Snowden to walk out with an enormous amount of information. Once intelligence has been collected, via whatever means are available, cyberspace operators must overcome their own organization’s security policies if it is to have any real effect.
While cyberspace weapons are very vulnerable to compromise and must be protected to be successful, the current extreme levels of secrecy hamper cyberspace resilience. Cyberspace capabilities were developed in a world steeped in high levels of classification and compartmentalization, and it is true that cyberspace weapons are very frangible. Once an enemy knows about an exploit or technique, the target can normally block it very quickly. However, a better balance between security and strengthening defenses needs to be struck in this area. Cyberspace attackers should not have to share the details of their latest weapons and techniques, but they should provide generalized threat information based on friendly weapons for the benefit of their own cyberspace defenders. While an enemy might not use identical weapons, similar attacks might be thwarted. For cyberspace attackers to assume their enemy could not possibly be smart enough to discover the same vulnerabilities and techniques would be extremely foolish. Senior leaders who can balance improved defenses against possible loss of offensive capability will have to strike the right balance in this area. Sometimes the answer will be to disclose, and sometimes the offensive capability will be so important that the risk to friendly networks of leaving them unpatched will be deemed acceptable. Right now, it appears the default is that offensive forces share very little with their defensive brethren. For most organizations, Aristotle’s golden mean appears to lie in the direction of more disclosure, not less. The next quandary for cyberspace operators is how to effectively command and control cyberspace forces.

Resilient operational cyberspace organizations should be commanded and controlled more like maneuver forces in the physical domains than managed as IT departments. Despite protestations by some analysts that there is no maneuver in cyberspace, humans, who make decisions and react to their adversaries in ways that would still be familiar to Carl von Clausewitz and other military thinkers, continue to drive conflict in the cyberspace domain. Attempting to reduce military conflict to an engineering problem was a bad idea in the physical domains. Why would we expect it to be a good idea in cyberspace? Accordingly, structuring cyberspace forces as maneuver units that are expected to react and maneuver to defeat a thinking and reacting adversary is a good start. Currently, cyberspace command and control is also far too complex, with decisions to employ too far up in the chain of command and examined by too many different teams of lawyers. Streamlining the process is important,
but that will likely take time, as understanding of the cyberspace domain continues to develop. Meanwhile, maneuver and counterattack will remain important tools for resilient defenders.

According to Clausewitz, defenders should not simply wait passively; “the defensive form of war is not a simple shield, but a shield made up of well-directed blows.” 22 William Owens, Kenneth Dam, and Herbert Lin demonstrated that with only a passive defense the defenders have to succeed every time, and since there are no penalties for the attacker, he can continue attacking until he is successful. This difference places “a heavy and asymmetric burden on a defensive posture that employs only passive defense.” 23 A defender can be attempting to accomplish several things when counterattacking in cyberspace. A defender can disable the computers executing the attack and attempt to trace an attack back to its source. Attackers will normally bounce attacks through multiple servers to attempt to hide themselves, but a persistent defender can sometimes work back through the servers to the source or use more creative methods to identify the attacker. If a defender makes it to the originator of the attack, there are now a number of unpleasant things he or she could theoretically do to the attacker’s networks in retaliation. Unfortunately, most of those things are currently illegal for defenders to do under US law.

Since active defense normally involves breaking into a number of privately owned computers along the way, it is generally illegal under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. According to Paul Rosenzweig, any active defense that reaches outside of the defender’s computer system is “almost certainly a crime in and of itself.” 24 This legal issue opens cyberspace defenders up to prosecution and lawsuits, whether they are military or civilian. And that is just if the attacking computers are only in the United States, which is normally not the case. Breaking into computers in foreign countries brings on entirely new sets of legal and political problems. The difficulty in attributing attacks might work in the defender’s favor, as it can be hard to attribute “hack backs” if the defender chooses to mask where he or she is coming from, but that does not actually deal with the legal and ethical issues. Hack backs quickly devolve into a legal and political Gordian knot. Hack backs are a key element in an effective defense, but they are clearly illegal. However, it is just as clear that even private organizations are now using them. 25 Hopefully, policy and legal authorities will catch up in this important
area. Fortunately for defenders, there are other types of active defenses that pose fewer legal issues.

A less legally problematic technique a resilient cyberspace defender can use against an attacker is a “honey net,” which diverts attackers into a false network full of whatever the defender wants the attacker to see. If a cyberspace attacker is attempting to break into a highly classified system and the defenders know it, they can divert the attacker into a false network. Having blocked the attacker, there is nothing preventing him from trying again using a different access that the defender might miss. If the defender instead diverts the attacker but provides him with false information, it can be far more effective. For the defenders to be effective in their deception, they must understand the expectations of the attacker and provide an environment tailored to what the attacker expects to find. Something similar to this may have happened in the early 1980s when a US spy provided information the Soviet Union was planning to secretly acquire gas pipeline technology. Instead of blocking the sale, the United States allegedly quietly altered the computer code that eventually led to “the most monumental non-nuclear explosion and fire ever seen from space.” Defenders can do much the same thing in cyberspace. Once a defender captures an attacker in a honey net, the defender can keep the attacker busy with false information, examine attack patterns and techniques, embed beacons to phone home in the data that the attacker is taking, or carry out whatever other countermeasures are most useful. One of the most worthwhile techniques for a defender is instilling doubt in the mind of the attacker.

Introducing doubt into the mind of an attacker is one of the more useful things a resilient cyberspace defender can do with a honey net. A defender does not have to falsify everything; successfully falsifying one piece of information can make the attacker doubt everything else he or she got as well. One way of accomplishing this increased doubt is through a defender falsifying battle damage assessment (BDA). It is normally difficult for an attacker to understand how effective her or his attacks have been; a honey net can make it even worse. A defender can use a honey net to make it look like an attack has been successful, but then suddenly turn the system back on to ambush the attacker’s forces at the most opportune time. Tricking the enemy this way once will also have the effect of making the enemy very reluctant to trust any future cyberspace BDA. If an adversary does not fall for a honey net,
a resilient cyberspace defender should have multiple copies of critical data available.

Backups enable a defender to rapidly reconstitute damaged systems and data and provide a way for defenders to minimize the effect of even a successful attack. An attacker who breaks into a logistics system and erases all the data can cause significant problems for a defender. However, if the defender has a backup and can have the system restored and operating in a day, the defender can minimize the attack’s long-term effects. One of the hopeful trends for cyberspace defenders is the decreasing cost of electronic data storage. This decreasing cost makes it far easier for defenders to keep multiple copies of the data needed to restore a system. Of course, defenders need to keep the copies in a manner that prevents an attacker from getting to the backups and the primary system at the same time. Automatic backup systems may be convenient, but they are automatic and will copy a cyberspace weapon just as easily as valid data. Backups are part of resilience, but cyberspace defenders can also build hidden additional capability into their networks.

A war reserve mode (WARM) is a concept from electronic warfare that has great applicability in cyberspace combat. Electronic warfare equipment, such as radars or radios, is often built with additional functionality that is not used unless needed in a major conflict against a top-tier enemy. The reason for these hidden modes is that every technique has a countermeasure, and if all of a combatant’s techniques are used routinely, the enemy will find out what they are and develop countermeasures. If the best techniques are hidden and not used until combat starts, it can give one side a decisive advantage.

Applied to cyberspace, WARM would suggest that defenders have preplanned ways to significantly alter not only their defenses but also their networks in ways that make an attacker’s careful reconnaissance obsolete. As Gregory Rattray, a former US Air Force commander for information warfare and a cyber expert at the National Security Council, has stated, in cyberspace the equivalents of mountains and oceans can be moved with the “flick of a switch.” Additionally, defenders do not have to accept the geography of their environment; they can actively change the terrain to make it harder to attack. Cyberspace attackers often have to spend significant time and effort mapping out exactly how a network is configured and what software it is running. If a defender was to change all the software on his routers to a previously unknown...
version just as a conflict starts, it could disrupt many of the attacker’s plans. The new software does not even have to be better than the old one or have less vulnerabilities. The new vulnerabilities will still have to be discovered, which can buy the defender significant time and breathing space. The same principle could be utilized for any software on the network and even has applicability to hardware.

A well-resourced defender could have significant spare hardware of different types on hand to enable a quick rebuild of the network. For example, if a defender has a diversified network, with three types of routers, if one of those routers is successfully attacked, the defender could replace the vulnerable one with one of the other two types from storage. Defenders could go so far as to build entire networks using different types of hardware that are then left in a standby mode and disconnected from other systems, which makes them very difficult to attack. If the primary system is successfully attacked, the defender can switch to the backup. Defenders cannot simply set up a backup system and assume it will work when needed; they have to extensively test and evaluate it. Otherwise, a backup system may be useless, as it provides a false sense of security but no capability when it is needed.

Of course, setting up an entire backup network is extremely expensive and will likely only be worthwhile on a small scale and when the information or network is so critical that it cannot be allowed to fail. Nuclear command and control is one obvious area where the requirement for surety is so high that a complete backup network is reasonable. These techniques of improved situational awareness, effective command and control, hack backs, honey nets, backups, WARM, and backup networks will help cyberspace defenders dynamically maneuver and bend in the right direction when the attacking wind comes.

**Conclusion**

There are many ways cyberspace defenders can bend under attack before springing upright like the bamboo in the Japanese proverb. The three different elements that apply to the resilience of the bamboo as well as resilience in cyberspace are flexibility, reducing attack surfaces, and reacting dynamically to attack.

Flexibility in cyberspace conflict will largely stem from creating flexible people, although good network design that allows flexible cyber-
space operators more options will also help. Flexibility in cyberspace systems will be expensive, and efficiency will be lowered due to the necessary excess capacity that must be built into a more flexible system. A flexible cyberspace system is also one that is heterogeneous and broken into defensible enclaves, not one large and easy to administer network running the same software on every device. Flexible cyberspace personnel are best grown through extensive education, training, and exercises, including red teaming, full-scale exercises with cyberspace play allowed to affect the physical domains, and accountability for users who prove unable to adopt good security practices. Many of these changes will be very hard to implement, as they will be extremely uncomfortable to bureaucratic organizations and will require significant cultural change.

Reducing attack surfaces is the second element to creating cyberspace resiliency. The first and extremely difficult step is to eliminate unnecessary capability across the network, both in software and in hardware. Users will be discomfited by having to use different tools than they are used to, but the payoff in security can be significant. Not every backup system should be eliminated. Wherever possible, a primary and backup for each key mission area should be available to allow cyberspace operators to rapidly shift from one to the other if vulnerabilities are discovered. Users’ desire for continual rapid improvements in communication and capability will also have to be balanced against security requirements, as each new capability or communications pathway introduces a potential attack vector. Striking the correct balance between security and capability will be a difficult and continuing challenge, and the correct balance will change depending on the organization and environment within which it operates.

The final element of resiliency in cyberspace is the ability to react dynamically to attack. Cyberspace operators need to develop better situational awareness of their own networks and develop intelligence capabilities to understand what the enemy is planning. Attackers and defenders on the same side also need to lower the walls between them and share more information to enable cyberspace defenders to be better able to defend their networks, while protecting offensive capabilities. Effective cyberspace command and control that treats cyberspace operators as maneuvering forces to be commanded versus an IT management problem with an engineering solution is also important. Active defenses,
including honey nets, backups, WARM, and backup hardware contribute to cyberspace resilience.

For an organization to create enduring cyberspace resilience, some aspects of all three elements will be required, and building in cyberspace resilience will not be cheap. The additional costs incurred for redundancy and training alone will overwhelm any potential savings from streamlining and reducing excess capacity. However, if an organization is serious about protecting its ability to accomplish its mission in cyberspace, resilience under attack will be the key. If cyberspace operators and their defended networks and systems adopt the characteristics of the versatile bamboo, they too will be resilient enough to spring upright after the passage of the storm.
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Abstract

While the Sino–Indian relationship has improved in recent years, it continues to oscillate between periods of cordiality and competition. This is exacerbated by a fundamental mismatch of threat perceptions between both states, rooted in the shifting balance of power and conflicting signals in the bilateral relationship. Moreover, the rise of both countries as major powers has provided them with new tools and platforms to interact with each other, contributing to a spillover of the Sino–Indian relationship from the bilateral to regional levels. Nowhere is this spillover effect or “nested security dilemma” more evident than in the maritime domain—amid the rise of both countries as major trading and resource-consuming powers. After charting the evolution of the Sino–Indian relationship, this article examines the implications of the changing nature of the Sino-Indian relationship on Asia’s expanding strategic geography and US policy making toward Asia.

The year 2014 marked the sixtieth anniversary of the signing of the “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence” between China and India on 29 April 1954. The signing of this agreement marked the pinnacle of relations between the countries. However, within a decade the bilateral relationship reached its lowest point during a brief border war in 1962.2 The fact that there has been no renewed outbreak of hostilities between China and India in the half century since the war is a positive achieve-
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ment. Aside from a few brief conflagrations, notably in Sikkim in 1967 and the Sumdorong Chu Valley in 1987, bilateral tensions have been confined to rhetoric and symbolic posturing.3

Nonetheless, while bilateral relations have improved, they continue to oscillate between periods of cordiality and competition. An underlying climate of mistrust continues to permeate the bilateral relationship—rooted in their unresolved border dispute. This is exacerbated by a fundamental mismatch of threat perceptions between both states, rooted in the shifting balance of power and conflicting signals in the bilateral relationship. Moreover, the rise of both countries as major powers has provided them with new tools and platforms to interact with each other, contributing to a spillover of the Sino–Indian relationship from the bilateral to regional level. Amid the rise of both countries as major trading and resource-consuming powers, this spillover effect or “nested security dilemma” is most evident in the maritime domain.4 The fact that China and India are “hybrid powers”—that is, both are established continental and emerging maritime powers—adds to the complexity of their relationship and creates the potential for “horizontal escalation” as tensions along their disputed land border spill over into the maritime domain.5 After charting the evolution of the Sino–Indian relationship, this article will focus on the potential for a nested security dilemma in the maritime domain. It also examines the implications of the changing nature of the Sino–Indian relationship on Asia’s expanding strategic geography and US policy making toward Asia.

The Evolving Sino–Indian Relationship

The Sino–Indian relationship cannot be viewed as purely competitive or cooperative. The competitive dynamic in the bilateral relationship has been somewhat tempered by semi-institutional ties, such as the “India-China Strategic and Cooperative Partnership for Peace and Prosperity” that was concluded in 2005, the Strategic Economic Dialogue that began in 2011, and the conclusion of a Border Defense Cooperation Agreement in October 2013.6 This complements earlier confidence-building measures reached in 1993 and 1996.7

Both countries’ expanding military capabilities have also served to deter the outbreak of an all-out war, though this has also fueled the proclivity for limited stand-offs along their contested border. While lagging
behind China, India’s fast-developing nuclear capabilities, including the expanded range of its ballistic missiles and development of a nuclear triad (confirmed by the launch of India’s first indigenous nuclear submarine, the Arihant in 2009) has led to the presence of a credible nuclear deterrent in the Sino–Indian relationship.8

Growing economic interdependence has also served to deter open conflict between the two countries. China has emerged as India’s leading trading partner, while India is China’s leading trading partner in South Asia.9 A plethora of deals were concluded during Chinese president Xi Jinping’s visit to India in September 2014 and Indian prime minister Narendra Modi’s visit to China in May 2015, including a five-year economic and trade development plan that entails the development of industrial parks and upgrading of India’s rail network.10 Xi also pledged to grant Indian companies, particularly those in the pharmaceutical, agricultural, and IT sectors—where India maintains a comparative advantage—greater access to Chinese markets to correct the long-standing imbalance in the trade relationship.11

However, contrary to rhetorical claims of Indian services complementing Chinese manufacturing and Chinese hardware complementing Indian software, there are limits to the level of economic interdependence between both economies.12 An underlying disparity in the economic relationship has fueled this situation. Notably, India’s exports to China are primarily natural resources, whereas China’s exports to India are primarily manufactured and value-added products.13 While bilateral trade has grown rapidly, crossing US $70 billion in 2014, it actually experienced a decline over the previous two years, while India’s trade deficit with China has expanded to over $48 billion—amounting to almost 3 percent of India’s gross domestic product.14 Underlying mistrust in the bilateral relationship has also led to a poor investment relationship, with Chinese investment in India totaling a mere $400 million between 2000 and 2014—a fraction of China’s total overseas investment.15 This has been fueled by the persistence of non-tariff barriers, including India’s national security establishment opposing Chinese investment in strategically important sectors such as ports and telecommunications and the introduction of mandatory local manufacturing rules.16 India also remains one of the leading initiators of antidumping investigations against China, with the country imposing antidumping duties on 159
Chinese products between 1992 and 2013. This has contributed to India’s reluctance to grant “market economy” status to China.

At the international level, both countries have cooperated on several issues of global governance through such forums as the Russia-China-India strategic dialogue and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, where they have pledged to combat the threat of terrorism and called for the emergence of a “multi-polar world order”. Meanwhile, the G20 and BRICS (Brazil-Russia-India-China-South Africa) forums have emerged as key platforms for India and China to deepen regional economic integration, as evidenced by recent agreements for settling intra-BRICS trade in their local currencies and establishment of a BRICS New Development Bank and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. The BASIC group of countries (comprising Brazil, South Africa, India, and China) has also emerged as a platform for cooperation on international climate-change negotiations.

However, despite rhetoric of an emerging “Himalayan Consensus,” there are clear limits to bilateral cooperation on global governance issues. For instance, the December 2014 agreement between the United States and China on carbon emission–reduction targets for 2030 contrasts with India’s reluctance to secure a similar agreement with the United States. Notwithstanding the Joint Statement on Climate Change that was concluded between China and India in May 2015, there is a growing divergence between China and India on climate policies, with India maintaining a proclivity for a nonbinding approach with common but differentiated responsibilities, climate adaption over mitigation measures, and an emphasis on technology transfer and clean-energy financing. The fact that both countries are at different stages of development has prompted this divergence of climate policies. India’s per capita energy consumption remains among the lowest in the world; despite being the fifth-largest consumer of fossil fuels, India’s per capita energy consumption is five percent that of the United States and 27 percent of China’s per capita consumption. However, China’s per capita energy consumption is likely to plateau as its economy moves away from energy-intensive manufacturing, while there is still significant room for growth in India’s energy consumption as it has yet to reach the full potential of its industrial capacity.

Even on regional issues where China and India potentially see eye-to-eye, both countries’ differing diplomatic approaches act as barriers to
substantive cooperation. For instance, China and India maintain a joint concern over the destabilization of Afghanistan following the drawdown of Western forces, as both nations face the threat of terrorism emanating from Islamic extremism in Central and South Asia. These concerns have been evidenced by the establishment of a bilateral counterterrorism dialogue and joint exercises between their special forces. Both countries have also made modest contributions toward strengthening the Afghan National Security Forces as part of protecting their growing economic interests in Afghanistan. This comes amid both countries’ broader “pivot” toward the region under the aegis of China’s “Silk Road Economic Belt” and India’s “Connect Central Asia” strategy.

Still, bilateral cooperation on stabilizing Afghanistan remains unlikely as long as both countries maintain a mismatch of vantage points. Notably, China continues to cling to its “all-weather” relationship with Pakistan, while India regards Pakistan as the root of Islamic extremist activity in the region. Moreover, China and India maintain a fundamentally different view of the role of the Afghan Taliban in the future of Afghanistan, with China playing a nascent mediating role and India continuing to regard the Taliban as a threat to stability.

Border Troubles

At the root of mutual mistrust is the unresolved border dispute, which remains a thorn in the bilateral relationship. While China has resolved some 17 of 23 territorial disputes since 1949, limited progress has been made in the dispute with India under the special representatives’ framework, which has been in place since 2003. The Line of Actual Control (LAC), distinguishing the disputed Indian and Chinese sides of the border, remains undemarcated—with no mutual agreement on the exact alignments of the border. The fact that the LAC is today a matter of perception increases the potential for inadvertent conflict. Moreover, despite a few conciliatory gestures, such as opening border trade along the Nathu La, Lipu-Lekh, and Shipki La passes, both sides appear to be hardening their positions along the border. This has contributed to a surge in transgressions along the three sectors of the Sino-Indian border: western (Ladakh), middle (Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh), and eastern (Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh). Tensions in the Depsang
Valley of eastern Ladakh in April 2013 and more recently in the Chur-
mur area of Ladakh in September 2014 indicated as much. The changing strategic significance of the territorial dispute for both countries has hijacked the relatively simple solution of recognizing the de facto borders, which would entail India retaining control of Arunachal Pradesh and China controlling Aksai Chin. For China, this refers to renewed instability in ethnically Tibetan areas since 2008 and latent concerns in Beijing that the passing of the 14th Dalai Lama may pave the way for the rise of a new generation of more radical Tibetan leaders who will adopt less conciliatory positions toward the Chinese government. This has prompted Beijing to reaffirm its sovereignty over the Tibet Autonomous Region while adopting a more stringent position over its claim to all of Arunachal Pradesh, including the symbolically important town of Tawang, which is home to the largest Tibetan monastery outside Lhasa.

There are also no signs of China softening its all-weather relationship with India’s long-standing rival, Pakistan. If anything, China appears to have backtracked on its more nuanced approach toward the India–Pakistan relationship that was portrayed by Beijing’s neutral stance during the Kargil conflict in 1999. Chinese infrastructure projects in Gilgit-Baltistan (in Pakistan-occupied Kashmir) reportedly often supported by the presence of Chinese military personnel, indicate implicit Chinese acceptance of Pakistan’s claim over the disputed territory of Kashmir. This has been reaffirmed by the conclusion of an agreement in April 2015 to commence work on the China–Pakistan Economic Corridor, parts of which pass through Pakistan-occupied Kashmir. Further evidence of China’s increasingly hardline position on the territorial dispute includes the denial of visas and issuing stapled visas to residents and officials from the Indian states of Arunachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir.

China’s more aggressive posture on the territorial dispute in recent years can be attributed to the balance of power tilting in China’s favor, with its defense budget and economy now being almost four times that of India. This has contributed to China’s strengthened military capabilities, which in turn have granted Beijing greater confidence and leverage to push India to resolve the territorial dispute on Chinese terms. This stands in contrast to China’s offers to resolve the territorial dispute on mutually acceptable terms during periods of greater parity in the Sino–
Indian relationship, which was the case until the mid-1980s. While India has sought to correct this imbalance with the development of a new mountain strike corps and upgrading infrastructure along the disputed border, the asymmetry of material capabilities is likely to grow in the immediate future as China continues to outpace India in the development of border infrastructure.38

An additional dimension to the territorial dispute is the issue of water flows. Given both countries’ growing water shortages and their still significant agrarian economies, the water-sharing issue threatens to enflame border tensions. Most of India’s river systems originate in China, and the lack of trust stemming from the border dispute has deterred transparency and cooperation between both countries on sharing information on hydrology, dam-construction plans, and water-diversion projects.39

Conflicting Signaling

The increasing complexity of the bilateral relationship is evidenced by the sometimes-contradictory signals that have been sent out by both governments. The emergence of strong and decisive leaders in both countries—Xi Jinping in China and Narendra Modi in India—sets the stage for a clash of increasingly assertive foreign policies.40 Modi, who made several visits to China during his tenure as chief minister of the Indian state of Gujarat, has spoken of emulating the Chinese development model while attracting Chinese investment to upgrade India’s infrastructure and manufacturing capacity.41 This alludes to a more cooperative and interdependent relationship. New Delhi maintains an aversion to any overt attempt to bandwagon against China. The fact that Modi visited China before completing his first year in office indicates the priority that he places on India’s relationship with China. However, Modi’s appointment of hawkish officials such as Vijay Kumar Singh, a retired Indian Army four-star general, to the position of minister of state for the North East Region (bordering China) and Ajit Doval, a former Indian intelligence officer, as national security advisor and special representative on the India-China boundary negotiations, signals a more muscular foreign policy. This has already been evidenced by such gestures as Modi’s invitation to the prime minister of the Tibetan government-in-exile, Lobsang Sangay, to Modi’s inauguration in May 2014.42
China has sent similarly conflicting signals on its relationship with India. Beijing has pledged to improve its relationship with New Delhi through expanding Chinese investment. This has been complemented by a plethora of high-level official exchanges: Li Keqiang made his first overseas visit as Chinese premier to India in May 2013; Chinese foreign minister Wang Yi visited India shortly after Modi’s inauguration in June 2014; and President Xi made an official state visit in September 2014. However, even as it extends a hand of friendship to India, China is also adopting an increasingly hardline position toward its southern neighbor. This has been most prominently demonstrated by the timing of the most recent border tensions, which coincided with periods of high-level diplomatic exchanges. For examples, the Depsang Valley incident in April 2013 came ahead of the visit of Premier Li, while the tensions in the Chumur area in September 2014 coincided with the visit of President Xi. Under previous administrations this may have been attributed to factionalism within the Chinese government arising from a more collective style of leadership. However, under Xi’s more centralized leadership this explanation seems less credible. Xi’s ongoing anticorruption campaign, which has entailed the purge of several senior-ranking military officials, may offer a possible explanation for the timing of these border transgressions as aggrieved groups within the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) seek to embarrass the political leadership, as well as reaffirm the authority of the military on matters of national security. Irrespective of whether these were coordinated actions or the result of frictions in civil-military relations, they serve to demonstrate China’s proclivity for a carrot-and-stick approach toward India.

The propensity for misunderstanding is also fueled by limited people-to-people contacts, cultural barriers, and rising levels of nationalism that accompany the growing international clout of both countries. This has been demonstrated by the jingoistic and alarmist media reporting in both countries, which has contributed to a climate of mistrust. Both countries have sought to remedy this, as noted by the plethora of agreements concluded during Modi’s visit to China, including the establishment of additional consulates, the introduction of an e-visa facility for Chinese nationals visiting India, and the establishment of a State/Provincial Leaders’ Forum to facilitate interaction between local governments—in addition to stepping up cultural, education, media, and think-tank exchanges. On a more fundamental level, neither
country has much experience in sharing power with the other. In the precolonial period, both civilizational states were essentially masters of their own domain, with a Himalayan divide separating them. However, the emergence of “disruptive technologies,” such as ballistic missiles and cyber warfare, has reduced the strategic “space” between both states, thus, increasing the likelihood for misunderstanding and friction.

Finally, there is a fundamental mismatch of threat perceptions between both countries. Put simply, China is on India’s radar, but India is not on China’s radar to the same extent. While New Delhi focuses much of its foreign-policy attention and military resources on China, Beijing’s primary strategic concerns are related to the US military presence in Asia and potential conflict in the Taiwan Strait, East and South China Seas, and the Korean Peninsula. The economic imbalance in the bilateral relationship has been a further catalyst for mutual misperception between both countries. At present, the Chinese economy is almost three times the size of the Indian economy in terms of purchasing power. Whether the slowing Chinese economy and India’s demographic dividend will alleviate this imbalance remains to be seen.

**Spillover in the Sino–Indian Relationship**

Adding to their unresolved core grievances and conflicted signaling is the emergence of new theaters of interaction between both countries amid their rise as major powers with growing ambitions and capabilities. The joint statement concluded between China and India during Prime Minister Modi’s visit to China in May 2015 acknowledged this growing potential for spillover in the bilateral relationship, noting that “as two major powers in the emerging world order, engagement between India and China transcends the bilateral dimension and has a significant bearing on regional, multilateral and global issues.” A notable example of this is the increasingly prominent role of third parties in the bilateral relationship—notably China’s longstanding all-weather relationship with Pakistan and India’s more recent rapprochement with the United States. As British historian Geoffrey Till notes, “neither China nor India see each other as their primary antagonist but do note that they are allied to the countries that are—the US and Pakistan respectively.” This has been supplemented by India’s deepening relationships with Vietnam and Japan—China’s traditional regional adversaries—and China’s deepening relations with states of the Indian Ocean region. The fact that Modi’s
nested security dilemma in the maritime domain

This spillover effect is captured in the concept of a nested security dilemma. The concept of a nested security dilemma is based on the idea that security dilemmas involving major states have externalities beyond
their bilateral relationship, with implications for regional and global security.\textsuperscript{63} Employing the concept of a nested security dilemma as an explanatory tool demonstrates how China’s and India’s responses to each other’s actions can have impacts beyond their bilateral relationship, with implications for the wider regional security dynamic.

**Expanding Maritime Interests and Capabilities**

Further evidence of this nested security dilemma in the Sino–Indian relationship is the emergence of Asia’s maritime domain as a platform for interaction and potential competition between both states. China and India have historically been viewed as continental powers, with land-based forces traditionally dominating their militaries while navies have played a secondary role in forging their military doctrines and strategies. Both countries have usually pursued relatively modest naval strategies confined to playing a supporting role to land-based operations and protecting their respective coastlines. China’s focus has been on sea-denial capabilities aimed at deterring US intervention in a conflict in the Taiwan Strait, while India has focused on coastal defense and surveillance, given the country’s porous, poorly demarcated and disputed maritime border.

However, the rise of China and India as major trading and resource-consuming powers has elevated the strategic importance of the maritime domain. The numbers speak for themselves. More than 90 percent of India’s total external trade by volume and 77 percent by value now transits the maritime domain.\textsuperscript{64} This includes more than 70 percent of the country’s oil imports.\textsuperscript{65} Meanwhile, more than 90 percent of China’s foreign trade by volume and 65 percent by value are seaborne, including 85 percent of its oil imports.\textsuperscript{66} Both countries’ expanding maritime interests are also manifested in the emergence of more assertive naval doctrines and the growth of historical narratives that reaffirm the importance of their maritime traditions. In China, growing dependence on imported resources has fueled concerns over a so-called “Malacca Dilemma,” which refers to strategic vulnerabilities rooted in China’s dependence on resources imported through sea lanes patrolled by potentially adversarial countries.\textsuperscript{67} This has prompted the country’s maritime strategy to move beyond its traditional focus on “near-coast defense” toward “near-seas active defense” and increasingly into the realm of “far-sea operations”—or what China’s latest defense white paper termed as “open
seas protection.” China’s maritime ambitions have been reflected in its 2013 defense white paper, noting the need to “develop blue water capabilities” and the introduction of “new historic missions” in 2004, which served to redefine China’s national defense strategy to include new geographic and functional areas. These statements demonstrate a growing consensus that “over the long-term, Beijing aspires to sustain naval missions far from China’s shores,” according to a recent report by the US Office of Naval Intelligence. Meanwhile, India has declared ambitions to develop “a brand new multi-dimensional Navy” with “reach and sustainability” extending “from the north of the Arabian Sea to the South China Sea.” Renewed Chinese attention on the naval voyages of Zheng He during the Ming dynasty in the fifteenth century and in India on the naval expeditions of the Chola dynasty during the eleventh century has also demonstrated a concerted effort by both states to elevate the strategic importance of their naval traditions. The views of proponents of expanding naval power, such as the late Chinese admiral Liu Huaqing and the late Indian historian K. M. Panikkar, have also found renewed support during the current maritime renaissance in both states.

Operationalizing these growing naval ambitions and interests, both countries have rapidly developed their maritime capabilities. China has established a fourth fleet on the southern island of Hainan. This fleet, which will complement the North Sea Fleet based in Qingdao, East Sea Fleet in Ningbo, and South Sea Fleet based in Zhanjiang, demonstrates China’s growing maritime interests in the South China Sea, Indian Ocean, and beyond. These expanded capabilities have been revealed in demonstrations of China’s projection of naval power beyond its traditional sphere of interest around the first and second “island chains.” These include the PLA Navy’s (PLAN) South Sea Fleet deploying a task group for its first training exercise in the eastern Indian Ocean in 2014, a month-long visit of two Chinese missile frigates to the Mediterranean Sea and eastern Atlantic in 2013, as well as deployment of three PLAN vessels to South America the same year, which followed the PLAN’s first naval exercises in the Pacific Ocean in 2011 and its revolving ship deployment in support of antipiracy operations in the Indian Ocean since 2009. More recently, the Chinese and Russian navies conducted joint naval exercises in the eastern Mediterranean in May 2015.

Meanwhile, India’s tri-services Andaman and Nicobar (Southern) Command, which was established in 2001, has been referred to as India’s
“window into East and Southeast Asia.”\textsuperscript{77} This has complemented the Eastern Command headquartered in Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh, and a new facility codenamed “Project Varsha” under development near the coastal town of Rambilli, Andhra Pradesh. On the western coast, Indian Naval Station Kadamba in Karwar, Karnataka, aims to protect maritime trade routes in the Arabian Sea, while alleviating pressure on the Western Command in Mumbai.\textsuperscript{78}

Both countries also have ambitious plans for the development and acquisition of platforms aimed at strengthening their blue-water naval capabilities. China currently maintains a fleet of 300 surface combatants, submarines, amphibious ships, and patrol aircraft, with more than 60 vessels laid down, launched, or commissioned in 2014 alone. Moreover, its procurement of naval platforms has become increasingly indigenous, with its last import of a major naval platform taking place in 2006.\textsuperscript{79} Meanwhile, India has ambitions to develop a 160-plus-ship navy by 2022, with more than 40 warships and submarines on order or under construction at the country’s three major shipyards.\textsuperscript{80} Moreover, the fact that China and India are two of only three Asian countries and two of only 10 countries in the world to maintain aircraft carriers illustrates their ambition to project power beyond their immediate subregions. Despite the hype surrounding the launch of China’s first aircraft carrier, the \textit{Liaoning}, which was commissioned in 2012, the fact that China is in the process of developing two more indigenously-developed carriers (with ambitions for 4–6 carriers) is indicative of the trajectory that Beijing sees for itself in the maritime domain.\textsuperscript{81} As military analyst Richard Bitzinger notes, “One aircraft carrier may be symbolic, but four to six carriers is a new maritime strategy.”\textsuperscript{82} Similarly, India has a target to develop three aircraft-carrier battle groups by 2022, which was confirmed by the unveiling of the country’s first indigenously developed carrier, the \textit{INS Vikrant} in 2013, and plans for the development of the larger \textit{INS Vishal} as part of the indigenous aircraft carrier-II project.\textsuperscript{83} To be sure, China remains a long way from developing the necessary capabilities—including training, doctrine, and support vessels—to successfully operate a carrier battle group.\textsuperscript{84} This comes as aircraft carriers are exposed to growing vulnerabilities amid the proliferation of sea-denial platforms such as submarines, antiship ballistic missiles, and improved surveillance platforms. Nonetheless, any state seeking to project power and exercise sea-control will require carrier-group capability.
Similarly, while some 36 countries maintain submarines in their navies, China and India are two of only six countries with a nuclear-submarine capability. China has recently unveiled its most advanced Type-093G Shang-class nuclear-powered attack submarine (SSBN), with the quantity of China’s conventional and nuclear submarine fleet now surpassing the United States—though it does not yet match the United States in the quality of its vessels. Meanwhile, India’s first indigenously built SSBN, the INS Arihant, is undergoing sea trials, while the first of the country’s indigenously built diesel-electric Scorpene-class submarine was launched in April 2015. Both countries’ interests in moving beyond their predominantly diesel submarine fleet toward building up their nuclear submarine capability point toward a growing interest in power projection beyond their littoral regions. Both countries’ development of multimission platforms, such as China’s Luyang III-class destroyers and Jiangdao-class corvettes and India’s acquisition of the INS Jalashwa (formerly the USS Trenton), a landing platform dock ship acquired from the United States in 2007, also points to a growing interest in power projection.

Clash of Interests

Applying the concept of the nested security dilemma, the rise of China and India as major maritime powers has implications beyond the confines of their bilateral relationship, fueling the potential for both competition and cooperation. On the one hand, discourse of Sino–Indian naval competition has become increasingly common in recent years. Naval analyst Toshi Yoshihara notes for instance that “as New Delhi and Beijing look seaward, both powers will jostle for influence and advantage across the entire Indo-Pacific maritime theatre.” Indian strategic thinker Raja Mohan adds that the “growth of [China’s and India’s] naval capabilities and the broadening of their maritime horizons in recent years will extend the security dilemma—which has expressed itself until now in the land of inner Asia—to the waters of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.” In doing so, the bilateral relationship between the two Asian powers has “begun to generate a competitive dynamic enveloping the entire Indo-Pacific littoral.” George Perkovich echoes this position by noting the emergence of a “swelling Sino–Indian security dilemma into the Indian and Pacific oceans” amidst both countries’ growing ability to “build capacity to project power and secure their lines of communica-
tion in increasingly distant waters (so that), China will seem to encroach on India’s sphere of influence in the Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean, while India will seem misplaced in the South China Sea and the Strait of Malacca.”

Echoing these assessments, naval discourse in both countries increasingly reflects Mahanian thinking, with an emphasis on sea-control and competitive naval diplomacy, while moving away from a traditionally defensive maritime posture. Foreign policy analyst Raja Mohan notes that “as New Delhi and Beijing define their maritime approaches in terms of the US Monroe Doctrine, the two would seem bound to step on each other’s toes.” Notably, China’s increasingly assertive position over territorial disputes in the South and East China Seas has been viewed by some as a harbinger of its potential behavior in the Indian Ocean. This will be the case if China elevates the protection of sea-lines of communication to a “core interest” on par with its security and sovereignty interests of reclaiming “lost territories.” India’s maritime doctrine has been even more explicit, stating that “sea control is the central concept around which the Indian navy is structured.”

This competitive dynamic is already evident with China and India challenging each other in their respective littoral spaces in the Indian Ocean and South China Sea. For instance, India has echoed the US position on maritime territorial disputes in the East and South China Seas by calling for their peaceful resolution and maintaining the freedom of navigation. This has become more emphatic under the Modi government, as noted by the joint statement issued following the visit by Pres. Barack Obama to India in January 2015 that made specific reference to “safeguarding maritime security and ensuring freedom of navigation and over flight throughout the region, especially in the South China Sea.” This was the first time both countries made such an explicit reference to the territorial dispute in a bilateral context. Moreover, India has injected itself into the disputes through its pursuit of deepening relations with several claimant states. For instance, India and Japan held their first bilateral naval exercises in June 2012. India has also agreed to equip Vietnam with naval patrol boats, as well as providing training to the country in underwater warfare, while having discussions to supply Vietnam with India’s BrahMos supersonic cruise missile.

This has come to the chagrin of China, which maintains a preference for a bilateral, non-internationalized approach in resolving these dis-
China-India

Disputes. Reports in July 2011 that an Indian navy vessel, the INS *Airavat*, received alleged radio contact from the Chinese navy demanding that the vessel depart disputed waters in the South China Sea after completing a port call in Vietnam illustrate China’s opposition to an expanding Indian naval presence in East Asia.97 This was followed by the less belligerent but nonetheless provocative gesture of an Indian naval vessel, INS *Shivalik*, receiving a PLAN escort while on its way from the Philippines to South Korea in June 2012.98 Beijing has also opposed Vietnam granting exploration rights in offshore blocks located in disputed waters to Indian company ONGC Videsh.99

Meanwhile, India has voiced concerns over China’s growing presence in the Indian Ocean under the aegis of its Maritime Silk Road (MSR) concept.100 Unveiled by President Xi in 2013 during a tour of Southeast Asia, the MSR has now extended to the Indian Ocean region, with endorsements from several countries in the region.101 As well as securing maritime trade routes, China’s interests in the Indian Ocean are also rooted in the country’s deep-sea mining concessions in the southern Indian Ocean.102 This has led to the emergence of a latent Sino-Indian rivalry in the Indian Ocean, which was evidenced by reports that an Indian attack submarine and Chinese naval unit were “locked in a tense stand-off” near the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait in the Gulf of Aden in January 2009.103 More recently, a Chinese nuclear attack submarine made its first declared operational deployment into the Indian Ocean in February 2014, while a *Song*-class diesel-electric submarine docked at a Sri Lankan port in September 2014.104 As international affairs scholar John Garver notes, “by slowly expanding its naval presence in the Indian Ocean, Beijing is trying to create a new status quo.”105 In response to these developments, India has strengthened its antisubmarine capabilities, as demonstrated by the launch of the indigenously built INS *Kamorta* guided-missile destroyer in August 2014.106

Moreover, the Sino-Indian maritime rivalry is increasingly moving onshore, as manifested by the development of transshipment hubs along maritime trade routes. This “String of Pearls” strategy, which China has sought to rebrand as the more benign MSR, is evidenced by the development of ports along maritime trade routes, including Gwadar in Pakistan and Hambantota in Sri Lanka.107 As the PLAN has stepped up port calls in the region, there have been calls by some in China to establish a “long-term supply base” near the Gulf of Aden, with some 18 possible
sites reportedly under consideration to establish “overseas strategic support bases” in the Indian Ocean region.\textsuperscript{108}

India has countered China’s String of Pearls with its own so-called “Necklace of Diamonds.”\textsuperscript{109} This is noted by the Indian navy gaining permanent berthing rights at Vietnam’s Na Thrang port, which has confirmed New Delhi’s ability to extend its “sustainable maritime presence” into the South China Sea.\textsuperscript{110} India’s establishment of a monitoring station in Madagascar complements plans for a similar facility in Mauritius and established berthing rights in Oman, which are expanding the Indian Navy’s permanent presence in the southern Indian Ocean. While claims that these port facilities have a military role are exaggerated at present, it is not inconceivable that both countries could eventually use these commercial ports for multiple purposes, including resupply, refueling, and even surveillance and signals intelligence. However, given their historical aversion to overseas bases, it is more likely that both countries will pursue a strategy of “places, not bases” with arrangements to gain privileged access to overseas facilities rather than establishing permanent overseas bases.\textsuperscript{111} In this context, both countries have sought to court island states in the Indian Ocean region, including Maldives, Mauritius, Seychelles, and Sri Lanka, as part of a long-term maritime strategy to secure exclusive security partnerships with states strategically located along important sea-lines of communication.\textsuperscript{112} Notably, the decision in February 2015 by the Sri Lankan government to review the terms of Chinese investment in a port city project in Colombo, Sri Lanka, alludes to the nascent Sino–Indian rivalry for privileged access to port facilities in the Indian Ocean region.\textsuperscript{113}

**Convergence of Interests**

At the same time, the security dynamic in the maritime domain has not been purely competitive, as evidenced by the recent establishment of a bilateral maritime security dialogue between China and India.\textsuperscript{114} Both countries have also coordinated their antipiracy patrols in the Indian Ocean within the framework of the Shared Awareness and Deconfliction mechanism. As former Indian national security advisor Shivshankar Menon notes, “over the last decade an Indian presence in the waters east of Malacca and a Chinese presence west of Malacca have become the new norm. Both have happened simultaneously and without apparent friction.”\textsuperscript{115}
Both countries have the potential to play a stabilizing and constructive role in the maritime domain. For instance, humanitarian assistance/disaster relief (HADR) operations have served to enhance the Indian navy’s reputation, as noted by its participation in relief operations following the Asian tsunami of 2004 and the cyclone that struck Burma in 2008.\(^\text{116}\) The Indian navy also escorted US naval vessels transiting the Strait of Malacca as part of Operation Enduring Freedom in 2002.\(^\text{117}\) In the five years since October 2008, when India began supporting antipiracy operations in the Gulf of Aden, the Indian navy has escorted over 1,100 vessels through the Internationally Recommended Transit Corridor, as well as reportedly capturing 100 pirates and foiling more than 40 piracy attempts.\(^\text{118}\) India has also been successful at regional confidence building in the maritime domain, fueled by the growing frequency of joint naval exercises with regional navies. This includes the biennial Milan (that involves 15 countries since 1995); the search and rescue operations, with Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia since 1997; and Malabar exercises with the United States (and intermittent participation of Japan since 2007). This has supplemented joint bilateral naval exercises with several countries ranging from Singapore (since 1993) to Japan (beginning in 2013) and coordinated patrols with several countries, including Indonesia (since 2002) and Thailand (since 2005). The momentum of these interactions has increased since Prime Minister Modi announced his Act East policy in 2014.\(^\text{119}\) The Indian navy has since stepped up port calls in East Asia and Oceania, including announcing the first bilateral naval exercises with Australia.\(^\text{120}\)

While India has so far taken the lead on regional confidence-building, China’s rhetoric of maintaining “harmonious seas” and engaging in military operations other than war suggest that its proclivity for cooperation in the maritime domain could grow as its maritime interests move further from its coastline.\(^\text{121}\) This is illustrated by the case of the country’s antipiracy operations in the Indian Ocean, where the PLAN has escorted more than 6,000 Chinese and non-Chinese vessels, including UN World Food Program convoys.\(^\text{122}\) Such operations are likely to become increasingly commonplace given the growing outbound investment by Chinese companies, much of which is in countries with unstable regimes. The induction of one of the world’s largest hospital ships, the *Peace Ark* in 2008, which was deployed for its first disaster relief mission in 2013 following a typhoon in the Philippines, is further
evidence of the Chinese navy’s growing humanitarian response capabilities.\textsuperscript{123} China’s participation in the 2014 Rim of the Pacific exercise in Hawaii is further evidence of the potential for confidence-building and cooperation in the maritime domain.\textsuperscript{124}

Ultimately, India and China have a shared interest in maintaining open sea lanes, given the strategic importance of major waterways as transit points for growing trade and resource imports and combatting the scourge of nontraditional security threats—including maritime piracy, terrorism, and arms, narcotics, and people trafficking. In this context, Indian diplomat Shivshankar Menon has proposed the creation of a “Maritime Concert” in which the region’s major maritime powers would have collective responsibility to protect the Indian Ocean.\textsuperscript{125}

\textbf{China and India as Hybrid Powers}

Complicating the nested security dilemma in the Sino–Indian maritime relationship is the fact that China and India are hybrid powers, meaning they are countries that are both major continental and emerging maritime powers.\textsuperscript{126} In other words, China’s and India’s ongoing naval transformations challenge the notion that a state’s status as a continental or maritime power is permanent, static, or mutually exclusive. The most notable evidence of this is China’s near simultaneous unveiling of the dual concepts of a “Silk Road Economic Belt” and “21st Century Maritime Silk Road,” which have been integrated into the One Belt, One Road initiatives. These concepts promote greater infrastructure connectivity, economic integration, and strategic cooperation across China’s land and maritime frontiers, respectively.\textsuperscript{127} This reflects the broader regional context in Asia in which sea power and land power are emerging as “an interactive dyad” amid the continued strategic relevance of continental Asia, despite the growing strategic importance of maritime Asia.\textsuperscript{128}

This interactive dyad between sea and land power creates the potential for horizontal escalation in the Sino–Indian relationship, with tensions along their disputed land border leading to potential frictions in the maritime domain.\textsuperscript{129} As one Indian strategic analyst notes, “if pushed to the wall or confronting coercion on the Himalayan frontiers, India can use an asymmetric maritime option by targeting China’s vulnerability in the IOR [Indian Ocean region].”\textsuperscript{130} Thus, resolving the nested security
dilemma in the Sino-Indian maritime relationship will require transcending the maritime domain and addressing the root causes of mutual mistrust. As Geoffrey Till notes, “naval relations between the two countries [China and India] are largely set by continental concerns.” This implies that maritime confidence building will require addressing unresolved core grievances in the bilateral relationship, namely the long-standing territorial dispute along the shared Himalayan border.

Expanding Asia’s Strategic Geography

Examining the broader implications of the nested security dilemma in the Sino-Indian maritime relationship, the rise of China and India as major trading and resource-consuming powers and their concomitant ability to project power beyond their immediate subregions has widened the strategic geography of Asia. The very emergence of Indo-Asia Pacific, or the Indo-Pacific in its abbreviated form, as a new geopolitical space is a reflection of China’s and India’s abilities to transcend their respective subregions. As former Australian minister for defence Stephen Smith notes, “so significant is India’s rise that the notion of the Indo-Pacific as a substantial strategic concept is starting to gain traction.” International strategist Rory Medcalf also notes that China is the “quintessential Indo-Pacific power,” given that it is the “expansion of China’s interest, diplomacy and strategic reach into the Indian Ocean that most of all defines the Indo-Pacific.”

Looking ahead, while the Indian Ocean and South China Sea remain the most likely theaters of a nested security dilemma in the Sino-Indian maritime relationship, it is conceivable to envision new theaters of interaction between both countries. Notably, the emergence of China and India as major maritime powers coincides with both countries’ growing interests in the Middle East. The Middle East, or West Asia, now accounts for 50 percent of China’s oil imports and 70 percent of India’s oil imports. More broadly, this reflects Asia’s growing resource interdependence with the Middle East. Asia buys 75 percent of the Middle East’s oil exports, which account for half of Asia’s oil consumption. With the Middle East being home to 65 percent of the world’s proven oil reserves and 45 percent of its natural gas, the symbiotic relationship between East and South Asia as major sources of oil demand and the Middle East as the preeminent oil supplier is set to grow. Interestingly,
while the United States has proclaimed its “pivot” or “rebalance” toward Asia, Asia is simultaneously pivoting toward the Middle East amid both regions’ growing resource interdependence.\textsuperscript{137}

This increasingly symbiotic relationship between the Middle East and Asia extends to the security arena, given the need for stability in energy-supplier states and along energy-transit corridors. In this context, prolonged instabilities in the Middle East amid the ongoing Arab uprisings and civil wars in Iraq and Syria, a blockade along the Strait of Hormuz due to conflict with Iran, or disruptions along the Gulf of Aden due to piracy, or terrorism emanating from the Horn of Africa pose growing strategic risks for China, India, and other major oil importing Asian powers. As energy researcher John Mitchell notes, “Asia is more at risk from disruption of Middle East oil supplies than is either Europe or the United States, yet as a whole it is less prepared to deal with such an upheaval.”\textsuperscript{138} China and India are even more vulnerable in this context, given their lack of sizable reserve capacity that would insulate them from supply-side shocks in the event of instabilities in the Middle East.\textsuperscript{139} India’s vulnerability is further exacerbated by the fact that almost 80 percent of its crude imports come through the Strait of Hormuz—compared to just more than 20 percent for China.\textsuperscript{140}

Furthermore, China’s and India’s interests in the Middle East are not confined to hydrocarbons. Some 40 percent of China’s exports go to the Middle East and North Africa, while more than half of India’s foreign remittances emanate from this region.\textsuperscript{141} India also maintains a sizable diaspora of more than 6 million people in the Persian Gulf states. China’s and India’s interlinkages with the Middle East extend to the domains of bilateral investment in hydrocarbon storage and refining capacity and nonhydrocarbon projects, such as joint ventures in developing renewables and nuclear power, construction and labor contracts, aid, grants, and sovereign wealth funds.\textsuperscript{142}

At present, China’s and India’s economic interactions with the Middle East far exceed their strategic engagement with the region. Both countries remain free riders of the regional security order that has been largely enforced by the United States in the post–Cold War period. However, there are signs of change amid both countries’ strategic dialogue with the Gulf Cooperation Council, China’s appointment of a special envoy for the Middle East in 2002, the establishment of the China–Arab Cooperation Forum in 2004, the launch of India’s “Look West” policy in
2005, and China’s appointment of an envoy for the Syrian conflict in 2012. Both countries have stepped up military-to-military engagement with the region, including with regional navies. India has held annual naval exercises with Oman since 1993; joint naval exercises with Iran in 2003 and 2006; a large-scale Theatre Readiness Operational exercise (Tropex) involving vessels of its Western and Eastern Commands in the Arabian Sea in 2007; as well as exercises with the navies of Kuwait, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. The Indian Ocean Naval Symposium, which was established in 2008, has provided another avenue for India’s interaction with navies of the Persian Gulf.

China’s strategic engagement with the region began with arms transfers to the region, including the sale of CSS-2 missiles to Saudi Arabia and Silkworm missiles to Iran. While the United States remains a key supplier of military hardware to the region, China has expanded its role as evidenced by the sale of DF-21 ballistic missiles to Saudi Arabia and the HQ-9 long-range surface-to-air system to Turkey. China has also participated in the biennial Aman naval exercises with Pakistan in the Arabian Sea since 2007, while making port calls in Cairo, Haifa, and Istanbul in 2012 and holding its first joint naval exercises with Iran in September 2014. The same year, a Chinese frigate was deployed to escort an international convoy that removed Syria’s chemical weapons stockpile.

Amid China’s and India’s growing investments in the Middle East and the plethora of instabilities plaguing the region, both countries have also had to strengthen their humanitarian response and expeditionary capabilities. For instance, the Indian navy was used to evacuate its nationals from the civil war in Libya in 2011 and Indian, Sri Lankan, and Nepalese nationals from the conflict in Lebanon in 2006. Meanwhile, a Chinese missile frigate was deployed to the Mediterranean Sea in early 2011 to support the evacuation of more than 38,000 Chinese nationals from Libya. The instabilities in Yemen have provided the most recent example of the growing HADR capabilities of both countries in the region. In addition to evacuating over 4,500 of its own nationals, India was involved in rescuing civilians from 41 nations. Also, the PLAN evacuated more than 600 of its nationals, as well as civilians from 15 other countries in Yemen. Renewed instabilities in Iraq will further test China and India, given their sizable interests in the country. These
include the presence of some 10,000 Chinese nationals in Iraq and China’s position as a leading buyer of Iraqi oil.\textsuperscript{153}

Looking ahead, the Sino–Indian maritime relationship in the South China Sea and Indian Ocean offers a potential indicator of how the bilateral relationship could play out in the Middle East. In this context, a more complex dynamic could emerge in the region as the unipolar external presence of the United States gives way to a more multipolar orientation in which the Sino–Indian relationship serves to overlay pre-existing fissures in the region. However, an alternative outlook for the Sino–Indian relationship is evidenced by the fact that China and India have often shared overlapping perspectives on developments in the Middle East. This is evidenced by both countries’ historically close relations with countries that the United States has labelled pariah regimes, including Iran, Syria, and Libya, as well as China’s and India’s concerns regarding the Arab uprisings and opposition to Western military intervention in Libya and Iraq. This leads to the potential for a greater convergence of interests between both countries in the Middle East. However, this also alludes to a different dynamic between regional and extraterritorial powers, with a reversion to traditional Westphalian norms of interaction emphasizing sovereignty, territorial integrity, and nonintervention over humanitarian intervention and democratic regime change. Ultimately, China’s and India’s growing maritime interests and capabilities offer to both widen the strategic geography of Asia and change the nature of their bilateral relationship.

\textbf{Implications for US Policy toward Asia}

The evolving Sino–Indian relationship also has implications for the US policy toward Asia. First, the United States has not been a bystander to the evolving Sino–Indian relationship. In many ways the spillover or nested security dilemma of the Sino–Indian relationship has been facilitated by the United States, as the country has actively sought to draw India deeper into the regional security architecture of East Asia. The plethora of statements by senior US officials in support of a stepped-up Indian role in the region is evidence of this. For instance, former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has stated that the United States has “made it a strategic priority to support India’s ‘Look East’ policy and encourage Delhi to play a larger role in Asian institutions and affairs.”\textsuperscript{154}
Ben Rhodes, deputy national security advisor, has noted that “just as the United States, as a Pacific Ocean power, is going to be deeply engaged in the future of East Asia, so should India as an Indian Ocean power and as an Asian nation.” President Obama has called on “India to ‘engage East’,” while the joint statement reached between India and the United States has noted a “shared vision for peace, stability and prosperity in Asia, the Indian Ocean region, and the Pacific region.” Former Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta has noted that “India is the lynchpin” of US strategy “in the arc extending from the Western Pacific and East Asia into the Indian Ocean region and South Asia.” Similarly, Deputy Secretary of State William Burns has noted, “India’s strong presence across the Indian and Pacific Oceans is a source of comfort and affirms its potential as a net security provider in the maritime domain.”

Moreover, India–US strategic cooperation is being cemented by a shared perception of the rise of China as an emerging maritime power amid “a common Indo–Pacific maritime challenge emerging from the People’s Republic of China to India in the Indian Ocean and to the United States in the Pacific Ocean.” International relations scholar David Scott adds that “US–India formal agreements and informal understanding are being constructed and carefully calibrated in the Indo-Pacific with China considerations very much in mind (and in deployment patterns), even if not in official speech.” International security specialist Ashley Tellis has also noted the linkage between China’s growing maritime power-projection capabilities and India–US cooperation: “Beijing’s recent appearance in the northern Indian Ocean has effectively unified the Indo-Pacific strategic space in a way that strengthens New Delhi and Washington’s already converging interests.”

Furthermore, as the region’s dominant military power and sea-based balancer, the United States has a crucial role to play in ensuring that the emergence of China and India as major maritime powers does not undermine the stability of the maritime global commons. As Mohan notes, “as the economic stakes of China and India in the oceans steadily expand and the two sides proceed with the building of powerful navies, a substantive and open-ended dialogue between the two security establishments on maritime and naval issues has become an urgent imperative.” In this context, while India and China have established a bilateral maritime security dialogue, this initiative remains largely consultative and lacks a rules-based structure. A more robust initiative
could be an “incidents at sea agreement” between both countries, which would echo a similar agreement reached between the United States and the erstwhile Soviet Union in 1972 at the height of the Cold War in the Incidents on and over the High Seas agreement. This would facilitate information exchange, provide a mechanism to manage incidents, and ultimately strengthen mutual understanding. The United States could seek to facilitate this process.

**Conclusion**

Historically, the strategic weight of China and India in Asia has made their bilateral relationship a microcosm of broader regional dynamics and a harbinger of the regional architecture. During the colonial period, interaction between China and India was subordinated to colonial rivalries, as Indian opium and soldiers were used to gain markets and quash rebellions in China. In the postcolonial period, initial cordiality in the Sino–Indian relationship was accompanied by Asian and developing-world solidarity through such initiatives as the 1947 Asian Relations Conference and the “Bandung spirit” of 1955, which became the precursor to the Non-Aligned Movement and Asia-Africa Summit. The Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, also known as the Panchsheel Agreement, not only served as a symbol of friendship between two of the world’s most populous countries but also codified the process of interaction within the developing world and became an antecedent to subsequent norms of regional interaction, such as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations’s Treaty of Amity and Cooperation. Finally, growing animosity in the Sino–Indian relationship was accompanied by a fracturing of the regional architecture along the Cold War divide. As Menon notes, the 1962 Sino–Indian war “brought a sense of dismay to pan-Asian aspirations: if Asia’s two largest nations were in discord, pan-Asian concord was a pipedream.”

This linkage between the nature of the Sino–Indian relationship and the regional order will continue to gain momentum in the post–Cold War period, as the rise of both countries as major regional and global powers with growing political, economic, and military weight in the international system makes their bilateral relationship more strategically significant. Moreover, the multidimensional nature of the Sino–Indian relationship has served to further amplify the significance and complex-
ity of the bilateral relationship. On one hand, border frictions, resource competition, and both countries’ engagement with each other’s strategic rivals will remain sources of mutual mistrust in the bilateral relationship. On the other hand, China is also an increasingly important economic partner for India and a potential ally on issues of global governance.

To be sure, in recent years the Sino–Indian relationship has been subordinated to increasingly pragmatic foreign-policy approaches by both countries. This is in stark contrast to their ideologically-driven foreign policy during the Cold War, which was embedded in India’s Nehruvian nonalignment and China’s Maoist vision of revolutionary world struggle. This newer approach will serve to temper any rash or aggressive foreign-policy actions. Instead, as both countries remain focused on growth, development, and consolidation of political power, any rivalry is likely to manifest itself in the realm of rhetoric, economics, military modernization, and competition for allies. Nonetheless, given their growing strategic weight in the international system, the relationship between these two emerging powers cannot be overlooked. The last major conflagration between the two coincided with (and was overshadowed by) the Cuban missile crisis. However, unlike their brief border war in 1962, future hostilities in the Sino–Indian relationship are likely to take center stage rather than being relegated to a mere sideshow.
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Book Reviews


Air Commanders essentially delivers the US Air Force’s combat history through the prism of selected air commanders. Despite being different in style and approach, the book is reminiscent of Benjamin Lambeth’s seminal study The Transformation of American Air Power (2000). It is divided into three parts, each dealing with a crucial time period: World War II, the Cold War, and the period from Operation Desert Storm to Operation Iraqi Freedom. Using short biographies, each part portrays four outstanding Airmen whose individual characters and life experiences shaped major air campaigns. While some may disagree with Olsen’s selection of air commanders, his choices not only allow scrutiny of the full spectrum of major USAF air campaigns but also portray very different personalities.

The interested reader recognizes a number of themes of perennial character. The most eminent is the constant fight “for a single point of contact for air management against opposition” (p. 25). In January 1944 Gen Carl A. Spaatz, the first of the commanders portrayed, met skepticism when he established a unified command in Europe, the US Strategic Air Forces headquarters. Six decades later, Gen T. Michael Moseley was convinced centralized command by an Airman was a prerequisite for effective and efficient employment of airpower.

While there are similarities over time, there are also striking differences. Fighting a war for Germany’s unconditional surrender, Spaatz’s biography exhibits the Airman’s virtues, including a killer instinct. Quite in contrast, six decades later, Gen Michael E. Ryan’s insistence to avoid collateral damage was a fulcrum of Operation Deliberate Force. Examining Lt Gen William H. Tunner’s conduct of airlift operations in the China-Burma-India theater and later in the Berlin airlift, James S. Corum underscores airlift’s vital role to operational success. His chapter also exhibits Tunner’s foresight when it came to vital Cold War issues. In April 1960 Tunner formally advocated a flexible response doctrine supported by strategic airlift—a policy the Eisenhower administration adamantly resisted. In contrast, Gen Curtis E. LeMay was a strident proponent of massive retaliation, leaving his air force less prepared to fight a conventional war. In this regard, the biographies implicitly retrace the Cold War’s fundamental strategic debates from the Airmen’s perspective. Olsen’s book is also corrective to the view that the USAF relationship with politics is an uneasy one. While this might have been the case in LeMay’s later career, Gen John W. Vogt, architect of the Linebacker air campaigns in 1972, and General Ryan displayed subtle senses for the intricacies of politics.

The various biographies also display stark differences in leadership styles. Lt Gen George E. Stratemeyer, Gen Douglas MacArthur’s air commander in the early phase of the Korean War, readily delegated tasks to capable subordinates. In the words of the editor, this “sets him apart from several other air commanders scrutinized in this book” (p. 17). While Stratemeyer was able to develop good relations with
MacArthur, frictions between their staffs persisted—a recurring theme in military command and control.

Case Cunningham aptly describes Gen William W. Momyer’s talent as a tactical Airman and his effective running of centralized air operations during the battle of Khe Sanh in early 1968. His tenure as Seventh Air Force commander, from mid-1966 to mid-1968, coincided with the infamous Rolling Thunder air campaign. In contrast, General Vogt conducted the successful Linebacker air campaigns in 1972. Vogt was a highly educated officer who had gained the trust of his political superiors but was suspicious to those in theater. The chapters on Seventh Air Force commanders during the Vietnam War are symptomatic for many accounts on the air war over Vietnam. While there is undoubtedly much to say about frustrating political micromanagement, many scholars and officers alike relate the reasons for failure or success almost exclusively to US strategy and conduct of the war. Though Robert Pape remains controversial for his polarizing thesis put forward in his book *Bombing to Win*, (pp. 209–10) he convincingly argues Hanoi’s strategy was at least equally important as the US conduct of the war. The communists’ guerrilla strategy during the Johnson years was hardly susceptible to bombing, quite in contrast to Hanoi’s conventional strategy in 1972.

With specifically focusing on the operational level of war, Olsen’s ambition is to fill the void between the strategic narrative on airpower and the tactical and technical debates on aerospace issues (p. 2). While clear-cut definitions of the operational level of war are wanting, common sense suggests that operational art essentially is about orchestrating and synchronizing classical lines of operations in the various domains of warfare: land, sea, and air. This primarily is the realm of overall theater commanders, the joint force commander (JFC) in modern military parlance. Nevertheless, examining air component commanders offers specific insights into operational-level decision making. History provides ample evidence that theater commanders—mostly coming from land-centric backgrounds—devote a considerable amount of attention to the scheme of land maneuvers and neglect more effectively orchestrating the effects delivered in and out of the other domains of warfare. Since land-centric JFCs often lack a deep understanding of airpower, one of the air commanders’ most eminent tasks is to develop good relationships and to provide sound advice. The dynamics between overall theater commanders and their air commanders have become perennial themes. In World War II, Maj Gen George C. Kenney and Brig Gen Otto P. Weyland had to gain the trust of their superiors—General MacArthur in the Southwest Pacific and Gen George S. Patton in the European theater, respectively. Almost six decades later, Lt Gen Chuck Horner convinced his joint force commander, Gen H. Norman Schwarzkopf, of the appropriate use of airpower. As Richard P. Hallion writes, Horner considered his superior to be “extremely intelligent” but lacking an appreciation of air and space power given his land-centric background.

To understand the US way of air warfare, a thorough grasp of its history is a prerequisite. Yet for those interested in modern military conflicts, part three of the volume is the most rewarding. The following paragraphs examine in more detail the accounts of the post–Cold War era air commanders, using the editor’s ambition to provide insight into the operational level of warfare as a primary judgment criterion.
Book Reviews

Richard P. Hallion, author of *Storm over Iraq: Air Power and the Gulf War* (1992), is undoubtedly one of the most competent airpower scholars to portray Lt Gen Charles A. “Chuck” Horner, who ushered in a new era of precision airpower. Hallion’s account exhibits Horner’s pragmatic approach to orchestrating the air campaign, including a sound view of the air tasking order (ATO) concept or putting forward innovative approaches such as “push close air support.” Regarding the latter, Horner devised the concept anticipating the corps commanders’ penchant for trying to tie up available air assets and sorties. Related to this issue is the joint force air component commander (JFACC) concept, which Desert Storm put to the test. Hallion also provides interesting insights into Col John A. Warden’s actual role during planning and the Army’s view on airpower and its corollaries for the conduct of the campaign. For instance, lack of understanding of modern airpower severely hampered Army efforts at effective battle damage assessment.

From an operational-level vantage point, however, the author could have strengthened the chapter by shedding light on the air-land interface during the ground offensive. Placement of the so-called fire support coordination line (FSCL) became a bone of contention between the Army and the Air Force. In essence, the ownership of the battlespace lay at its heart. Though this might not seem an overarching issue, it was identified as a point of friction by seminal studies on the Gulf War such as Thomas A. Keaney and Eliot A. Cohen’s *Gulf War Air Power Survey: Summary Report* (p. 157) and *The Generals’ War* by Michael Gordon and Bernard Trainor (pp. 412–13). In the aftermath of Desert Storm, it remained a sore point for the Air Force, according to a 2007 RAND report by David E. Johnson.

The author of *Responsibility of Command: How UN and NATO Commanders Influenced Airpower over Bosnia* (2003), Mark A. Bucknam, is perfectly poised to portray Gen Michael E. Ryan, air component commander of Operation Deliberate Force. Bucknam’s chapter excels by providing a plethora of operational details linked to the overall strategic setting. As such, the author provides valuable insights into one of the less-commonly known air campaigns of the post–Cold War era.

Prior to the campaign, Deliberate Force planners identified 56 target sites containing a total of just 338 aim points. Ryan identified certain elements of the Bosnian Serb army as the center of gravity. Yet preserving the United Nation’s (UN) backing for the air campaign and establishing a basis for a negotiated end to the war, he avoided excessive and deliberate killing of Bosnian Serb soldiers and went after heavy weapons, logistics, command and control, and mobility targets. At the same time, Ryan’s goal was to destroy as many of the Bosnian Serb army’s combat capabilities as possible before North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) political leaders called for a halt or the Bosnian Serbs stopped the campaign by yielding to UN demands.

Bucknam exhibits Ryan’s virtues and cognitive abilities to comprehensively embrace the air campaign and to control almost every aspect of targeting to avoid collateral damage. Yet he less adequately addresses the shortcomings of Ryan’s leadership style. In the John C. Orndorff’s study *Deliberate Force: A Case Study in Effective Air Campaigning*, (pp. 355, 372–73) the author suggests that—given Deliberate Force’s limited scope—Ryan was able to exercise a centralized Napoleonic command style.
Though this approach had its merits in the particular context of Deliberate Force, Orndorff identifies potential drawbacks, most notably a tremendous amount of work placed upon a few key individuals.

Rebecca L. Grant describes Lt Gen Michael C. Short’s Air Force career, which culminated in his role as combined forces air component commander in Operation Allied Force. While the 1999 air campaign went down in history as an airpower success, Grant reminds the reader that a positive outcome was anything but clear throughout most of the campaign. In particular, she highlights the doctrinal tensions between the air component commander and NATO’s supreme allied commander, Europe, Gen Wesley Clark, US Army. In essence, the debate between Clark and Short was over striking so-called strategic targets in Belgrade and elsewhere in Serbia or attacking fielded forces that immediately threatened the Muslim population in Kosovo. The author appropriately highlights Army generals’ lack of understanding and sometimes mistrust of airpower throughout the 1990s. As such, her chapter delivers an unvarnished and necessary account of the obstacles an Airman possibly can face in a “cross-service” chain of command. Yet the author takes it for granted that Short’s preference for fixed strategic targets was correct—without providing conclusive evidence save the fact that this target set was an Airman’s choice. In a similar vein, she feels empathy with Short’s frustrations over the various political constraints inhibiting a more forceful air campaign from the outset.

To both issues—target set selection and gradualism, that is, not striking swift and hard—Benjamin Lambeth offers convincing answers in his authoritative study NATO’s Air War for Kosovo (2001). Lambeth shows understanding for the air planners’ view that politically driven restrictions on key targets and excessive concern for collateral damage must have been a daily source of frustration. Yet taking the view of the recipient of airpower, it seemed as if the alliance was determined to follow the bombing campaign through and to even escalate it. “The almost universal belief among air warfare professionals that a more aggressive effort starting on opening night, in consonance with a more doctrinally pristine strategy, would have yielded the same result more quickly may have been correct as far as it went, . . . but that conviction was based solely on faith in the intrinsic power of the air weapon, not on any evidence directly related to the case at hand” Lambeth argues (p. 78).

In her chapter, Grant refers to General Clark’s views on the preceding NATO air campaign over Bosnia and Herzegovina. In this regard, she could have significantly strengthened her argument by also elaborating on Short’s experience as General Ryan’s chief of staff in Naples in 1995. In particular, as the Orndorff’s study on Deliberate Force points out, then major general Short had to absorb some of the higher responsibilities that naturally might have devolved on the air component commander who, in this particular case, became deeply involved in operational-level issues at the combined air operations center at Vicenza, Italy. Though Ryan and Short both shared the frustrations of Vietnam, Ryan’s view on employing airpower in 1995 and Short’s view in 1999 differed significantly. Of course, the circumstances in 1995 and 1999 were also different, and there was not a set answer for dealing with the internecine wars in the Balkans.
Among the four post–Cold War air commanders portrayed, General Moseley is the only one who did not share the “traumatizing” Vietnam experience. Given Moseley’s controversial “retirement” as chief of staff of the Air Force, James D. Kiras focuses his chapter on the Airman’s tenure as commander of US Central Command Air Forces (USCENTAF). The chapter provides interesting insights into US approaches to joint war fighting immediately after 9/11. It particularly sheds light on Moseley’s achievements in three distinct phases—Operation Anaconda (March 2002), a controversial ground-centric operation that fell short of its objective to encircle remnants of Taliban and al-Qaeda forces in the mountainous border region of Afghanistan and Pakistan; Operation Iraqi Freedom; and Operation Enduring Freedom.

While the challenge of modern joint war fighting is commonly understood as an issue primarily related to interoperable command and control systems, Kiras’s chapter highlights the crucial importance of human factors in modern operations. Moseley became USCENTAF commander in November 2001—one month into Operation Enduring Freedom. According to Kiras, Moseley’s predecessor was unduly blamed by the combatant commander Gen Tommy Franks, US Army, for placing Air Force priorities above those of the joint team. Moseley—by virtue of his personality—gradually gained Frank’s trust, mended the air-land team, and made airpower an integral part of Operation Iraqi Freedom. Doing so, he straddled two worlds—advocating for the value of airpower while at the same time emphasizing the need to integrate it within the joint force. Kiras illustrates the latter by examining Moseley’s role in making time-sensitive targeting more responsive against fleeting targets by enhancing integration between airpower and special forces. Yet the author only briefly touches on the problematic arrangements of fire support measures with conventional ground forces. As a RAND study notes: “Despite the significant improvements in ground-air effectiveness, some lingering issues remained. . . . Again, the Army deep attack concepts and the placement of the FSCL are at the heart of the matter” (David E. Johnson, Learning Large Lessons: The Evolving Roles of Ground Power and Air Power in the Post–Cold War Era, pp.130–31).

Olsen’s edited volume impresses by the sheer number of prominent and distinguished authors that made the final product possible. The volume’s unique angle on airpower combined with the input from some of the best airpower scholars adds to our understanding of the air service.

Dr. Christian F. Anrig
Deputy Director of Doctrine Research and Education
Swiss Air Force

Obama at War: Congress and the Imperial Presidency by Ryan C. Hendrickson. The University Press of Kentucky, 2015, 192 pp., $35.00.

The Constitution of the United States unequivocally bestows, and the War Powers Resolution (WPR) of 1973 further reinforces, the power to declare war to the Congress. In this book, Dr. Ryan C. Hendrickson points out every president (Democratic and Republican) since World War II has increasingly used the mantle of commander
in chief to apply military force in various situations without prior Congressional authoriza-
tion. To show Pres. Barack Obama does not discriminate in the types of situations where he unilaterally acts, the author describes four examples: operations in Afghanistan, including the particular use of drone technology; combat against Indian Ocean piracy; military strikes against Libya; and the use of US fighting and consulta-
tion forces in South Sudan. In all of these cases, Congress has not directly authorized the use of military force application outside of the United States. It has either not taken up the issue for debate or key leaders of both parties have defended President Obama's actions.

It is this independent presidential deed and Congress’s apparent willingness to allow the president to act in this manner that frames Hendrickson’s thesis: Anytime any president individually authorizes the use of combat operations on foreign soil without the advice and consent of the joint Congress, he is acting unconstitutionally. Further, any Congress that does not use the inherent checks and balances mechanism to force the president to get the advice and consent of the joint Congress before committing those forces overseas is also acting unconstitutionally.

The author asserts that over the years since World War II, and through much iteration of presidential administrations and congresses, the authority to wage war has politically shifted from the legislative branch to the executive. The political majority in Congress has switched several times, but the outcome has remained the same, resulting in an evident congressional apathy and wide deference to the president to protect the United States. The author keys on the presumption that members of Congress are usually always in campaign and fundraising mode and must be very careful in how they are perceived by their constituents. Many are not likely to present a legitimate challenge; however, the author does describe a few “rebels” who make a bit of noise from time to time. Hendrickson details several efforts fronted by newer members of Congress attempting to reel in the presidential military power only to be thwarted by their own Congressional leaders. These establishment leaders are shown to go so far as to actively promote the president’s flexible authority to conduct offensive military operations with prior congressional notification and consent. Their rationale echoes the president’s argument that these actions are necessary for the commander in chief to protect the United States from harm.

To resolve this issue, the author looks to each of the federal government branches for recourse. When judicial cases have come forward from members of the House or Senate, federal courts have refused to hear the cases on the merits, citing the congressional plaintiff’s lack of a justiciable legal question suitable for judicial review. The legislature does not have the right kind of leadership with the political willpower and equity to push for this kind of significant reform. The executive does not appear willing to retreat from the established position. Hendrickson asserts the only sure path back to the Constitution’s foundations is for Congress to affirmatively wrest control from the presidency.

It is important for the reader to understand the very narrow scope of this book. The thesis does not go very far beyond the assertions that the president consistently acts in an unconstitutional manner and the Congress consistently acts in a somewhat
negligent manner. Alone and based on the facts, Hendrickson believes he is right and has a valid constitutional argument. To the extent he identifies the issue and discusses some clear ways to resolve it, he does so rather well—with ample research and documentation.

However, politics and national governance do not occur in a vacuum. One does not simply take a single piece of the big picture, examine it, point out its flaws, and consider the analysis complete. The entire context of the situation must be considered. Hendrickson fails to address the necessary and next logical steps. How would the outcome of these combat operations been different if Congress had explicitly authorized warfare? What negative implications, if any, would have been averted had Congress acted before the president? The author does not address these questions—even to say the outcome can never be truly known. He does not explain how the United States’ national security posture would be different if Congress granted presidential war powers before each foreign conflict. Certainly if he could, the results might strengthen his position.

This book is a quick and enjoyable read that challenges the reader to think about the oft-debated argument of textual versus practical readings of the US Constitution. Words mean things, and reasonable minds can come to different conclusions based upon different interpretations of the same words. Hendrickson has a point: from a literal reading of the Constitution, many presidents and congresses since the second half of the last century have acted unconstitutionally. However, the realities of the modern world force the reader to decide if the president’s authority as commander in chief allows the use of proactive military force in foreign lands and ultimately if the ends justify the means.

Maj Randall Mercer, USAF
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